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This depiction of Timuca Indians worshipping the stone column set up
by Jean Ribault when he came to Florida in 1562 is an engraving made by
Theodore de Bry from a painting by the French cartographer, Jacques Le
Moyne de Morgues. Presumably it is on or near the St. Johns River, the
area encompassed by the present city of Jacksonville which is celebrating
its sesquicentennial. Le Moyne accompanied René de Laudonnière to Florida
in 1564. Years later, after his return to Europe, he painted scenes and
episodes of Florida as he remembered them.
De Bry purchased the paintings from Le Moyne’s widow, and he, his two
sons, and G. Veen engraved and published them in 1591. It was believed
that all the Le Moyne paintings had disappeared, but in 1901 one of them
(the one used for this engraving) was found in the chateau of the Comtesse
de Canay near Paris. Laudonnière, attired in a crimson, yellow, and blue
costume, is on the right and next to him is Athore, son of Saturiba
(Saturioua). A reproduction of the stone colum with the French royal arms
affixed is on a bluff overlooking the St. Johns at the Fort Caroline National
Memorial in Jacksonville.
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TIVOLI THEATRE OF PENSACOLA
by D IAN  LEE  SHELLEY *
Pensacola during the 1820s was hardly more than a smallfrontier town, yet its citizens, with a predominately French
and Spanish background, enthusiastically supported a theatre.
Its importance is not that major theatrical personalities were
attracted to the community, but that such a remote town, still
the center of Indian trade, would welcome a theatre at all. The
desire and support of dramatic entertainment suggests a differ-
ent perspective from the conception of Pensacola during this
period as a raw frontier town surrounded by wilderness.
From Pensacola to New Orleans, the French and Spanish
on the gulf coast at the beginning of the nineteenth century
often conducted themselves in a way that dismayed Protestant
Americans. These Catholics seemed to have had little regard
for the sanctity of the Sabbath. After mass they thought nothing
of adjourning to the closest establishment for gambling and
drinking. Sunday was also a popular time for dancing and the
theatre.1 The Spanish population in Pensacola increased when
the Spanish colonial government and the infantry regiment of
Louisiana were transferred there from New Orleans after the
Louisiana Purchase. According to Don Juan McQueen, “the
inhabitants are half French and they you know will dance and
be merry anywhere; so altho [sic] the society is but small we
generally of a Sunday evening have a kick up at some of their
houses.“2
Juan Baptiste Casanave and Pedro Bardonave, two French-
men, decided to capitalize on the frivolous inclinations of their
fellow Latins in Pensacola in 1805. They were joined by a third
Frenchman, René Chaudevineau, a master carpenter who di-
* Mrs. Shelley is an instructor at the Pensacola School of Liberal Arts.
1. David Grimsted, Melodrama Unveiled (Chicago, 1968), in his second
chapter investigates contemporary Protestant opposition to the theatre.
2. Lyle N. McAlister, “Pensacola During the Second Spanish Period,”
Florida Historical Quarterly, XXXVII (January-April 1959), 305.
[341]
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rected the building of the Tivoli ballroom complex.3 The
Tivoli highhouse was a two-story rectangular building designed
to offer a place for gambling and drinking. The bottom
floor of the highhouse was level with the ground and was con-
structed of brick. The upper story was of wood with a gallery
that hung over the sidewalk.4 A token discovered during ex-
cavations at the Tivoli highhouse site in June 1968, adds fuel
to the legend that some of the smaller rooms on the ground
floor of the highhouse may have been used for prostitution as
well as gambling.5
The appearance of the Tivoli ballroom is more difficult to
ascertain since it was destroyed in 1841. The only indication of
appearance is from maps showing the outline shape and approxi-
mate size. The Pintado map of 1810 and the 1821 Spanish titles
map indicate a circular structure of about forty-five feet in
diameter with a connecting rectangular entrance that overhung
Tivoli (Zaragossa) Street in front. Another map, the Brosnaham
map of 1819, indicates a conical roof for the ballroom.
The likely prototype for the Tivoli complex was its name-
sake, “Tivoli Park” in New Orleans. The building in this park
used for dancing was an octagonal pavilion, open on all sides,
with a pyramidal roof. A tavern was also an integral part of this
park.6 This New Orleans park was established by Santiago
Bernardo Coquet, who bought the property on Bayou St. John
on September 23, 1800. Thomas Ashe, in his travels in 1806,
mentions that every Sunday evening on the bayou, about two
miles out of New Orleans, the “Country concentrates, without
any regard to birth, wealth, or colour.“7
The Tivoli complex was Pensacola’s only place of entertain-
ment during the first decade of the nineteenth century. Paul
Alliot, the French traveler, reported a population for Pensacola
3. Cazenava, Bordenave and Chaudenineau document in possession of
Historic Pensacola Preservation Board, page 1-A.
4. The highhouse was not destroyed until the 1930s, therefore photographs
and drawings are available for its description.
5. Token numbered 8EslOO from the June 1968, Tivoli excavation in pos-
session of the Historic Pensacola Preservation Board.
6. Description of New Orleans’s Tivoli were gathered from a letter,
Samuel Wilson, Jr., to author, October 23, 1969, taken from a piece of
sheet music in the possession of Wilson, New Orleans architect and an
authority on colonial New Orleans architecture, and also from Louisiana
Courier, May 13, 1808.
7. Thomas Ashe, Travels in America (London, 1808), 346.
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before 1806 of 1,000.8 Four years later an article on Pensacola
in the St. Louis Gazette estimated that there were 300 families.
The Tivoli, as described in the Gazette, was “a small neat ro-
tundo for public balls, and in the public rooms adjacent . . .
is exhibited that rage for excessive gaming.“9
The ballroom and highhouse lost none of their appeal as new
people began to move into the community. The census of 1813
revealed “3,063 most of whom were French Creoles, Scots, and
Irish.“10 Many Americans arrived after the territory was trans-
ferred to the United States in 1821. Noah Ludlow, theatre man-
ager, actor, and founder of several southern theatres, said that
Pensacola at the time “was supposed to be the El Dorado of the
United States, a point at which fortunes could be picked up in
two to three years.“11 Among the newcomers was Andrew Jack-
son Allen and his small company of actors who planned to
remodel the Tivoli ballroom for their theatre. Using a ballroom
for a theatre was not novel; New Orleans and many other
southern theatres began in ballrooms.12
To understand how a circular ballroom like the Tivoli could
be converted into a theatre, one must examine the theatres of
New Orleans often used as a model prior to 1821. The Tivoli
was wooden with a pyramidal roof as was the Cayentano’s Circus
and New Orleans’ Tivoli. A circus building had the dual pur-
pose of using the circular pit for the equestrian and circus acts
and by placing benches in the pit area, theatre presentations
were located on a stage at one side. Cayentano’s Circus in New
Orleans offered theatrical entertainment in 1817 and 1818.13
It was a three-story wooden building with a conical roof. Ad-
joining it was a large rectangular structure and several small
lean-tos.14
Since the Tivoli continued to be used as a ballroom until at
8. McAlister, “Pensacola During the Second Spanish Period,” 300.
9. “Pensacola in 1810,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XXXII (July 1953),
44-48.
1 0 .  I b id .
11. Noah Ludlow, Dramatic Life As I Found It (New York, 1880), 200.
12. Brooks McNamara, The American Playhouse (Cambridge, 1969), 76, 123.
13. Nelle Smither, A History of the English Theatre in New Orleans (New
York, 1944), 13; Robert P. McCutcheon, “The First English Plays in
New Orleans,” American Literature, II (May 1939), 193-96.
14. Described in a letter, Boyd Cruise, curator, to author, November 11, 1969,
from a sketch by T. Bigot dated 1817, in the Historic New Orleans
Collection.
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least 1837, the owners would not have sacrificed the dance floor
to construct a protruding stage.15 The most reasonable design
would have been to convert the attached rectangular entrance
of the Tivoli into a stage following the plan of Cayentano’s Cir-
cus in New Orleans. The property inventory of the first theatre
manager and an advertisement in the Pensacola Floridian, June
22, 1822, show that the stage properties were complex enough to
require a stage that would fill all of the entrance of the Tivoli
ballroom. The structure probably had an interior that resembled
the New Orleans Condé Street ballroom which was used as a
theatre in the period 1811-1816.16 Ballrooms such as this had
tiers of box seats along the sides for the girls taking turns danc-
ing.17 Windows must have been spaced generously to catch the
bay breezes during the hot summer months.
Pensacola’s theatre audiences were representative of the com-
munity’s polyglot population. An account of an amateur play
presented during the Mardi Gras of 1823 indicates the enthusi-
asm of the spectators, some of whom were members of the United
States military stationed in Pensacola:
On entering we found the audience as eager as motley, and
impatiently awaiting the rousing of the curtain . . . the front
seats seemed by common consent conceded to the better
classes, and there was a marked and essential, though but a
nominal line which separated them from those of more
humble station, as for example the retiring and inoffensive
quadroon women, quietly seated in the rear.18
For performances at the Tivoli, the cost of admission was
$1.00 for box seat, seventy-five cents for pit, and children fifty
cents, This was the price commonly charged in theatres at this
time.19 The audience capacity of the theatre, considering its
fairly small diameter of fifty-six feet, was probably not more
than 200 to 250 persons; the capacity could have been larger if
15. Bishop Kemper in an 1837 sermon at Christ Church, across from the
Tivoli, complained of the dancing.
16. McCutcheon, “The First English Plays in New Orleans,” II, 116, 189.
27. Jacques Berquin-Duvallon, Vue de la colonie espagnole du Mississippi,
(Paris, 1803), quoted in Perry Young, The Mistick Krewe (New Orleans,
1931), 20.
18. Major General George A. McCall, Letters From the Frontiers (Phila-
delphia, 1868), January 20, 1823.
19. Grimstead, Melodrama Unveiled, 51.
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the theatre had a second tier of boxes. Other area theatres such
as the Cayentano‘s Circus, the St. Phillipi, and the Orleans in
New Orleans held over 700. The theatre designed by Noah
Ludlow for Mobile in 1824 had a pit and two tiers of boxes,
and it could seat between 600 and 700 people.20
A typical Tivoli theatrical evening featured a full-length
play, followed by a farce or short comic opera. Often there was
also a musical number. Comedies, tragedies, and melodramas
were all performed. In New Orleans the theatre season began in
November and closed during the summer when yellow fever
was epidemic. In the summer the actors appeared in Pensacola
and in other gulf towns with the same repertoire of plays they
had presented in New Orleans. The communities west of the
Appalachians and east of the Mississippi, including Pensacola
and New Orleans, were called the Western Theatre.
A survey of the practices of stock companies and the structure
of drama during the early years of the nineteenth century makes
a review of the plays and actors on the Pensacola stage more
meaningful. The melodrama, very popular during this period,
did much to accentuate the stock character. Every melodrama
had its list of stock characters which centered around the heroine
— the epitome of virtue, gentleness, a heavenly angel, and man’s
salvation— despite the misfortune and temptation that she was
subjected to. Attempting to destroy the virtue of the heroine
was the villain who was a smooth and base deceiver. In serious
plays the villain was the devil incarnate, despicable and un-
principled. For comedy he had the same attributes, but now the
character was too ridiculous to pose any real threat. Out to
thwart the villain was the hero— brave, modest, virtuous, and
defender of virtue. The old father character was usually wise
and full of good advice. In comedy, he desired money or position
which blinded him to the merits of the hero and to the baseness
of the villain.21
During the 1821 and 1822 seasons the Pensacola Floridian
listed only four of the mainpieces, which included three popular
melodramas.22 The Stranger, by Auguste Kotzebue, presented
20. Ludlow, Dramatic Life As I Found It, 264-65.
21. Grimstead, Melodrama Unveiled, 171-203, gives an excellent analysis of
stock characters.
22. Pensacola Floridian, August 18, September 8, October 8, 1821, June 22,
1822.
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August 18, 1821, deals with a woman who deserts her husband
and children for another man and then, repentant, spends her
energies doing good deeds to atone for her sins. Found by her
desolute husband, she is forgiven and welcomed back into the
bosom of her family. On October 8, 1821, the Pensacola play-
goers were entertained with the Gothic melodrama Castle Spectre,
by Matthew Gregory Lewis, which was complete with ghosts and
a gloomy subterranean dungeon. In this spectacle, Osmond, the
villain, abducts the heroine, Angela, and her lover, Percy, who
had come to the castle to save her. Years before, Osmond had
murdered his brother’s wife and had chained his brother in the
dungeon. Angela is their child. The ghost of the mother so
startles the uncle-villain that it prevents the death of her husband
and gives Angela the opportunity to stab her uncle. The 1822
season began with the melodrama Douglas by John Home. The
play is the tale of a baby who is lost in a terrible storm, but
who later returns, a thoroughly noble young man despite his
rearing in a shepherd’s cottage. Douglas also contains the com-
plete villain with designs on the heroine’s chastity and who is
the main agent of catastrophe.23
The stock company system as practiced in the nineteenth
century limited some of the actor’s versatility. Actors were hired
for a special type of role or “line of business,” and they were
classified in one of the following categories: leading tragedy,
juvenile or romantic leads, low-comedy, old men, old women,
heavy villains, serious fathers, and numerous special types such
as the Yankee and/or the black-faced Jim Crow type. On an
actor’s benefit night, when the proceeds of the evening went to
that actor, he could choose whatever role and play he desired.
This sometimes led to miscasting as was perhaps the case of the
October 9, 1821, benefit in Pensacola when a male actor elected
to play a female part in Castle Spectre.24
The first company of actors to play in Pensacola was com-
posed mostly of young, inexperienced actors. It was managed by
23. Grimstead, Melodrama Unveiled, 131; Charles Loch Mowat, East Florida
as a British Province, 1763-1784 (Berkeley, 1943), 139, states that in St.
Augustine on May 20, 1783, an announcement appeared for a presenta-
tion of “Douglas, a Tragedy,” for the benefit of the loyalist refugees
who had evacuated Charleston and Savannah after the British defeat
at Yorktown.
24. Grimstead, Melodrama Unveiled, 84-98.
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Andrew Jackson Allen, who referred to himself as the “Father
of the American Stage.” He was deaf and sometimes his associates
called him “Dummy Allen.” Born in 1776 in New York City,
he first appeared on the stage at the age of ten as a page in
Romeo and Juliet. He later played in theatres throughout the
North. He arrived in Florida with creditors in his wake, and his
stay in Pensacola seems to have been marred by financial woes.
Later he traveled with Edwin Forrest as costumer and cook.25
Despite his deafness, Allen was very loquacious. He was de-
scribed in his later years as “tall and erect in person, with firmly
compressed features, an eye like a hawk’s, nose slightly Roman-
esque and hair mottled gray. He spoke in a sharp, decisive
manner often giving wrong answers.“26 Most of the Pensacola
company were relatively inexperienced. James M. Scott had
been on the stage only a year before he began acting in Pensa-
cola. He was described as “possessing a strong voice and a manly
figure, being over six feet in height.“27 Mrs. Legg, a talented
and beautiful woman, was in her early twenties when she ap-
peared at the Tivoli in the summer of 1821, but she had had five
years experience. Mr. Hanna’s ten years of experience unfortu-
nately did not improve his acting style. He was described as a
young man of “tolerably good appearance,“28 although a critic
in New Orleans wrote that he “not only suffered from an un-
becoming shyness and stiffness of demeanor, but in many scenes
his attitude was one of stupid indifference.“29 Mrs. Price had
been playing leading roles at the American Theatre in New
Orleans before coming to Pensacola.30 Her death in Pensacola
must have come early in the 1821 season since she is not men-
tioned in the newspaper advertisements. Eliza Vaughan also died
that same summer. She was only twenty-three, although she had
25. Oral Sumner Coad and Edwin Mims, Jr., The American State (New
Haven, 1929), 175; Laurence Hutton, Curiosities of the American Stage
(New York, 1891), 102; Richard Moody, America Takes the Stage (New
York, 1955), 34; George C. Odell, Annals of the New York Stage, 1834-
1843, 4 vols. (New York, 1928), IV, 37, 91, 101, 233, 254, 443, 471; Sol
Smith, Theatrical Management in the West and South for Thirty Years
(New York, 1868), 138-40.
26. Hutton, Curiosities of the American Stage, 102.
27. Ludlow, Dramatic Life As I Found It, 324.
28. Ibid., 182.
29. Smither, A History of the English Theatre in New Orleans, 16.
30. John S. Kendall, The Golden Age of the New Orleans Theatre (New
York, 1968), 18, 21.
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begun acting with her husband and Mrs. Legg in 1816. John
Vaughan had been playing the lead in tragedies in many of the
Western Theatres.31
In Pensacola, Mrs. Legg and James Scott, the only ones of this
company to achieve national acclaim, played tragic leads and
Allen the comic roles. Scott was often refered to as “Long Tom
Coffin,” the character role in Paul Jones, Pilot of the German
Ocean, that brought him fame. He remained popular until his
death in 1849, starring on the stages in New Orleans and New
York.32 Mrs. Legg married John Augustus Stone, a popular
dramatist, in the summer of 1822. After his death she married
another dramatist, N. H. Bannister, and returned to the stage,
appearing occasionally in New Orleans.33
John Vaughan’s company, which included nine people, played
in Pensacola in 1822. It was more experienced, but was not as
talented as Allen’s Company. John Vos and his wife, George W.
Frethey and his wife, and Mrs. DeGrushe (Morgan) had been
members of Ludlow’s companies in either St. Louis or Nashville
prior to 1820. This was about the same time the Vaughans were
beginning their stage career with Ludlow. John Vos was de-
scribed as “a pretty good actor in tragedy heroes— rough and
crude, yet attended with some signs of genius.“34 Frethey’s special-
ty was low-comedy, and his wife, who was not particularly tal-
ented, played minor roles.35 Mrs. DeGrushe may have been a
better actress, but she mainly played “old women” parts.36 James
31. Coad and Mims, The American Stage, 131; Kendall, The Golden Age
of the New Orleans Theatre, 22; Ludlow, Dramatic Life As I Found It,
80, 90, 98, 108, 116, 123, 134, 152.
32. Kendall, The Golden Age of the New Orleans Theatre, 22, 55, 61, 67,
76, 78, 98; Ludlow, Dramatic Life As I Found It, 245, 249, 317, 324;
Odell, Annals of the New York Stage, IV, 557, 623, 648, 649; Smith,
Theatrical Management in the West and South for Thirty Years, 89;
Smither, A History of the English Theatre in New Orleans, 394.
33. Hutton, Curiosities of the American Stage, 17; Kendall, The Golden
Age of the New Orleans Theatre, 21, 125, 137, 146, 151; Odell, Annals of
the New York Stage, IV, 238, 247, 310; Smith, Theatrical Management
in the West and South for Thirty Years, 89; Smither, A History of the
English Theatre in New Orleans, 387.
34. Ludlow, Dramatic Life As I Found It, 270.
35. Ibid., 172, 256, 267, 272; Smither, A History of the English Theatre in
New Orleans, 256.
36. William G. Dodd, “Theatrical Entertainment in Early Florida,” Florida
Historical Quarterly, XXV (October 1926), 133-34; Coad and Mims, The
American Stage, 131; Lucile Gafford, “Material Conditions in the
Theatres of New Orleans Before the Civil War” (M. A. thesis, Uni-
14
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Scholes joined the Pensacola company after some apparently in-
adequate experience in New Orleans. Caldwell, manager for the
New Orleans company, claimed that Scholes was of “general
utility— merely passable in his lines.”37 Pensacola’s second pro-
fessional season was totally lacking the glamour of the first
season.
Pensacola and most of the Western Theatre depended on
New Orleans for actors. They were not the stars but second and
third string actors seeking out a living during New Orleans’s
off-season. When theatre returned to Pensacola in 1828, Mobile’s
theatre had been established, and Pensacola received the lesser
actors from this stage.
On April 18, 1828, the Tivoli again presented theatrical
entertainment using actors from Mobile. The company was small,
consisting of Mr. and Mrs. Hartwig, Mrs. DeGrushe, and Messrs.
Lear, Jones, and Myers. The latter three were minor figures from
New Orleans.38 The star of the Pensacola season was Mrs. Hart-
wig, a professional actress who played comedy, tragedy (male
and female), and equestrian roles. She was also a professional
bride, having had six husbands. Mr. Hartwig was her third, and
a minor actor. The year prior to her opening in Pensacola, Mrs.
Hartwig had played opposite Junius Brutus Booth in New
Orleans. She starred in theatres from New York to New Orleans
and throughout the West and South.39 The New Orleans Bee
described her as having “a fine commanding figure, voice full
and powerful but not smooth, wanting that mellow softness . . .
which is pleasing to the ear. She seems admirably calculated for
those characters which require great physical power.“40
Mr. and Mrs. Hartwig returned to Pensacola in February
versity of Chicago, 1925), 14-16; Kendall, The Golden Age of the New
Orleans Theatre, 6-7; Ludlow, Dramatic Life As I Found It, 116, 138-39,
267, 287.
37. Gafford, “Material Conditions in the Theatres of New Orleans Before
the Civil War,” 61; Ludlow, Dramatic Life As I Found It, 216, 245, 249;
Smither,  A History of  the English Theatre in New Orleans,  393.
38. Smith, Theatrical Management in the West and South for Thirty Years,
49; Smither, A History of the English Theatre in New Orleans, 386, 387.
39.  Kendall ,  The Golden Age of  the New Orleans Theatre,  44; Ludlow,
Dramatic Life As I Found It, 322, 423, 435, 459, 470-71, 487, 488; Smith,
Theatrical Management in the West and South for Thirty Years, 48, 49,
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1829, after a fire in Mobile had destroyed the theatre there. The
company was small; besides Mr. and Mrs. Hartwig, it included
Mr. and Mrs. Rice, Mr. Saunders, and Mary Vos. Saunders was
only a minor actor, but the handsome and youthful Thomas D.
Rice and Mary Vos were soon to become stars. Mary Vos was
only fourteen years old, the daughter of the Mr. and Mrs. John
Vos who had appeared at the Tivoli in Pensacola in 1822. She
became a very popular actress in the Western Theatre and a
special favorite in Mobile. Later she starred opposite such well-
known actors as Tyrone Power.41
Rice was twenty-one when he first appeared on the stage in
Pensacola, but this was the beginning of his career as “Jim Crow”
Rice, the predecessor of the black-face minstrels. The February
17, 1829 bill lists three farces plus a comic dance by Mr. Rice.
Rice is supposed to have introduced his “Jim Crow” song and
dance in Louisville in 1830, an act he had composed the previous
year. If this is correct, one can surmise that Pensacola may have
received the premiere of “Jim Crow” Rice in 1829. Rice estab-
lished an international reputation as a result of a tour in England
in 1836. His special character roles and his “Ethiopian Operas”
earned his a fortune.42
During the 1828 Pensacola season the melodrama Douglas
was again performed at the Tivoli. The only mainpiece ad-
vertised in the Pensacola Gazette was the popular tragedy Pizarro,
about the Spanish conqueror of Peru. The play called for many
spectacular events such as the erupting of volcanoes plus the
presence of Pizarro’s army through the play. This amazing cast
must have performed some logistical feats of their own to attempt
Pizarro with a company of six. It is obvious they intended to
give the community entertainment to please all tastes from the
notice of a benefit on March 13, 1828, for Saunders. Besides the
regular program, a theatrical lottery was held, the prizes includ-
ed two gold seals, a key and ring, a set of The Casket for 1828,
twelve barege handkerchiefs, one dozen elegant half hose, and a
dissected puzzle map. After the show, a balloon eighteen feet
41. Ludlow, Dramatic Life As I Found It, 267, 423; Smith, Theatrical Man-
agement in the West and South for Thirty Years, 134; Smither, A History
of the English Theatre in New Orleans, 396.
42. Pensacola Gazette, February 17, 1829; Hutton, Curiosities of the American
Stage, 119-20; Ludlow, Dramatic Life As I Found It, 392, 509; Smith,
Theatrical Management in the West and South for Thirty Years, 65.
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high and fifty-two feet in circumference was to ascend from the
back of the theatre.43
After reviewing the type of plays presented at the Tivoli
during the 1821, 1822, 1828, and 1829 seasons, and the actors
that were involved in these productions, an investigation of the
stage scenery is helpful for an overall view of the theatre.
Knowledge of the scenery is facilitated by the inventory of the
property of Andrew J. Allen. Just as there were stock actors
during this period, there were also stock scenes, this being es-
pecially true for traveling companies like those appearing in
Pensacola. The stock scenes were kitchen, parlor, woods, garden,
and street. These scenes were used for all plays whether Julius
Caesar or contemporary melodramas. Allen listed four drop
scenes in his inventory. Travelling companies commonly used
roll wings and drops for easier handling. The roll wings were
loose canvas that hung from above. They were all double-sided
and generally varied from 3’4” to 4’6” wide. Back drop scenes
were on rollers and hung from above. They were painted canvas,
the standard size being sixteen feet high and from twenty-five to
twenty-nine feet wide. The act drop hung in front of the stage
and it was raised as a curtain.44 Glass lamps and tin chandeliers
held candles for the stage and theatre lighting.
Pensacola’s population during these early years was hardly
large enough to support a permanent theatre or even a con-
tinuous professional theatrical season. The people enjoyed enter-
tainment. They attended plays in a converted circular ballroom,
acted by players, many of whom were young, inexperienced, and
not very talented. The plays were the same as those presented
on the stages all over the country. This was one of the links that
tied Pensacola closer to the mainstream of America.
43. Pensacola Gazette, February 17, March 10, 20, 1829.
44. For a detailed analysis of early nineteenth-century stage scenery, see
Richard Southern, Changeable Scenery (London, 1951); Wesley Swanson,
“Wings and Backdrops,” The Drama, XVIII (October 1927); Edwin
Duerr, “Charles Ciceri and the Background of American Scene Design,”
Theatre Arts, XVI (1932), and Clifford E. Hamar, “Scenery on the
Early American Stage,” Theatre Annual, VII (1948-49).
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ANTI-CATHOLICISM AND THE FLORIDA
LEGISLATURE, 1911-1919
by  R OBERT  B. R A C K L E F F*
S wept into office five months earlier by an unprecedentedwave of religious prejudice, Florida Governor Sidney Johns-
ton Catts asked the 1917 legislature to help him fulfill the prom-
ises of his campaign of fear of Roman Catholic power:
I carefully call your attention to the fact that there are
some churches in the State holding great quantities of land
in their possession without taxation. Whole city blocks are
free from taxation, being rented out as stores, and I would
urge upon your body that you carefully investigate the matter
of taxing all church property, Catholic and Protestant, in
the State, except the church building itself and the pastor’s
or parochial’s home, and the land upon which they stand. . . .
The time seems to be right for us to stand out on the
broad basis of American liberty and declare that there shall
be no closed institutions of any kind in our State, whether
they be scholastic, eleemosynary or church institutions, and
we would suggest that the Legislature pass a law throwing
open all school property, House of Good Shepherd, convents,
parochial schools or any other institutions now closed to our
laws. Georgia has lately passed such a law and put the matter
of investigation into the hands of the grand jury of the
counties wherein these institutions are located. It would be
better put in the hands of a commissioner. . . .
I would suggest that the teachers in private and denomi-
national schools, whether Protestant or Roman Catholic, be
required to stand the same examination that our public school
teachers are forced to stand before they can teach school. It is
not right to allow one class of American citizens to have men
and women who are qualified to teach them and other schools
not having these examinations to be taught by people who
we do not know whether they are qualified or not.1
* Mr. Rackleff is a doctoral student in history at Florida State University.
1. Florida House Journal (1917), 22-28.
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To the contemporary reader these proposals may seem to have
been reasonable attempts of a state government to ensure the
best conditions for its citizens. But behind the polite language
were causes for alarm for defenders of religious freedom in
Florida. The object of Catts’s proposals was to strike back at the
imaginary threat of Roman Catholic activities in the state.
A serious level of anti-Catholic feeling was reached in the
1910s which spilled into the legislative halls in Tallahassee be-
ginning in the 1913 session, reached its peak in the next two
biennial sessions, then quietly disappeared by the time the law-
makers met in 1919. Legislators, heeding many of their con-
stituents, proposed such anti-Catholic measures as a convent in-
spection bill to investigate suspected wrongdoings in “closed”
convents and parochial schools, prohibition laws depriving
churches of sacramental wine, “garb” bills to prohibit priests
and nuns from wearing religious clothing or insignia while teach-
ing in public schools, taxation of church property, and required
Bible readings in public schools.
The small Catholic population in Florida and the South had
become accustomed to anti-Catholic feeling in their communities.
A Catholic missionary, Father Patrick J. Bresnahan, reported on
these conditions as he traveled throughout Florida from 1904
to 1926 seeking converts to the faith. Instances of religious bigotry
he encountered ranged from intimidation of Catholics to keep
them from attending services to “lock-outs” at meeting halls
scheduled for services.2 In some communities, the only places he
could obtain for religious activities were in private homes. On
numerous occasions Father Bresnahan found that he was the
object of much innocent curiosity of Florida backwoodsmen,
many of who had never seen a garbed priest. He and other ob-
servers confirmed the record of anti-Catholic prejudice prior
to 1910.
The uniqueness of this religious prejudice in the period
1910-1920 was its greater intensity at the local level and its
intrusions into state and national forums. A widely publicized
local incident occurred in Fort Lauderdale in 1915 when a young,
Catholic grade school teacher was removed from her job by the
local public school trustees who objected to her faith. The com-
munity, which could have rectified this injustice, voted instead
2. Patrick J. Bresnahan, Seeing Florida With a Priest (Zephyrhills, 1937), 52.
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at a public meeting by a vote of 181 to seven to uphold the
trustees’ decision.3 At the state level, anti-Catholic sentiment be-
came a serious legislative problem which had to be faced by
fair-minded lawmakers.
Basic to anti-Catholic sentiment was that many rural white
Floridians saw the Roman Catholic hierarchy, if not the average
churchgoer, as a great threat to their freedom (even though the
Catholic population of Florida was less than three per cent of the
state’s population). Florida was not unique in this attitude; it
was typical of many southern states at the time. To combat the
imaginary Catholic threat in Alabama, the state legislature con-
sidered, but did not pass, a convent inspection bill. The legisla-
tors later adopted a requirement for compulsory Bible reading
in public schools, much to the chagrin of Alabama Catholics. In
Birmingham a nativist organization was voted into the city
administration, and it purged the staff of all Catholic employees.4
Georgia enacted a convent inspection bill. There is a long list
of other rural-dominated legislatures in the South and nation
which debated anti-Catholic measures during this decade.
Florida was vulnerable to this movement since it was part
of the stronghold of the populist and progressive movements.
The conditions of deprivation and discontent which led to the
frustrated political efforts against big business also had led to
more emotional movements such as prohibition and anti-Catholic
and anti-foreign nativism. Many of the same people who had
fought railroads and land barons at the turn of the century were
fighting the Catholic hierarchy a few years later. The most
prominent example of this shifting focus of attention was Tom
Watson of Georgia, chief instigator of southern anti-Catholicism.
Watson, disillusioned national leader of the People’s Party in the
1890s, was still a powerful Georgia politician and editor of
Watson’s Jeffersonian Magazine, a weekly journal mostly con-
taining his editorial prejudices. After several years of attacking
big business, he began a deliberate anti-Catholic campaign in
August 1910, which lasted for seven years. It started with a
series of articles, “The Roman Catholic Hierarchy: The Deadli-
est Menace to Our Liberties and Our Civilization.” It was
3. Miami Herald, August 25, 1915.
4. John Higham, Strangers in the Land: Patterns in American Nativism
(New Brunswick, 1955), 292.
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followed by another series, “The History of the Papacy and the
Popes.” A national magazine, The Menace, sprang up in response
to Watson’s success and devoted its issues to anti-Catholic propa-
ganda. By 1915, The Menace had a weekly circulation of 1,500,-
000 copies.5
National organizations such as the Guardians of Liberty and
the Patriotic Sons of America grew to significant strength. The
Guardians started in upstate New York in 1911 as a nativist
organization opposed to foreign immigration, but the following
year it was predominantly anti-Catholic, largely at the urging of
Tom Watson. It did not take long for these organizations to
move into Florida. Prominent Guardian lecturer Billy Parker
helped form a chapter in Jacksonville in 1914. The Patriotic Sons
of America were in part responsible for the defeat in 1910 of
Lewis W. Zim, a St. Augustine Catholic, in his congressional
race against a Protestant.6
These national movements warned that Protestant America
was in danger of a Papist takeover by elected and appointed
Catholic government officials whose first loyalty was to the Pope,
not to America. President Wilson’s private secretary was Catholic,
and this created much anti-Catholic dismay. In the vanguard of
the takeover would be the Knights of Columbus who received
military training, it was claimed, in church basements. Fourth
degree Knights took an oath which included a pledge to wage
“a war of extermination and mutilation of all heretics,” accord-
ing to The Menace. 7 Other contentions were that convents were
the scenes of adult slavery and murders of nuns’ illegitimate
infants: that confessionals were used by lecherous priests to
seduce young Catholic girls; and that priests visited convents
for sadistic and sexual adventures. Many Protestant clergymen
supported the movement. According to one minister, “If red
blood flows in your veins the Pope’s ambition to rule our be-
loved country and reduce it to the level of Italy and Spain will
set your nerves a-tingle and cause you to engage in the great
fight that is on.“8
5. David P. Page, “Bishop Michael J. Curley and Anti-Catholic Nativism
in Florida,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XLV (October 1966), 103.
6. John R. Deal,  Jr. , “Sidney Johnston Catts, Stormy Petrel of Florida
Politics” (MA thesis, University of Florida, 1949), 31.
7. Higham, Strangers in the Land, 180.
8. Washington Gladden, “The Anti-Papal Panic,” in Harper’s Weekly,
July 18, 1914, 55.
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Falling under the influence of anti-Catholic forces, Floridians
rallied in small towns and city meeting halls to hear prominent
lecturers denounce Papism. The rousing tenor of the 1916
gubernatorial candidate, Sidney Catts, brought this feeling to
its peak, and Floridians elected him over some of the most
powerful politicians in the state. Indirectly quoting Catts, the
Tallahassee Daily Democrat reported the main plank of his
platform:
The suppression of the political usurpation of the Roman
Catholic Hierarchy. He would not interfere with a single
right of the Catholic church— either its creeds, right of exist-
ence, or equality before the law. But when that church, re-
ceiving its orders from Rome, attempted to destroy our public
schools, the freedom of the press and free speech, and to usurp
the rights of all our free institutions, and place the yoke of
Rome upon the necks of this great free people, he was ready,
at any cost, to oppose their onward march.9
Nathan P. Bryan’s loss of his United States Senate seat to Park
Trammell in 1916 was attributed partly to anti-Catholic voters
who remembered his controversial nomination of a Catholic as
postmaster in Jacksonville.
These pressures began to be felt in the Florida legislature.
No anti-Catholic proposals were introduced in 1911, but two
years later numerous bills were debated which threatened the
Church’s freedom. The convent inspection and the “garb” bills
were introduced in this legislative session in the house, which
proved more receptive than the senate to these anti-Catholic
measures. In May 1913, Representative S. H. Strom of Gadsden
County introduced the bill “regulating the garb or dress to be
worn by teachers in the public schools while performing their
duties as such teachers.“10 The house publicity committee was
more to the point, describing the bill as, “Prohibiting the wear-
ing of the garb or insignia of religious societies by public school
teachers while performing their duties as such.“11 County boards
of public instruction would have discretionary powers to regu-
late their teachers’ dress. The bill was directed specifically
9. Tallahassee Daily Democrat, April 30, 1915.
10. Florida House Journal (1913), 953.
11. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, June 5, 1913.
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against schools in such towns as St. Augustine and Loretto (near
Madison) which were staffed by the Sisters of St. Joseph but
which operated as public schools. Non-Catholic students were
enrolled, and the schools collected public funds for their opera-
tion. One opponent of the bill charged that its impetus came
from St. Johns County citizens resentful of the Catholic-staffed
schools.
The bill passed the house by a vote of forty-nine to eleven
in a stormy session, in which Representative Edwin Spencer, Jr.,
of Marion County, leading the opposition, called the bill “the
most vicious piece of legislation that could be enacted.” He
also charged that a Methodist minister was behind this effort.
Representative Glenn Terrell of Sumter County spoke for en-
actment, arguing that the fundamental issue was separation of
church and state and that is what the bill sought. An opponent
countered that the United States Secretary of the Interior had
ruled in a similar case that Catholic sisters teaching in public
schools did not violate separation of church and state.12 Another
opponent stated that the bill would bar the wearing of such
innocent badges as an Epworth League pin. “It will make a
criminal practically of every schoolteacher in the state.“13 The
bill went to the senate during the hectic closing days of the
session where it was referred to the senate committee on educa-
tion. There it received a cool reception; the committee sent the
bill back to the senate, the same day it was delivered from the
house, with no recommendation. The bill died quietly after
its second reading.14
Limited public reaction to this threat to religious freedom
came quickly. It was not hard to gauge the Tampa Tribune’s
view of the bill from the headline, “Another Freak Passed by
Florida Solons,” after it received a favorable house vote. In a
later editorial, the Tribune stated the bill was “unnecessarily
unjust and discriminatory and, perhaps, unconstitutional, in that
it interferes with the freedom of religion.“15 The Palatka Times-
Herald felt that “the limit has been reached’ when such a bill
could be introduced, “Evidently there is much work in Tallahas-
12.
13.
Tampa Tribune, May 31, 1913.
Florida
14. Florida
House Journal (1913), 2064.
15.
Senate Journal (1913), 1940.
Tampa Tribune, May 31, 1913.
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see for the ‘fool killer.’ “16 The Punta Gorda Herald stated, “We
hope the day will never dawn when the people of Florida will
stand for a law like that, . . . when we do, bigotry and religious
feeling will again distract the country as they did during the
witchcraft delusion in Massachusetts colony.“17 The Jacksonville
Florida Times-Union, usually quick to condemn anti-Catholic
efforts, made no comment on the measure other than reprinting
some short criticisms of it written by other papers. No public
comments seem to have been made by officials of the Catholic
diocese of St. Augustine.
Two weeks after the garb bill was introduced, Representative
A. M. Wilson of Manatee County proposed a law providing “for
the inspection of all private or public hospitals, reformatory
houses, homes of detention, convents, asylums, houses of Good
Shepherds, sectarian seminaries, schools or institutions, by the
Commissioners of the county in which such institutions are situ-
ated, by the grand jury thereof, or by any person or persons
appointed by a Judge of a Court of Record, upon a petition
signed by twenty citizens of said county.“18 The house committee
on public health, by a vote of three to two, opposed the measure,
and it was dropped.
Another bill, initially without any obvious anti-Catholic in-
tent, had consequences damaging to Catholic schools. The act
prohibited black teachers from teaching whites and whites from
teaching Negroes in Negro schools. It passed the house by a
unanimous vote, indicating that the representatives usually alert
to oppose anti-Catholic measures were unaware of the conse-
quences of the law. It failed to distinguish between private and
public schools, so that white Catholic nuns who taught Negro
children in parochial schools were also subject to arrest.19 Bishop
William Kenny of St. Augustine consulted with Alston Cockrell
of Jacksonville, a Catholic lawyer, who affirmed that the sisters
could be arrested, depending on local law enforcement officials.20
16. Palatka Times Herald, quoted in Jacksonville Florida Times-Union,
June 9, 1913.
17. Punta Gorda Herald, quoted in ibid., June 9, 1913.
18. Florida House Journal (1913), 1337-38.
19. Laws of FLorida (1913), 311. Two hundred thirty-seven Negroes were
being taught in Catholic schools in the school year, 1909-1910, according
to the Diocese school report of that year.
20. Alston Cockrell to Bishop William Kenny, September 3, 1913, Archives
of the Diocese of St. Augustine, box 3-W-22. In a 1916 test case set up
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Other bills in which Catholics saw religious prejudice were
introduced in the 1913 legislature. The compulsory school at-
tendance bill, which failed to pass the senate, was opposed by
Catholic officials who claimed that it was an unnecessary regula-
tion of private schools. A provision in the bill called for in-
spection of private institutions to ensure they met the same
standards met by public schools, a provision which irked Catho-
lics already sensitive to attacks on their freedom.21 Some pro-
hibition bills in the legislature suggested an anti-Catholic flavor,
especially an unsuccessful house bill prohibiting “the carrying
or drinking of intoxicating liquors at churches, school houses,
picnics or other public gatherings in this State.“22 Church
officials, who had heard of efforts in Colorado to require Catholic
churches to purchase liquor licenses in order to serve sacramental
wines, understandably were sensitive to such bills. As it turned
out, most prohibition legislation in Florida was fair to the
Catholic church, and the bills generally excepted sacramental
wine from their bans.
No particular legislators stood out as anti-Catholic leaders
in the 1913 session, which was also true of the succeeding ses-
sions. Almost all of the anti-Catholic legislation originated in
the lower house and was killed in the senate. What the origina-
tors of such bills had in common was a strong rural constituency,
where religious intolerance was strong.
The fight over a convent inspection bill resumed when the
legislature met in April 1915. In the first week of the session
Representative William H. Mapole of Walton County intro-
duced a convent inspection bill similar to the one debated two
years earlier, but he immediately ran into stiff opposition. When
the committee on judiciary by a unanimous vote opposed the
measure, Mapole tried to bring it to the house floor for a vote.
He was twice unsuccessful .23 Mapole, who reportedly had con-
by the church, three sisters were arrested at St. Benedict’s School for
Negroes in St. Augustine for violation of the law. Petition of habeas
corpus was granted by the judge of the circuit court of St. Johns County,
who ruled that private schools were not affected by that law. Just as a
white doctor was free to sell his services to a Negro patient, a white
teacher in a private school had the right to teach blacks. Jacksonville
Florida Times-Union, May 21, 1916.
21. Florida House Journal (1913), 1284.
22. Ibid., 1219.
23. Florida House Journal (1915), 750.
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gressional ambitions, established a reputation as an anti-Catholic
during this session and received recognition for his efforts in
The Menace. He was also the persistent sponsor of a progressive
bill designed to help working-class Floridians, a “pure shoe” bill
to prohibit the use of non-leather materials in the manufacture
of shoes without prominent mention of the leather substitute
by the manufacturer.
Mapole’s effort to pass the convent inspection bill generated
effective opposition by Catholics and their supporters. Partly to
combat anticipated anti-Catholic legislation, Bishop Michael J.
Curley sent the missionary priest, Father Bresnahan, to Talla-
hassee as resident pastor in 1915. Unlike his predecessor, Curley
was a vocal and vigorous defender of Catholic prerogatives in
Florida. Father Bresnahan, because of the contacts he had made
during his travels around the state, was well suited for the task
of lobbying against such bills as Mapole’s. In his later account,
Father Bresnahan reported that he and sympathetic legislators
“won out and silenced to this day the cheap politicians who
made capital out of the ignorance of their non-Catholic citi-
zens.“24 Other reactions to the bill varied. According to the
Tampa Tribune, “Mapole has been generally regarded as a joke,
and this effort of his will strengthen that impression.“25 Earlier
the Tribune had dubbed him the “most obstreperous” house
member. Mapole was not alone in his attempt to pass the in-
spection law. Sidney Catts, then campaigning for governor, was
in Tallahassee only a few days before the inspection bill reached
the house floor, and he announced his support of such a measure
“in the interest of the childhood of the State.“26 The Menace,
at the peak of its influence in 1915, applauded Mapole for his
“honesty and nerve” in trying to “regulate Romish prisons in
the State of Florida.“27 However, the anti-Catholic effort was no
match for the careful planning which the Catholic clergy and
sympathetic legislators put into their defeat of the 1915 inspec-
tion bill. Senator William B. Johnson of Live Oak, chairman of
the rules committee, was a powerful opponent of the anti-
Catholic forces. According to Bresnahan, he did more than any-
one else to offset those bills; the priest-lobbyist saw Johnson
24. Bresnahan, Seeing Florida With a Priest, 64.
25. Tampa Tribune, quoted in Tallahassee Daily Democrat, May 6, 1915.
26. Ibid., April 30, 1915.
27. Ibid., May 6, 1915.
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take the rostrum three times to denounce bigots.28 In a later
fight against religious intolerance in Fort Lauderdale, Bishop
Curley again put to use his knack for mustering newspaper and
public support for his cause.
A week after Mapole’s bill was introduced, Representative
W. J. Gray of Gadsden County submitted the garb bill to the
house. It called for firing teachers who violated the rule:
“No teacher in any public school of the State of Florida shall
wear in said school, or whilst engaged in the performance of his
or her duty, as such teacher, any garb, dress, or wearing apparel
indicating the fact, that such teacher is a member of or adherent
of any religious order, sect or denomination.“29 The house com-
mittee on education voted unanimously to recommend passage,
but the Florida House Journal makes no further mention of
the bill past this point. Apparently the bill died sometime be-
tween the committee’s recommendation and its second reading.
The Miami Herald included the garb bill in its own classifi-
cation of “freak bills”— bills which should not have been taken
seriously except as a source of embarrassment to the state. How-
ever, Catholic officials took the measure more seriously. The
Diocese arranged to have its schools at St. Augustine, Elkton,
and Loretto no longer considered or supported as public schools,
which they had been considered as a result of special arrange-
ments with local school officials.30
The compulsory education bill, which passed the legislature
in 1915 in the form of a county option, drew opposition from
Father John O’Brien, rector of the Cathedral at St. Augustine.
He objected to the authority given local superintendents of
public instruction to inspect private schools in their districts,
and he raised the possibility of a state takeover of parochial
and private schools. “Is it safe or desirable to pass a law laying
us open so flagrantly as this to the possibility of state monopoly
of education?” he asked.31 Another bill into which was read
some anti-Catholic sentiment was the compulsory Bible reading
bills, which drew fire from the Miami Herald. It argued the
bill implied that “the public schools are for Protestant Christians
28. Bresnahan, Seeing Florida With a Priest, 13.
29. Tallahassee Daily Democrat, April 15, 1915.
30. Page, “Bishop Michael J. Curley and Anti-Catholic Nativism in
Florida,” 106.
31. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, May 5, 1915.
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only, and in that sense such legislation would be a violation of
the fundamental principles upon which the American govern-
ment was founded.“32
The 1915 session as a whole drew criticism for the slowdown
in progressive accomplishments and a tendency to dissipate legis-
lative time and energy on such issues as prohibition, convent
inspection, Sunday ban on non-religious activities, and other
matters involving public morals. The Miami Herald noted that,
“if all the regulatory laws proposed in the legislature should
be passed, the jails of the state would have to be enlarged, for
all that a man could possibly do without violating some law
would be to sit on the church steps.“33
The 1916 gubernatorial campaign brought anti-Catholicism
even more into the public mind. Nearly 40,000 Floridians voted
for Catts in the general election, even though he was not running
as a Democrat. This gave him what he interpreted as a mandate
for repressive measures against the Catholic church. Catts’s vic-
tory and the defeat of Senator Nathan P. Bryan created much
apprehension among Florida Catholics as they awaited the 1917
legislature.
The legislature was opened by Catts’s call for laws taxing
church property, convent inspection, and state examination of
private school teachers to ensure their qualifications to teach.
Ten days later Representative W. G. Seals of Bradford County
introduced a strongly worded inspection bill which authorized
the governor and other officials to call for inspection of the
“sanitary and moral conditions” of suspicious institutions. Run-
ning into some opposition. Seals withdrew the original bill
and replaced it with a milder measure. The committee gave the
bill a favorable recommendation, but when it reached the house
floor on May 15, Seals had to thwart determined opposition to
the measure. The most dramatic effort to defeat it was fielded
by Representative Marion B. Jennings of Duval County, who
proposed an amendment to strike out the enacting clause of
the bill. At one point during his denunciation of the proposed
law, he declared that “the hatred displayed against one denomi-
nation made him sometimes doubt the pretensions of the Chris-
32. Miami Herald, quoted in ibid., May 13, 1915.
33. Miami Herald, May 13, 1915.
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tian religion.” His speech stirred only sixteen representatives to
vote for amendment, and it was defeated by a large vote. After
some minor amendments, mainly to reduce harsh penalties, the
bill passed by a vote of fifty-six to twelve.34
The senate seemed reluctant to accept Seals’s bill and sent it
to the committee on education, chaired by Senator C. C. Mathis
of Panama City. His committee drafted a substitute bill reducing
violations of the act from a felony to a misdemeanor. After re-
ceiving the bill from committee, the senate five days later dis-
carded the house version and passed its own measure by a vote
of twenty-six to three. The ease with which the bill had been
enacted by the senate, which normally had defeated anti-Catholic
measures, was motivated by some senators’ feelings that passage
would relieve them of a nagging problem. As one senator ad-
mitted, “I vote ‘aye’ not because I believe the Bill should pass,
but to stop the agitation. People are riding into office by appeal-
ing to the religious prejudice of the voter, and I believe the
passage of the Bill will stop such agitation.“35
House members promptly passed the senate substitute when
it reached them on May 30. H. S. McKenzie of Putnam County,
one of eleven representatives to vote against the measure, labelled
it “ill-timed” in light of the nation’s involvement in World War
I, as well as being “unpatriotic and un-American.“36 The bill
in its final form authorized the governor to appoint inspectors,
upon recommendation by county commissioners in each county,
to check local institutions at least once a year, “for the purpose
of ascertaining the treatment of the inmates . . . and general
conditions . . . and report their findings to the Governor and
the County Commissioners of the County; Provided, the visits
of said Commission shall not be made known or announced
beforehand.“37
Although never enforced in Florida, the act was the first
and only baldly anti-Catholic law of the decade, and it marked
the high water mark of anti-Catholic legislative efforts in Florida.
The Florida Times-Union relayed the feeling from the capital
that passage of the inspection bill was a victory for the new
34. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, May 16, 1917.
35. Florida Senate Journal (1917), 2251.
36. Florida House Journal (1917), 2455.
37. Laws of Florida (1917), 239-40.
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governor, but it was uncharacteristically silent editorially. Per-
haps the paper was embarrassed after having predicted defeat
when the measure was first introduced. Reaction from Catholic
authorities was strong. In a letter to the house speaker, Bishop
Curley asked, “May I not with due propriety, say that we the
Catholics of this state, have a right to justice and fair play?” He
denounced the anti-Catholic campaign of the previous two years,
“during which the Catholics of Florida have been vilified, mis-
represented and held up to the hate and derision of their fellow
citizens.” He called the inspection bill, “an implied and out-
rageous insult to women who rank with the best, purest and
noblest on God’s earth.“38
After the passage of the inspection law, legislation directed
against Florida Catholics went no further. Perhaps the legis-
lators felt that the inspection law was their sop to anti-Catholic
constituents and they needed do no more. No other bills in the
1917 session were patently anti-Catholic, and attention turned
toward the problems of mobilizing Florida for the war.
When the 1919 legislature opened, Governor Catts renewed
his efforts in his opening message. He called the 1917 bill “a very
lame effort to correct evils,” and he asked the legislature to pass
a tougher inspection law. 39 As the session wore on, however, even
Catts’s interest seemed to wane. On May 29 he criticized the
legislature for keeping important bills “far back upon the Calen-
dar or quietly slumbering in the committees.” Put an inspection
law was not among the bills the governor considered important
enough to list.40 The legislature itself was too concerned with
other matters during the busy session, and not a single bill was
introduced suggesting hostility toward Florida Catholics.
The flurry of anti-Catholicism which had lasted for three
sessions of Florida’s legislature was ended. In the long run, the
legislation had little effect on the Caltholic church of Florida,
which continued to prosper. Father Bresnahan reported more
successes among rural Floridians on his travels. The convent
inspection law was repealed in 1935, without it once being en-
forced. Catts, the main beneficiary of anti-Catholic sentiment,
suffered a remarkable political eclipse in 1920 when he was de-
38. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, April 26, 1917.
39. Florida House Journal (1919), 46.
40. Ibid., 1959.
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feated by the incumbent Duncan U. Fletcher for the Democratic
nomination for the United States Senate. The Florida voters
decided against any more of Catts’s rural rabble-rousing in favor
of the genteel Fletcher. And except for a revival of anti-catholic-
ism in the 1928 presidential campaign, religious prejudice ceased
to be a potent force in Florida.
The passage of the inspection law deserves appraisal. It seems
doubtful that many of the legislators who supported it really
expected the law to be enforced. It is likely that they merely
wanted to relieve the pressure of public opinion at home, so
they voted for the law. The observations of one southern scholar
on anti-evolution laws seem appropriate:
. . . the average rural southern legislator could easily be
rushed into supporting legislation that would both satisfy
the people back home and hold off the noisy lobbyists at the
state house door. What did it matter if an intellectually
stifling law were placed in the statute book? Already statute
books everywhere bulged with the sinful indiscretions of
other legislative sessions. A good way to bury a pesky issue
was to pass a law. The law has long been the tomb of political
problems, and politicians were able to accept the anti-evolu-
tion laws, because their enactment allowed them to go home
to their constituents without criticism.
It is doubtful that a single legislator in a state which
passed an anti-evolution bill really envisioned a culprit being
brought to the bar of justice.41
Perhaps the main effect of anti-Catholic legislation during
this decade was the role it played, along with such issues as pro-
hibition and “blue” laws, in sapping the time and energy of
legislators attempting to give Florida a comprehensive set of
progressive laws. A survey of the indices of the house and senate
journals of the 1915 and 1917 sessions shows that they were
crammed with bills legislating morals. Thus, really constructive
measures were impeded by the clutter. In a very real way, anti-
Catholicism during this decade helped in the disintegration of
the progressive movement in Florida.
41. Thomas D. Clark, The Emerging South (New York, 1968), 250.
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APALACHEE INDIANS, 1704-1763
by JAMES  W. COVINGTON*
0ne of Florida’s most tragic incidents occurred when GovernorJames Moore of South Carolina and his small army com-
posed of 1,000 Indians and fifty whites moved into the Apalachee
area of North Florida and laid waste to what had been the
center of the Franciscan missions.1 Accounts of this raid describe
the gallant defense made at Ayubale mission by Father Miranda
and his neophytes, the defeat of the relief column from San Luis
under command of Captain Ruiz Mexia, the torture of captives,
the destruction of the Apalachee villages, and the removal of
3,000 or more Apalachees for resettlement in Georgia or South
Carolina or for a life of slavery in New England or the West
Indies. After Moore and his raiders had completed their de-
struction, the region was virtually deserted and contributed little
to the welfare of Spanish Florida.
Apalachee was a tribal confederation within the cluster of
Indian provinces which included Apalachicola, Timucua, Apa-
lachee, Guale, and Orista as part of greater Spanish Florida.2
The Apalachees were members of the Muskhogean linguistic
family; a southern group which included such tribes as Chicka-
saw, Upper Creek, Lower Creek, Natchez, Choctaw, and Tunica.3
They did some hunting and fighting in southern Georgia, but
most of their approximately twenty villages were centered in
the area around present-day Tallahassee. Despite the fact that
they cultivated large fields of maize, pumpkins, and beans, they
followed the practice of other southeastern agricultural Indians
and often gathered roots, persimmons, and wild berries and
hunted the bountiful supply of deer, bear, and the bison which
existed at that time.
* Mr. Covington is chairman, senior seminar, University of Tampa.
1. Apalachee included the land lying between the Aucilla and Ochlockonee
rivers. Michael Gannon, The Cross in the Sand (Gainesville, 1965), 51.
2. John R. Swanton, The Indian Tribes of North America (Washington,
1953), 122.
3. Clark Wissler, Indians of the United States: Four Centuries of their
History and Culture (Garden City, 1949), 140.
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Although Panfilo de Narváez in 1528 and Hernando de Soto
in 1540 had passed through the Apalachee villages and had noted
the fertility of the soil and prosperity of the inhabitants, it was
not until 1633 that Spain showed interest by sending a resident
missionary.4 Although the importance of the area was obvious
to France, Spain, and England, the Spanish delayed until 1679
to erect a fort to protect the missions and seaport. Within three
years this outpost, situated twenty miles south of Tallahassee,
was captured and burned by a combined French and English
force without serious resistance being offered. The forty-five man
garrison and the 400 Indian auxiliaries offered almost no resist-
ance to the attackers.
Gradually the Apalachee region became the main food sup-
plier for Florida. The friars taught the Indians methods of
cultivation and fertilization so that within a relatively short
period of time, they were sending 3,000 to 4,000 bushels of maize
and beans each year to St. Augustine. Since the best farm land
was located away from the sea coast in inaccessible territory, St.
Augustine came to depend heavily upon Apalachee for com-
modities. In addition, dried or salted wild turkeys for the navy
and deer skins for Spain were carried to San Marcos Bay for
shipping out to St. Augustine and Havana.5 On occasion groups
of Indians travelled overland and sold bacon, lard, live pigs,
chickens, and deer skins to people in East Florida.
In 1674, Bishop Gabriel Diaz Calderon from Santiago de
Cuba visited Apalachee and founded five missions in present-day
Jefferson County: San Lorenzo de Hibitachuco, San Francisco
de Oconi, San Juan de Aspalaga, La Concepcion de Ayubale,
and San Jose de Ocuya, and eight in Leon County: San Pedro
de Patali, San Antonio de Bacuqua, San Damian de Cupahica
(Escambi), La Purificcion de Tama, San Luis de Talimali, Santa
4. “The Narrative of Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca,” in Frederick W. Hodge,
ed., Spanish Explorers in the Southern United States, 1528-1543 (New
York, 1907), 28-30; John Grier Varner and Jeanette Johnson Varner,
transls. and eds., The Florida of the Inca (Austin, 1951), 203-10, 234-66;
Maynard J. Geiger, The Franciscan Conquest of Florida, 1573-1618
(Washington, 1937), 255-56; Charles W. Spellman, “The Golden Age of
the Florida Missions, 1632-1674,” The Catholic Historical Review, LI
(October 1965), 355.
5. Herbert E. Bolton and Mary Ross, The Debatable Land (Berkeley, 1925),
26.
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Cruz de Capoli, and Assumption del Puerto.6 It is not known
how many Apalachee Indians lived in the area, but 5,000 to
7,000 persons would seem a reliable estimate.7 San Luis de
Talimali was the most important town and mission, and it con-
tained a native population of some 1,400 persons. It served as a
military outpost complete with palisade, moat, four small cannon,
a garrison of soldiers, and headquarters of the deputy governor.
With the exception of San Luis, the Apalachee missions were
not very elaborate. The typical village included a large council
house, an imposing leader’s home, a food storage building, a
church or chapel, some thirty or more houses, and the priest’s
house.8 Residences and mission buildings utilized the wattle and
daub technique for construction: long pine poles were set firmly
in the ground and horizontal wattles or smaller pieces of wood
were tied to the poles by leather throngs.9 The framework was
then covered with six- to ten-inch grass tempered clay. After this
coating dried, palmetto thatched roof was affixed, and the house
was ready for habitation.10
By 1700 some elements of Spanish tradition, particularly in
religious practices, had been adopted by the Indians. Dressed in
Spanish attire many attended the eleven o’clock Sunday morning
and feast day masses and gave the correct responses in Latin.
The church was divided into two sections— one side for the men
6. For details of the Calderon visit see Lucy L. Wenhold, ed., A 17th
Century Letter of Gabriel Diaz Calderon, Bishop of Cuba Describing the
Indians and Indian Missions of Florida, Smithsonian Miscellaneous Col-
lections, XC, no. 16 (Washington, 1936). For location of the mission
sites see Mark F. Boyd, “Mission Sites in Florida; An Attempt to
Approximately Identify the Sites of Spanish Mission Settlements of the
Seventeenth Century in Northern Florida,” Florida Historical Quarterly,
XVII (April 1939), 254-80.
7. One estimate of the Apalachee population was 6,800, including 500
Chatot, 800 Apalachicola, and 300 Pensacola Indians. Charlton W.
Tebeau, A History of Florida (Coral Gables, 1971), 16; “A Spanish Mis-
sion Site in Jefferson County, Florida,” in Mark F. Boyd, Hale G. Smith,
and John W. Griffin, Here They Once Stood (Gainesville, 1951), 130,
gives the 1675 population figure at the Apalachee missions and Spanish
forts as 6,860. Other tribes besides the Apalachees represented at the
Apalachee missions included Oconee and Chatot bands and Yamasees.
8. A cemetery connected with the Mission of San Damian was discovered
in 1968. It contained forty-three burials and a separate division for
children in the western end. The head of each burial was oriented to-
wards the southeast. Florida Department of State, Archives and History
News, I (November-December 1970), 1.
9. Spellman “The Golden Age of Florida Missions,” 357.
10. Hale G. Smith, Tallahassee: Historic Scenic Capitol of Florida (Talla-
hassee, 1955), 14.
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and the other for the women. As the Apalachees were fluent in
Spanish, the priests often delivered their sermons in Spanish.11
The Indians left donations of wood for the priests.
Since the Spanish authorities did not introduce large amounts
of European trade goods into Apalachee, most of the major
changes which took place in the Indian life style came as a result
of Spanish civil and church officials taking offense at Indian cus-
toms. The women usually wore a single garment of woven moss
or deerskin which extended from the waist to the knees, but up-
on Bishop Calderon’s insistence the costume was extended to
cover the whole body from the neck to the feet. Tribal dancing
featuring scalps taken in raids was prohibited in the village coun-
cil house, and in 1701 the governor of Florida banned the taking
of scalps.12 Since many injuries were inflicted in the playing of
Indian ball games, these contests were forbidden by the officials.13
The prohibition of rituals which had been part of Apalachee
culture for centuries led to a tragic and unsuccessful revolt. In
1647, a group of Indians killed three missionaries and destroyed
seven churches; however, loyal Apalachees helped to suppress
the uprising, and twelve of the ringleaders were executed. Al-
though the rebellion had been crushed with the assistance of
loyal Apalachees, the entire Indian male population was
punished. The men were forced to contribute labor to repair
and to construct fortifications at St. Augustine. As late as 1703
the principal cacique of Apalachee petitioned the governor to
end this forced labor which had been going on for some sixty
years. 14 The labor, the cacique pointed out, was hard work and
it caused long absences from families.
There were other reasons for discontent. The natives were
forced to haul heavy loads of corn to St. Augustine, which in-
volved a round trip of nearly 200 miles. On one occasion 200
bearers made the journey, but only ten returned; the others died
11. “Inquiry into the Deaths of the Fathers in Apalachee by Licenciate Don
Ignacio de Leturiendo in June, 1705,” Archivo General de Indias, Seville,
Spain, 58-2-14: 54-54, (hereinafter referred to as AGI), photostat copy,
Stetson Collection, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University
of Florida, Gainesville. It also appears in Boyd, Smith, and Griffin,
Here They Once Stood, 77.
12. “Order of Governor Joseph Zuniga Zerda, March 14, 1701,” AGI 58-2-8:
B3, 43-45.
13. Gannon, Cross in the Sand, 69.
14. Anthony Kerrigan, ed., Barcia’s Chronological History of the Continent
of Florida (Gainesville, 1951), 351.
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from starvation.15 Many Indians were required to work on the
cattle ranches or to construct homes for the settlers. Not only
were they not paid, but they had to furnish their own food and
axes. Even the Franciscan priests noted that the bad conduct of
the soldiers was damaging the church’s program. They also ad-
vised that the military post was not needed. There were other
complaints. Cattle and hogs owned by white settlers in San Luis
invaded the Indian’s fields and destroyed the maize as they
rooted through the unfenced area. The Indian women were re-
quired to make corn meal for the soldiers and settlers. The wife
of the deputy commander severely disciplined the Indians; some
of them had to supply her household daily with a pitcher of
milk.16 Indians on the outlying ranches did not have the
opportunity of learning prayers or hearing mass, and sometimes
the young Indian women were forced into immoral conduct by
the ranchhands. Sometimes in order to escape these conditions,
Apalachee Indians fled to the English at Charles Town, Carolina,
or into a part of the Georgia wilderness unpenetrated by the
Spanish patrols.
The international intrigues and interests which culminated
in Queen Anne’s War (1702-1713) played a decisive role in
events affecting Apalachee. With the decline of Spanish power,
the French were afraid that England might seize Florida and
menace Louisiana. Pierre le Moyne Iberville, founder of Louisi-
ana, planned to counter the English move by destroying Carolina
with a joint Spanish-French expedition by land and sea and,
after Carolina was conquered, the French and Spanish Indians
would conquer Virginia and perhaps, New York.17 Finally, Iber-
ville, believing that the Apalachee Indians could play an im-
portant role in stopping English traders moving into Creek
territory in Georgia, offered munitions, men, and provisions
through the governor at Pensacola.
Governor Moore of Carolina was one of the few southern
leaders who recognized the French threat, and he decided to take
some preventive action. Traders in the administration of the
15. Gannon, Cross in the Sand, 57-58.
16. “Don Patricio, Cacique of Ivitachuco and Don Andres, Cacique of San
Luis to the King, February 12, 1699,” in Boyd, Smith, and Griffin,
Here They Once Stood, 24-25.
17. Verner W. Crane, The Southern Frontier, 1670-1732 (Ann Arbor, 1929),
71-78.
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preceeding governor, Joseph Blake, had been encouraged to move
through present-day Georgia into the southeast. Moore made
sure that the most important tribes in that area, the Creeks and
Cherokees, were firmly within the English camp, and he en-
couraged raids by the Lower Creeks into Spanish territory. Two
such raids struck at Apalachee in 1701 and the Timucuan mis-
sions of Santa Fe de Toloco in 1702. In reprisal, Joseph de
Zungia, governor of Florida, dispatched a combined Spanish-
Apalachee force into southern Georgia where it fell into a well-
planned ambush near the Flint River and lost more than half
of its 800-man army. This skirmish is considered the first blow
struck by the English in the efforts to control the Mississippi
Valley.18
The threatened cessation of trade between the Creeks and
Apalachees was another reason for the outbreak of fighting along
the Florida frontier. The Creeks exchanged corn, furs, deerskins,
and English trade items for horses from the Apalachees. When
Spanish officials recommended that the Apalachee increase their
prices to obtain guns, the Creeks, fearing that such a raise would
destroy their profits, killed the Apalachee negotiators. They
also began a series of raids on the missions to obtain horses,
slaves, and gold.19
With the outbreak of Queen Anne’s War, the Carolina
Assembly authorized the raising of a force to attack Spanish
Florida. In 1702, 500 Carolina militiamen and 300 to 600 Creeks,
Yamasees, Cusabus, and Santee River Indians under the com-
mand of Moore moved against St. Augustine. The mission towns
in northeastern Florida and St. Augustine were captured, but
Moore lacked the heavy guns to pound the Castillo de San
Marcos into submission, and he was forced to retreat when re-
inforcements from Cuba arrived.20 As the expedition had cost
18. Ibid., 74.
19. David H. Corkran, The Creek Frontier 1540-1783 (Norman, 1967), 52;
Corkran, The Carolina Indian Frontier (Columbia, 1970), 10. The horses
obtained by the Creeks were exchanged for goods to the English traders
who used the horses to carry deerskins from the Creek towns to Charles
Towne. Evidence concerning the traffic in horses can be found in Joseph
de Zuniga y Cerda to the King of Spain, March 20, 1702, A. M. Brooks
Transcripts, Library of Congress Manuscript Division, and Zuniga to
the King, September 30, 1702, AGI 58-2-8 B3, 7-10. Boyd, Smith, and
Griffin, Here They Once Stood, 36 38
20. The story of the 1702 attack from the Spanish side has been told by
Charles W. Arnade, The Siege of St. Augustine in 1702 (Gainesville,
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£8,500, and the captured slaves, gold ornaments, and other items
did not reach that figure, it became necessary to levy taxes upon
liquors, skins, and furs.
When news of French intrigues indicated that efforts were
being made to lure the Lower Creeks from the Carolina alliance
and to use the Apalachees against those who resisted French and
Spanish bribes, the Carolina assembly commissioned Moore in
1704 to destroy the Apalachee missions and forts. Moore’s suc-
cessor as governor was Sir Nathaniel Johnson, a man who recog-
nized the French threat against the Creeks. With Johnson’s
assistance, Moore presented a plan which would crush the
Apalachee Indians and their Spanish allies. The colony would
not pay for the soldiers or their horses; Moore would bear these
expenses with the hope of recouping from the sale of captured
Indians and the booty which he expected to find. After recruiting
fifty whites, Moore followed the Lower Path to Okmulgee where
he enlisted the services of some 1,000 Creeks from the ten towns
along Ochese Creek (headwaters of Okmulgee River). The force
then began moving in a southwestern direction towards Florida.21
The first mission town attacked was the village of La Con-
cepcion de Ayubale. At approximately seven o’clock on the
morning of January 25, 1704, the attackers began advancing
through the village. The Apalachees and Fray Angel de Miranda
took refuge in the church, where they were able to maintain an
effective arrow counter-fire. By mid-afternoon, however, their
supply of arrows was exhausted, and when Moore’s soldiers set
the thatched roof of the church afire, the friar and his twenty-
six men and fifty-eight women and children surrendered. Only
fifteen Creeks had been involved; the whites had suffered most
of the casualties which included two men dead and fourteen
wounded.22
1959). James Moore has been described as having been a captain, gentle-
man, lord proprietor’s deputy, secretary of province, governor, receiver
general, and chief justice. He arrived in Carolina before April 1677,
accumulated thirty-seven servants by 1684, and died of distemper before
March 17, 1706-1707. See Agnes Leland Baldwin, First Settlers of South
Carolina (Columbia, 1969).
21. Spanish survivors identified these Lower Creeks as being of the Chiche-
meca and Chisca tribes. These Indians were probably Chicha (Yuchi).
“Testimony of Don Francisco de Fuentes,” in Inquiry into Apalachee
deaths, AGI 58-2-14; 54-54.
22. James Moore to Sir Nathaniel Johnson, April 16, 1704, in B. R. Carroll,
ed., Historical Collections of South Carolina, 2 vols. (New York, 1836),
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A relief force sent from Fort San Luis de Talimali was
crushed the next day, and Moore had Apalachee in his grasp.
Captain Juan Ruiz de Mexia with thirty mounted whites and
400 Indians had moved against the invaders at Ayubale, but
when he depleted his entire supply of munitions, he was forced
to retreat. As many as 200 Apalachee Indians were killed or
captured; three Spaniards were killed and eight were captured.
In retaliation for their losses, the English tortured and killed
more than an equal number of captured Indians and Spaniards.
Judging from Spanish testimony, there is evidence that as many
as fifty male Apalachees assisted the enemy in the battle against
Mexia. Perhaps they had fled the province earlier or had joined
the English within the past several days.23 Father Miranda, Cap-
tain Mexia, and four soldiers, all of whom had been captured,
were released and sent by Moore to San Luis in the expectation
that a ransom of 400 pesos, five horses, and five cows would be
paid for each person. Moore would have preferred to attack
San Luis, but since so many of his men were wounded he took
what he believed was an easier approach. Captain Roque, how-
ever, refused to pay ransom.
Don Patricio, leader of the mission of San Lorenzo de
Ivitachucco, who had travelled to San Luis with his men to join
the force moving against Moore at Ayubale, feared that his own
village might be captured and the women and children mis-
treated, and he received permission from the deputy governor
to return. Don Patricio, realizing Moore’s superiority, answered
the demand to surrender by offering gold ornaments from the
village church and food packs carried by ten horses.24 Other
II, 375-76.
23. Manuel Solana to Governor Zuniga, July 8, 1704, AGI 58-2-7/2, 65-72.
There may have been some Yamasees present in the force.
24. Although Don Patricio Hinachuba was the principal cacique of Ivita-
chuco, evidence indicates that he remained loyal to the Spanish and
settled first at San Francisco Potano, then at the Mission of Nuestra
Senora de Rosario near St. Augustine. See Boyd, Smith, and Griffin,
Here  They  Once  S tood ,  14 ,  73 ,  102 ,  and  Moore  to  Johnson ,
April 16, 1704, in ibid., 92. In 1719 a raiding party of Creek Indians led
by whites attacked the Yamasee settlements near St. Augustine. Since
the Apalachees had indicated that they would join the party, the Creeks
planned to rendezvous at the Apalachee village located four miles from
St. Augustine. Finding it deserted, they burned the storehouses and
council house. John Barnwell to Governor Robert Johnson (1719), in
Records, Colonial Office, 5-1265, Number 144, Public Record Office,
London.
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villages believed to have been sacked by Moore or the Creeks
were San Francisco de Oconi, San Antonio de Bacuqua, San
Martin de Tomole, and Santa Cruz y San Pedro de Alcantara de
Ychuntafun. According to Moore, all of the population of three
towns and the greater part of four others joined the long pro-
cession of Indians making their way to Carolina.25 Moore took
his time moving northward as groups came and joined his col-
umn at each night’s stop, and he wanted as many as possible to
leave Apalachee.
There were two factors that influenced the Apalachee Indians
to accomodate  themselves to the invaders. Those who had tried
to defend themselves with bows and arrows against the muskets
of the enemy were treated in a most cruel manner; some were
tortured and killed and the others were taken into slavery. Once
news of the well-armed Creeks and the terrible tortures had
circulated throughout Apalachee land, there were few Indians
who were willing to resist the invaders. It also seemed more
logical to surrender or to try to escape than to assist the Spanish
who had refused to trust the Indians with adequate weapons and
whose soldiers and settlers had mistreated them.
Those Apalachees that did not join the Carolina force scat-
tered to the east, south, and west.26 Most of them went to Pensa-
cola where they were welcomed. Since the Apalachees did not
have the opportunity to pack enough food, they and the priests
who accompanied them had a difficult time until they reached
Saint Augustine or Pensacola. In the latter town, the population
was forced to exist on half rations until the emergency passed.27
Some Apalachees made their way to Mobile where they
settled near the east mouth of the Tensaw River. From 1710 to
1751 the Apalachees were listed in the Mobile church register
25. According to Moore, he lost four whites and fifteen Indians in the
Florida excursion. Moore to Johnson, April 16, 1704, in Carroll, Historical
Collections of South Carolina, II, 574-76. Information concerning number
of Indians removed and length of stay in Florida by Moore’s band and
other raiders is not adequate. Certain missions had been erected in
Apalachee after the Calderon visit.
26. For an account of the Apalachees who fled to Mobile, then to Louisiana,
and finally to Oklahoma, see James W. Covington, “The Apalachee
Indians Move West,” Florida Anthropologist, XVII (December 1964),
221-25.
27. Jose de Guzman, commander of Pensacola to the Viceroy, August 22,
1704, AGI 58-2-7/2.
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and had their own missionary, church, and cemetery.28 The
governor of Pensacola hoped to lure the Apalachees back to
Spanish territory by offering them presents, but the Indians ex-
plained “the French helped them more. They were not masters
of their wives among the Spaniards.”29
Moore, his white soldiers, Creek warriors, and the many free
and captive Apalachees slowly moved northward into
Carolina. The ranks of the Apalachees included some 1,300 free
Indians and approximately 325 men and 4,000 women and
children as slaves. It was difficult to determine the difference
between a free and a slave Apalachee. Probably it depended
upon whether the village had surrendered without a fight or
had resisted. In addition to the Indians, Moore’s men carried
back with them articles taken from sacked churches, herds of
cattle and horses, and assorted items of plunder.30
North Florida was a ruined land. Five of the fourteen mission
sites in Apalachee had been destroyed and the others had been
deserted by their residents. It was as Governor Moore described
it: a land that no longer had any value to the Spanish nor was
it a threat to the English.31 Five years later the English, calling
for the area to be settled, described it as the best of any available
in the southeast; it contained a bountiful supply of half wild
horses and cattle unclaimed by the Spanish.32
The Apalachee Indians who left Florida were not savages.
Many bore Spanish names, and were able in a limited degree to
converse in Spanish. They possessed farming skills and knew
how to cultivate maize, fruit trees, and various garden crops. The
Apalachees had learned how to care for and to use livestock,
28. Peter Hamilton, Colonial Mobile (Boston, 1897), 65, 96.
29. Dunbar Rowland and Alfred Sanders, ed.. Mississippi Provincial Archives,
French Dominion, 3 vols. (Jackson, 1927), I, 25.
30. Moore estimated the booty to be less than £100 per white man. Many
of the slaves were put to work on Moore’s plantation. Alexander Hewatt,
“An Historical Account of the Rise and Progress of the Colonies of
South Carolina and Georgia,”
Carolina, I, 140.
in Carroll, Historical Collections of South
31. Moore to Johnson, April 16, 1704, in ibid., 91-93. Another raiding party
in June 1704, destroyed San Pedro y San Pablo de Patali, San Juan de
Aspalaga, and San Cosmo y San Damian de Escambe. With the defeat of
a Spanish force near Patale on July 4, the Spaniards realized that it was
impossible to defend Apalachee and the commander of the blockhouse
at San Luis recommended the abandonment of Apalachee. Boyd, Smith,
and Griffin, Here They Once Stood, 17-18.
32. Thomas Nairne to Earl of Sutherland, July 10, 1709. Colonial Office,
5-382, No. ii, Public Record Office, London, England.
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including horses, cattle, and swine, and at least one had learned
how to milk a cow. Some were skilled with the ax and hammer
and could erect buildings suitable for white occupancy.33
The English were proud of their Indian guests and settled
the greater part of them on the Savannah River near New
Windsor, South Carolina, at a site just south of present-day
Augusta, Georgia. Colonial authorities stated that there were
250 men in this group and that they “behaved themselves very
submissive to the Government.“34 Heavy traffic in skins developed
on the trail between Charles Town and the Apalachee villages,
and the route became known as the Apalachee trail. Other
Apalachee families were settled on the Ochese Creek among
eleven Creek towns. Moore’s raiders had been recruited from
these Lower Creek towns, but relations between the two tribes
were amicable, and at least one important Creek leader, and
later his son, married Apalachee girls.
Most of the Apalachees were located near several towns in-
habited by other recent arrivals, the Savannahs. Known as the
Shawnee in the Cumberland Valley, portions of this Algonquin-
speaking tribe migrated to the Savannah River in 1680. Although
they engaged in Indian slave traffic and the profitable deer skin
trade, the Savannahs were not satisfied with their location, and
small bands continually migrated, until by 1731 all of them had
moved elsewhere.35 Most of them settled in the Appalachian
Mountain area of Pennsylvania, but one band located among
the Creeks in Alabama. The Muskhogean-speaking Apalachees
and the Algonquin-speaking Savannahs lived in harmony and,
after the Yamasee War, at least one band of Savannahs moved
with the Apalachees into lower Georgia.
As early as April 1704, the Carolina assembly passed a resolu-
tion providing for the welfare of the Apalachees and stipulating
that ways of maintaining a peaceful co-existence would be dis-
cussed. The assembly did not completely trust the Florida
Indians and forbade the trading of guns and ammunition to
33. For evidence of these skills see Boyd, Smith, and Griffin, Here They
Once Stood, 22, 24, 25, 107; Frank I. Klingberg, ed., The Carolina
Chronicles of Dr. Francis Le Jau (Berkeley, 1956), 57.
34. Governor and Council of Carolina to the Council of Trade and Planta-
tions, September 17, 1709, Colonial Office, 5-1316 No. 37-39, Public
Record Office.
35. Swanton, Indian Tribes of North America, 227.
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them until they had proved their “sincerity.” The Carolina
assemblymen were not speaking in abstract terms when they
sought to protect themselves from “cruelty as hath been com-
mitted by some of them.“36 The Apalachees had participated in
several raids against the Carolina frontier and, now as a safe-
guard, they were located near tribes whose loyalty was known.
In addition, the Carolina traders were advised not to use these
Indians as burdeners (carriers of deer skins and trade goods) any
further south than Savannah Town.
The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel had sent mis-
sionaries to the Carolina Indians as early as 1702. Reverend
Samuel Thomas established a mission in the Cooper River area
for the Yamasee Indians, but services were mainly attended by
Negro and Indian slaves.37 Captain Thomas Nairne applied to
the Society for missionaries for the Apalachees and other Indians:
“We have had a great instance lately what mighty influences
the Spanish friars had upon the Indians of Saint James and
Apalahia who though they saw their countries all fired and
themselves daily killed and carried away [asJ slaves by other
Indians yet they maintained their fidelity and friendship to the
Spaniards to the last. . . . These people have had Christian
churches among them for an 100 years . . . they did not leave
until absolutely forced . . . . What a good fight we have been
fighting to bring so many people from something of Christianity
to downright barbarity and heathernism.“38 There is no record
of Apalachee missionaries, but in April 1710, Reverend Thomas
dispatched an inquiry to the Society concerning the conditional
baptism of several Apalachee slaves who believed that they might
have been baptized by the Spanish priests.39
Apparently the Apalachees were loyal to Britain. When
Indian allies were needed in the Tuscarora uprising of 1711-1712,
fifty-six Apalachees joined Colonel John Barnwell’s company
36. Commons House of Assembly, April 27, 1704, Commons House Journal
1702-1704, 232, South Carolina Historical Commission, Columbia South
Carolina.
37. C. F. Pascoe, Two Hundred Years of the Society for the Propagation of
the Faith (London, 1704), 12.
38. Thomas Nairne to Doctor Marston, August 20, 1705, Mss. A, II, No. 156,
Files, Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, London, England.
39. Entry, April 21, 1710, Journal of Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel in Foreign Ports, in “Documents Concerning Mrs. Samuel Thomas
1707-1710,” South Carolina Historical Magazine, V (January 1904), 98.
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and helped defeat the enemy in North Carolina. In this cam-
paign one Apalachee was killed and two were wounded, but
they carried seventeen scalps back as trophies. As a reward for
their services the Indians were given a supply of corn for them-
selves and their families.40
Although life in the new location was satisfactory, there were
disturbing factors which ultimately forced the Apalachee to move
elsewhere. Since Indian slaves were almost as valuable as deer
skins, the free Apalachees were constantly harassed by both white
traders and Indian slave hunters. In the South Carolina Indian
Record Book it is noted that at least four free Apalachees were
sold as slaves to planters in the coastal regions, but they were
able eventually to obtain their freedom by appealing to the local
courts. Phillip Gilliard made a practice of forcing Apalachee
girls into his “harem” and beating them whenever they dis-
obeyed the strict edicts that he prescribed. When Captain John
Musgrove, a leading trader, needed some hands to hoe his corn
fields, he would go to the Apalachee village and demand their
services. If such a request was ignored, he obtained a pole and
began beating the Indians.41 Judging from such evidence it does
not seem surprising that as early as 1710 Adrian, a Christian
Apalachee leader, together with some Caveta (Coweta?) leaders,
visited St. Augustine and were given a welcome reception.42
By 1715, of the 1,300 free Apalachees who had migrated to
Carolina in 1704, only about half survived. The four Indian
villages contained 275 men, 243 women, sixty-five boys, and fifty-
five girls, a total of 638 persons. 43 The decrease can be attributed
to slave raiders, migration back to Florida, disease, and inter-
marriage with other tribes.
The continual pressure of white settlers moving into Indian
country and the excesses of the Indian traders provoked the out-
break in 1715 which became known as the Yamasee War. The
Yamasees struck the first blow on April 15, near Port Royal, but
they were quickly joined by their allies including various Lower
40. For an account of this campaign see “The Tuscarora Expedition:
Letters of Colonel John Barnwell,” South Carolina Historical Magazine,
IX (January 1908).
41. Chapman J. Milling, Red Carolinians (Chapel Hill, 1940), 173.
42. Kerrigan, Chronological History of the Continent of Florida, 354.
43. Johnson to Council of Trade and Plantations, January 12, 1720, Colonial
Office, 5-358, Public Records Office.
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Creek bands, Savannahs, Alabamas, Catawbas, Choctaws, and
Apalachees.44 The Indian’s first targets were the various traders,
their posts, and the plantations situated along the waterways.
The Apalachees were first involved in the war when they
participated in a raid on New London, but they were repelled
by the garrison of fifty or sixty men. In this same action small
parties attacked and destroyed some twenty plantations along
the Stono River and approached within twelve miles of Charles
Town.45 The Indians were blocked in their attempts to cross to
Stono Island, and they retraced their path, burning Pon-pon
Bridge.46 After concluding this sweep, the Yamasees and their
allies moved southward to await the inevitable counter-attack
by the colonists.
The main force of the whites was directed against the Lower
Creeks, Savannahs, and Apalachees, but events which took place
in Cherokee country changed the whole course of the war. The
Cherokees, after seemingly accepting an alliance with the Lower
Creeks and Yamasees, suddenly turned upon their envoys, killing
them at Tugaloo and other nearby Cherokee towns. As a result
of this turn of events, settlers returned to their homes from the
forts, and strong forces of militiamen began pushing the hostile
Indians away from the line of settlements. Taking alarm, the
ten towns of the Lower Creeks, the Savannahs, and the Apal-
achees fled some 100 miles southwestward to the Chattahoochee
River where their villages were relocated. Meanwhile Colonel
Maurice Moore with fifty whites from North Carolina and
assorted militiamen from South Carolina moved from Charles
Town through the heart of the Apalachee country to Augusta.47
In the fall of 1715, Chiscalachisle, one of the leaders of the
Lower Creeks from the Chattahoochee River bands, visited St.
Augustine where he was welcomed by Governor Francisco de
Corcoles y Martinez. The Spanish presented Chiscalachisle with
so many gifts that he returned the following year with news that
other bands were anxious to become Spanish allies. Likely the
44. Corkran, The Creek Frontier, 1540-1783, 57-60.
45. Henry Smith, “Willtown or New London,” South Carolina Historical
Magazine, X (January 1909), 26.
46. “Letter from George Rodd to Joseph Boone and Richard Bereford” (no
date), Year Book of the City of Charleston, 1894 (Charleston, 1894), 319.
47. Joseph W. Barnwell, “The Second Tuscarora Expedition,” South
Carolina Historical Magazine, X (January 1909), 41.
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Lower Creeks visited St. Augustine since four Yamasee leaders
had been warmly received there in May 1715.48
After the destruction of the Apalachee mission chain and the
seizure of other Florida Indians by slave hunters, the Spanish
were hard pressed for Indian allies, and the friendly visit of
Indian leaders in St. Augustine created a new approach to the
matter. To develop cordial relations with other Indian allies and
to re-establish a base in the Apalachee country, a patrol com-
posed of Lieutenant Diego Pena, Ensign de Florencia. and three
other men accompanied Chiscalachisle back to the Chattahoochee
River so that they could ascertain the leaders and villages desir-
ing Spanish assistance. Pena urged them to settle in units of
village size in the fertile area along the river and creeks through-
out the Apalachee area.49 The Spanish were well received by the
Lower Creek leaders, and a few returned with them to St.
Augustine.
During his trip, Pena encountered isolated groups of Apa-
lachees. He stayed one night in the largest settlement located in
what is now northeast Barbour County, Alabama.50 These Apa-
lachees had harvested crops including corn, beans, and pumpkins
and had sizeable stores of acorns, chestnuts, and buffalo meat.
In April 1717 Adrian, forty-six Apalachee and twenty-five
Lower Creek leaders, and 125 followers visited St. Augustine.
The Indians were taken to mass and afterwards they received
numerous gifts, a supply of rum, and some muskets.51
APALACHEES AT PENSACOLA
Although a substantial portion of the Apalachees had gone
to South Carolina in 1704, many had fled westward to Pensacola
and Mobile. The Tallapoosas and Apalachees were consuming
food that the soldiers could not easily spare. In order to conserve
rations until a supply ship arrived, Don Gregorio de Salinas,
governor of Pensacola, sent Taxjuana, a leader from the Talla-
poosa village of Talisi, Juan Marcos, an Apalachee leader, and
48. John Jay TePaske, The Governorship of Spanish Florida 1700-1763 (Dur-
ham, 1964), 199.
49. Mark F. Boyd, ed. and transl., “Diego Pena’s Expedition to Apalachee
and Apalachicola in 1716,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XXVIII (July
1949), 6.
50. Ibid., 21.
51. TePaske, Governorship of Spanish Florida, 202.
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other Indians on a visit to Vera Cruz, Mexico, where they were
well received. Taxjuana was baptized in the Roman Catholic
faith and received, in honor of the occasion, the name of the
viceroy, Don Baltasare Jose Antonio, as his Christian name. Be-
fore returning to Florida, Taxjuana was named campmaster
general of the Tallapoosa Indians and Juan Marcos, governor
of the Apalachee Indians.52
The interim governor of Pensacola, Don Jose de Torres, dis-
patched Don Juan Fernandez de Orta, four Spaniards, Juan
Marcos, the principal Apalachee leader, Taxjuana, the Talla-
poosa leader, and assorted Tallapoosas and Apalachees to negoti-
ate a treaty between the Spanish and the Coweta band of Lower
Creeks. Brims, principal chief of Coweta, accompanied by other
leaders met the Spanish and Indian envoys in Tequale, a Talla-
poosa village, and agreed to establishment of friendly relations.
The Cowetas promised to deliver to Juan Marcos all captive
Apalachee and other Christian Indians held by the Lower Creeks.
Assisted by interpreters Adrian and Juan Marcos, the Spanish
made several attempts to free Apalachee slaves held by the Talla-
poosas, and finally sixteen men, women, and children were re-
leased to Don Juan Fernandez de Orta at Tequale.
After the Coweta conference had adjourned, Chipacan, the
son of Brims, talked with Don Juan and noted the harmony
existing between the Lower Creeks, Spanish, and Apalachees.
Chipacan’s mother had been a Christian Apalachee, and he was
married to a Christian Apalachee and regarded himself as a
Christian.53 Despite this affable meeting, Theophilus Hastings
and John Musgrove, the English representatives, were able to
counteract Spanish influence, and the Lower Creeks under direc-
tion of Brims maintained friendly relations with all three of the
European colonial powers —  France, England, and Spain.54
Under pressure by the Spanish governor to remove some
Indians from the fort at Pensacola, Juan Marcos established an
Apalachee town on the Chicsas River some five leagues from
Pensacola. At first, 100 Indians from Pensacola settled at this
village known as Nuestra Senora de la Soledad y San Luis, and
52. Kerrigan, Chronological History of the Continent of Florida, 359.
53. Ibid., 361.
54. Crane, T h e Southern Frontier, 259-61.
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they were joined by others from Mobile.55 Since the time of the
settlement had been too late to plant crops, the village was
supported by corn from Pensacola, but Juan Marcos requested
supplies of seeds and hoes be sent from New Spain so that the
settlement might become self-supporting. When eight convicts
sent to work on the fort at Pensacola deserted and fled into the
woods, the Apalachee Indians were dispatched on scouting trips
to find them. Although the villagers were in good humor, dis-
quieting rumors spread through the place that French Apalachees
were planning to destroy the village. The establishment of this
village was a risky enterprise, but it was the only way within
their limited budget that the Spanish could maintain the loyalty
of the Indians.
Nuestra Senora de la Soledad y San Luis was doomed to
virtual extinction. When San Marcos de Apalachee was firmly
established, the inhabitants from two or more Apalachee villages
from the hills of lower Alabama and Georgia located there. In
1719 Juan Marcos led many of his people to Apalachee but some
still remained at Soledad. The villagers at Soledad were told to
elect a new leader and were forbidden to give away any of the
church ornaments until a priest arrived. After the capture of
Pensacola in 1719 by the French, little was heard of the Apal-
achees. Juan Marcos did visit Pensacola after the Spanish re-
gained power saying that he had come as the representative of
the Coweta leader seeking support against the French and their
Indian allies. Me was told to lead the Tallapoosas, Tequales, and
Apalachees to San Marcos de Apalache where they would be
given ample supplies. When the English arrived in Pensacola
in 1763, they found some sixty Christian Indians who called
themselves “Apalachian” living in huts near the Spanish fort.
After selling their land to English merchants, they left with the
Spaniards for Vera Cruz, Mexico.56
55. Kerrigan, Chronological History of the Continent of Florida, 372.
56. Report of Lieutenant-Colonel James Robertson, in James W. Covington,
ed., “The British Meet the Seminoles,” Contributions of the Florida State
Museum (Gainesville, 1961), 5. A recent article discloses the fact that
forty families of Yamasee Apalachinos from the villages of Escambe and
Punta Rosa left with the Spaniards. See Robert L. Gold, “Conflict in
San Carlos: Indian Immigrants in Eighteenth Century New Spain,”
Ethnohistory, XVII (Winter-Spring, 1970), 1-10.
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EVENTS AT SAN MARCOS DE APALACHE
During the years 1717 and 1718 Lieutenant Diego Pena made
return trips to Apalachee and Apalachicola. In 1717 he visited
Coweta where he held a council with the leading Indians of the
neighborhood. The English threat was still present, however, and
little was accomplished. Adrian, the Apalachee leader, and two
of his men served as observers for the Spanish and informed St.
Augustine of any developments. Enroute to Coweta, Pena passed
several settlements, towns governed by Augustus of the Tama
group and a cattle ranch owned by Apalachees.57 On the 1718
trip he visited Talasi in the Tallapoosa country, but he saw no
evidence of the Apalachees.
In order to regain a strong position in the Apalachee area
and to forestall a French advance against St. Joseph’s and Pensa-
cola, Spain began building the Castillo de San Marcos de Apal-
ache in 1718 and encouraged the Apalachees and Lower Creeks
to settle in the neighborhood. Adrian told the Spaniards that the
Apalachees would stay in the Georgia hills until there were the
means to protect them. Nevertheless Adrian and his people were
pleased to see the reconstruction of the fort, and they marched
along with Captain Don Jose Primo and his work crew from St.
Augustine to the site.
The main reason for the establishment of San Marcos de
Apalache was to establish a listening post to ferret out French
and English intrigues among the Indians.58 Accordingly the
Creeks and Apalachees were encouraged to settle in the Apalachee
country, and at least ten Lower Creek and Apalachee villages
from the Apalachicola area migrated there.59 The Spanish did
57. Mark F. Boyd, “Documents Describing the Second and Third Expedi-
tions of Lieutenant Diego Pena to Apalachee and Apalachicola in 1717
and 1718,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XXXI (October 1952), 116. The
Tamathli were originally part of the Creek Confederation and lived in
southwestern Georgia. They may have been affiliated with the Altamaha
Yamasee whose name sometimes appears as Tama. When this group
moved to Florida they were assigned to the mission called La Purificacion
de la Tama. After the destruction of the mission by Moore, the group
moved to Saint Augustine but returned to Apalachee by 1715. See
Swanton, Indian Tribes of North America, 113-14.
58. Dorris L. Olds, “Some Highlights in the History of Fort St. Marks,”
Florida Anthropologist, XV (June 1962), 35-36.
59. Lawrence C. Ford, The Triangular Struggle for Spanish Pensacola 1689-
1739 (Washington, 1939), 99, states that ten villages moved, but Crane,
The Southern Frontier, says only two made the move. It was during this
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not have sufficient funds to maintain the villages around San
Marcos de Apalache, and the English had large supplies of guns,
ammunition, whiskey, and other commodities which they traded
to the Lower Creeks, thus controlling their loyalty. Eventually
the Lower Creeks migrated elsewhere. By 1739 only Tamasle
was located in Apalachee, and perhaps this village contained a
few Apalachees who originally had lived in Tama.60
After 1720 it was difficult to label any Indian or band in
Florida as being Apalachee. Those living near San Marcos de
Apalache must have been absorbed by the Lower Creeks in the
Florida panhandle and southern Georgia. Some members of
Lower Creek and Yamasee bands settled near San Marcos de
Apalache for a short period, and they were called Apalachian by
persons who visited the area. 61 At the time of the cession of
Florida to England in 1763 some Indians from the villages of
Sabacola and Tamasle were taken from San Marcos de Apalache
to Havana. In addition, eighty people from the villages of
Nuestra Senora de la Leche and Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe
de Tolomato near St. Augustine migrated to Cuba.62 The Indians
from the St. Augustine villages were probably Yamasee.
period that the Apalachees living in the St. Marks and Lower Georgia
area ceased to have an identity as Apalachees and became assimilated
into various bands of the Lower Creek Confederacy.
60. Lucy L. Wenhold, transl. and ed., “The Trials of Captain Don Isidora
De Leon.” Florida Historical Quarterly, XXXV (January 1957), 252. In
1716 the village of Savacola (Sawokii) was situated in Russell County,
Alabama, but the portion of the band that had been exposed to Chris-
tianityp as early as 1675 at Santa Cruz de Sabacola probably migrated to
Apalachee when the Spanish requested the removal of the Lower Creeks.
According to Spanish custom the town was usually named after the
leader of the town. Salacarliche was probably a small Lower Creek
village.
61. In 1724 raids by the Yuchi Indians forced the liquidation of the
Yamasee villages in Apalachee and their removal to the neighborhood
of Saint Augustine. Fray Joseph Escodero to Marques de Monteleon,
October 20, 1734, A. M. Brooks Transcripts.
62. Robert L. Gold, “The East Florida Indians Under Spanish and English
Control: 1763-1765,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XLIV (July 1965), 108;
Gold, “The Settlement of the East Florida Spaniards in Cuba 1763-1766,”
ibid., XLIII (January 1964), 216-31. (Accents of foreign words have been
deleted.)
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CRUISE OF THE MINNEHAHA
edited by PAT  DODSON *
In the winter of 1891-1892 four men— three brothers, Stanley,Robert, and Edward Bullock, and their friend, A. E. Woodham
— sailed a thirty-foot sloop, the Minnehaha, from Narcoossee on
East Lake Tohopekaliga on a round trip down the Kissimmee
River to Lake Okeechobee and out to the Gulf of Mexico via
the Caloosahatchee River. They began the trip that fall down
the Kissimmee River, opened a few years before by Hamilton
Disston’s dredges.1 Leaving November 26, they reached Marco
on January 9 and returned home February 8. They followed a
tortuous route, covering about 1,000 miles in seventy-three days.
The three brothers were the sons of Stanley and Agnes
Cotton Bullock, an English couple originally from London.
Stanley Henry (Harry), the captain on the Minnehaha and keeper
of its log, was born at Bulenpilly near Secunderabad, India, in
1866. His father, a captain in the Second Madras Light Cavalry,
India, had received a medical retirement and moved to New
Zealand in 1870. Robert Stanley (Bob) was born there in 1872,
and Edward Stanley (Ned) the following year.
Captain Bullock suffered serious financial reverses and re-
turned to London in 1874. He died soon afterwards, but his
wife was able to keep her sons in private schools, first in England
and then in Germany. At the Felstead School in England, Ned
distinguished himself in boxing and languages. At Wiesbaden
* Mr. Dodson is a business executive in Pensacola. He is a former member
of the Florida Board of Regents and was the first chairman of the
American Revolution Bicentennial Commission of Florida. He is still
a member of the commission.
1. One of the English colonies established in Central Florida in the 1880s,
Narcoossee had been started on the west shore of Lake East Tohopekaliga
(Little Lake Tohopekaliga) about 1883 by E. Nelson Fell who bought a
large tract and advertised it in English newspapers. The editor took a
boat trip from Lake Tohopekaliga to Okeechobee in 1955 before the
river and Disston canals were improved by the Central and South Florida
flood control project. See Pat Dodson, “Boat-A-Cading the Dark Contin-
ent,” Florida Wildlife, IX (October 1955), and Dodson, “Historical Back-
ground,” Central  and Southern Flood Control  Project  (West Palm
Beach, 1957) 1-9. For details on river at turn of century see “Examination
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Harry and Bob played on the same tennis courts with the English,
Danish, and Greek royal families. In 1886 the family moved to
Brussels where Mrs. Bullock’s uncle was attached to the British
consulate and operated a finishing school for boys. Here Harry
was first in his English, French, and. German classes. He was
working as a secretary-interpreter when in 1887 he was offered
a job as a cowhand in Texas. After about a year he returned to
England for his brother, Bob. However, a real estate agent in
New York convinced them instead to join some English settlers
in Florida. Arriving in 1888 at Narcoossee the brothers built a
house and set out a peach orchard. In 1891 Mrs. Bullock joined
them with their two sisters and younger brother, Ned.2
The Minnehaha log, written by S. H. Bullock, the captain
of the crew, is now in the possession of his son, William Bullock
of Kissimmee. It has been edited, and a few entries have been
eliminated. Spelling and punctuation are exactly as in the origi-
nal manuscript. A version of the log was published at intervals
in the St. Cloud News, beginning with November 24, 1950, and
continuing for the next several months.
The following description of the Minnehaha and its accom-
modations was the final entry, February 8, 1892, in the log.
Minnehaha, centre board sloop, 30 ft over all,
9-l/2 ft beam, 6 ft drop of keel, drawing without board about
2 ft. Only plain sails no topsails, spinnakers or ballooners.
We had a four burner stove with oven mounted on deck,
which was perhaps not the best scheme imaginable as the
stove pipe was apt to be swept away by the boom in manoeuv-
ering. Also being right amidships it was considerably in the
way when lowering away, especially if the stove happened to
be hot at the time. Our stores were mostly packed forward
of cabin which we left for our cartridges etc. Guns were hung
2. Bullock family history furnished by Edward Stanley Bullock of Mt.
Pleasant, South Carolina, and William Ledlie Stanley Bullock of
Kissimmee. A. E. Woodham, the fourth member of the Minnehaha crew,
arrived with his brother Fred in Narcoossee from England in the late
1880s. They built a house and started an orange grove. A. E. Woodham
was given his nickname “general” because he had served for a time in
the British Army. Other English colonists in the area at the time in-
cluded the Fells, Cadmens, Skipworths, Littles, Carrs, Hills, Bests, Vans
Agnews, Droughts, and Burnhams. Most left after the freeze of 1895,
some to Kissimmee, and others like the Woodham brothers went back
to England.
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in slings along the centreboard case. We slept below most of
the time & by dint of extreme tidiness found we had plenty
of room after the first few days. . . . The distances marked
down throughout are far from accurate— being merely guess-
work. On an evening we used to discuss the day’s run and
decide how far we had sailed during the day. The temperature
readings are fahrenheit and taken three times per diem— morn-
ing, noon and night. The thermometer hung in the cabin.
The Crew: A. E. Woodham [The General]
R. S. Bullock [Bob]
S. H. Bullock [Harry— the logkeeper]
E. S. Bullock [Ned]
Nov 26th/91 Thursday. A stiff S.S.W. wind. A quick short sea
rolling on to the beach. Having said goodbye to everyone we
weighed anchor 2.30 p.m. & running close along shore passed
Garret’s. Here we fired a salute & yelled vociferously by way of
bidding them farewell. Putting about we stood out, heading for
St. Cloud,3 or rather as near there as we could lie with a dead
head wind which was dying out fast. We managed, however, to
reach there about 6 p.m. and anchored for the night off the
“Cottage”. Supper was then discussed and the coffeepot dis-
covered baked to pieces in the oven. Went ashore & purchased
new coffeepot & amused ourselves by examining store.4 Wind
S.S.W. unsteady. Clear & fine. 80° 75° Distance 5 miles.
Nov 27th/91 Friday. Up bright & early. Breakfast over, we poled
down to first bridge & waited for Mr. Thomas to have bridges
opened. He soon appeared & told off seven Italians5 to see us
thro! First bridge was passed without much troubled. Second
bridge defied all our efforts altho’ we spent 3 hours working at
3. St. Cloud was the site of Florida’s first large sugar mill, built in 1888 on
south shore of East (Little) Lake Tohopekaliga. Pat Dodson, “Hamilton
Disston’s St. Cloud Sugar Plantation,”
XLIX (April 1971), 356-69.
Florida Historical Quarterly,
4. “Store” was the sugar mill’s commissary and “cottage” probably the
superintendent’s or manager’s home. The store stood near the St. Cloud
Canal connecting East Lake Tohopekaliga and Lake Tohopekaliga. About
three miles long, the canal was completed in 1884 by Disston Dredge No.
2 and was originally thirty-six feet wide by six feet deep, although it
tended to have sandbars.
5. The Italians, believed from Philadelphia and New Orleans via Tampa,
had been brought by Disston to work at the sugar plantation. The
railroad was the St. Cloud Sugar Belt Line, built by Disston about 1889.
Dodson, “Hamilton Disston’s St. Cloud Sugar Plantation,” 362.
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it. Finally we gave it up & unshipping our mast passed under it.
We had, however, one consolation, for our trouble, we had left
the bridge in a decidedly unsafe condition. We passed on after
fervently blessing it. The next bridge occasioned some difficulty
as it was very low. We blessed it too. 11.45 a.m. we anchored just
above the R.R. bridge & had lunch. Having an hour or so to
wait before we could get this bridge open, Bob & the General
grouped themselves on the bridge & made a very effective picture,
the latter cutting the former’s hair. 3 p.m. Mr. Williams & his
gang of darkies . . . opened the bridge for us. Mr. Williams came
on board to wish us good luck & kindly lent us three of his men
to ship our mast again. I then went into St. Cloud on train to
pick up some things we had forgotten— leaving the others to take
the boat on. When I caught them up again they had just passed
through the last bridge having swung it with the help of some
Italians. It was now getting dark. Down by the pump house to
our disgust we struck a footbridge. By this time we were tired
of bridges so we destroyed this one & set it floating down the
stream. . . . Had almost got clear of the canal when a long black
object loomed up ahead of us. This turned out to be a 40 ft
barge laden with cordwood moored right across the stream. Be-
ing somewhat out of temper by this time we viciously cut it
loose hoping it wld float down & leave us room to pass, but it
did not. . . . Showering blessings on it we moored it again so as
to leave us a passage. In a few minutes we were in the lake.6
Altogether today has not been unmitigated bliss. There has been
a considerable percentage of alloy in our joy. Viewed as a course
for an obstacle race— the canal would be a triumph of human
ingenuity; but as a navigable stream even the Company7 I think,
must admit that it needs a little improving to make it a
success. . . . (To Mr. Tutweiler many thanks are due for sending
so pleasant & courteous a foreman to open his bridge.) Clear &
bright. Wind N.N.E. very light. Distance 4 miles.
Nov 28th/91 Saturday . . . . On reaching Steer Beach Point the
wind settled down to blow from exactly where we wanted to
go.8 By 4.30 p.m. we were becalmed within 2 miles of Southport.
6. The party entered Lake Tohopekaliga (24,000 acres) at Goblet’s Cove, an
eastern arm.
7. Either the Disston company operating the sugar mill or the one which
cut the canal.
8. Steer Beach is on the southeast shore of Lake Tohopekaliga.
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Noticed a small steamer bearing down on us. Proved to be
“Little Tampa” crew all more or less tight.9 As she passed we
threw her a line & were towed into the canal where we anchored
for night.10 Clear & fine. Wind S.S.E. to S.S.W. very light.
63° 81° 70° Distance 16 miles.
Nov 29th/91 Sunday . . . . Drifted down canal & crossed
Cypress Lake with a stiff S.S.W. wind. On reaching the next
canal we found wind too strong ahead to go on so laid up &
went ashore.11 A small sailboat passed bound for Kissimmee &
the “Little Tampa” on the home voyage . . . . A.E.W. surpassed
himself in the concoction of a duck stew. Clear & bright. Wind
S.S.W to W very fresh, 65° 75° 70° Distance 8 miles
Nov 30th/91 Monday. Heavy norwester sprang up in the
night. Started about 9 a.m. to cross Hatchineehaw Lake, two
reefs.12 Very cold, directly we got out into the open a heavy
squall struck us & Bob who was steering broke the tiller trying
to hold down to it. Lowered away mainsail & ran across under
jib steering with a monkey wrench. Made E. Gardiner 10.15 a.m.
without further mishap.13 Went ashore & killed some duck. Met
Hyde bird collector.14 Clear & bright. 45° 60° 45° 8 miles
9. The Tampa, a small charter craft painted vermillion, owned by Solomon
B. Aultman, of Kissimmee. For information on steamboats along route
of Minnehaha, see Edward A. Mueller, “Kissimmee Steamboating,”
Tequesta, XXVI (1966), 53-87. One of Mueller’s sources is correspond-
ence and interviews in the 1960s with
the last Kissimmee steamboat captains.
Captain Edward H. Hall, one of
10. Southport Canal, about four miles long, between Lakes Tohopekaliga and
Cypress (6,000 acres), had been completed in 1882 by Disston Dredge
No. 2. The canal was cut through Gum Swamp parallel and west of
the stream called Little River or Kissimmee River. The Atlantic and
Gulf Coast Canal and Okeechobee Land Company (Philadelphia, 1885)
reported the first phase of Disston’s canal-digging operations from 1882
to 1892. The Southport Canal is designated C-35 in the Central and
Southern Florida flood control project.
11. The Hatcheneha Canal, about three miles long and east of the old river
between Lakes Cypress and Hatcheneha (10,000 acres) dug by Disston
Dredge No. 2 in 1882. Now designated as C-36 in the C&SFFC project.
12. To reduce the area of sail exposed, they took it apart, folded, or rolled
it, and tied it down. This is called “reefing.”
13. Probably named for Captain George W. Gardiner who was killed in the
Dade Massacre in 1835. Fort “Gardner,” as it was often spelled, was
built by Colonel Zachary Taylor in 1837 on the west bank of the
Kissimmee south of Lake Hatcheneha. East Gardiner was a landing
about a half mile down river from West Gardiner. The fort was south
of West Gardiner, present-day Camp Mack in Polk County. For this
and other Seminole War references along the Minnehaha’s route see
John K. Mahon, History of the Second Seminole War (Gainesville, 1967).
14. Probably a plume hunter.
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Dec 1st/91 Tuesday. Found piece of iron & worked all day by
turns converting it into tiller. S.S. Cincinnati passed at 5.30 p.m.
south bound.15 This is a splendid camp. A small hammock of
large oaktrees on the edge of River with pine woods behind.
Altho’ the wind has been bitterly cold all day we have kept
quite warm in camp . . . Cold & cloudy. Wind N W very strong.
45° 60°50°
Dec 2nd/91 Wednesday . . . . Passed W. Gardiner 10.20 a.m.
Reached Kissimmee Lake 11.05 a.m. Found the lake dead calm
so we had to lay up. W & self rowed up old river to get some
duck.16 Found an old deserted steamer17 lying in the reeds.
Climbed on board & hunted about for something to steal, but
found nothing worth taking . . . . Clear & bright. Wind S.E
hardly perceptible. 60° 88° 66° Distance 4 miles.
Dec 3rd/91 Thursday. No wind all the morning. Rowed
ashore & shot some duck. About 2 p.m. slight breeze from S.S.E.
By steady beating managed to pass Floradelphia, a small settle-
ment on W coast & anchored for the night about a mile below
it at 5 p.m.18 Warm & bright. Wind S.S.E. very light. 65° 88° 70°
Distance 10 miles
Dec 4th/91 Friday . . . . Arrived at Stewart’s place about 11
a.m. Anchored off his wharf & went ashore. Found the place quite
deserted. Only a few sheep & hogs about. Were just making up
our minds to kill a sheep when a Cracker named Johns rode up.
He informed us that Hammond, who was in charge of the place,
had moved higher up the lake &, with the help of two English-
men, was building a house. After we had taken on some firewood
we ran back to pay them a visit. Found D’eeth, Tellard and
15. A sternwheeled steamboat (34.6’ x 9.9’ x 3.4’) built in Chicago in 1889.
At the time of the Minnehaha’s trip she was owned by James Ritty of
Cincinnati, who operated a sawmill at Rosalie on Lake Kissimmee. The
Cincinnati towed barges, carried supplies, and was chartered out to




at least two more boats, including his Roseada, before finally shipping
it to the Henry Ford Museum at Dearborn, Michigan.
Woodham and the logkeeper rowed up the old Kissimmee River between
Lakes Hatcheneha and Kissimmee (36,000 acres). Disston Dredge No. 2
had cut the Kissimmee Canal just to the west.
Apparently a predecessor to the thirty-foot sidewheeler, Tallulah, built
by the Gilbert Brothers at Kissimmee about 1892, this steamer carried
the same name.
Floradelphia was a sportsman’s resort on Brahma Island in Lake Kis-
simmee owned by an Ohio company. Although the island was stocked
with pheasants, and a 105 foot cabin sternwheeler also named Flora-
delphia ran back and forth to Kissimmee, the venture failed.
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Hammond— busy carpentering . . . . Tellard and D’eeth came on
board after supper & we sent them home about 12 rejoicing.
Clear & fine. Wind N.N.W squally. 70° 85° 60° Distance 12 miles
Dec 5th/91 Saturday. Ran across to Bremer Isle & hunted
around there all day without much success.19 Game (except
rabbits) seemed scarce. We cld have filled the boat with rabbits
had we wished to. Clear & bright. Wind E by N strong. 66° 90°
70° Distance 3 miles.
Dec 7th/91 Monday . . . . Anchored off Turkey Hammock
11.45.a.m. & paid the store a visit . . . .20 Made River 2.30 p.m.
Anchored & fished. Clear & bright. Wind S.E by E. squally. 70°
85° 75° Distance 7 miles
Dec 8th/91 Tuesday. Heavy norther sprang up in the night.
Took in 2 reefs & started down river. Very exciting work. All
hands on deck. The river twists & turns in every direction . . . .
About 1.30 p.m. arrived at Cabbage Bluff & being somewhat
exhausted concluded to stay over night.21 On the ponds & marshes
round here we found plenty to shoot. Duck (teal, wood-duck,
pintail, mallards) curlew, snipe were here in thousands. The
river here touches the prairie & pine timber is only about ½
mile back . . . . 50° 65° 45° Distance 18 miles.
Dec 9th/91 Wednesday . . . . Passed Alligator Bluff 9.40 a.m.
Made Orange Hammock 10.20.a.m.22 Went ashore to see Drigg’s
grove. Well worth a visit, 15 yrs old. Planted on rich hammock.
Has very nearly every variety of orange. Satsuma especially fine.
Over-eat ourselves. Left Drigg’s 1.15 p.m. . . . Past Brown’s grove
2.15.p.m. . . . Damp & Cloudy. Wind NE heavy squalls. 45° 60°
45° Distance 12 miles
Dec 11th/91 Friday. . . . Passed Oak Bluff 12 o’clock . . . .
Heard Johnson’s steamer coming up river. Bob & A.E.W. rowed
down in dingy to meet him to send up some mail. They rowed
about 2 miles down stream & found that J. had taken a short
19. Small island in northeast Lake Kissimmee, also known as Rabbit Island.
20. Landing on east bank where Lake Kissimmee flows into Kissimmee River,
now at east end of Florida S.R. 60 bridge in Osceola County. Supplies
for Whittier and Keenansville were landed here.
21. Landing on west bank in Osceola County owned by Jack Whidden (in
1899).
22. Alligator Bluff is a landing on the east bank of the river in south
Osceola County. Orange Hammock is a landing on the west bank, now
in the northeast corner of Highlands County, three and a half miles
north of old Ft. Kissimmee.
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cut and missed them. They did not find rowing back quite so
easy. Clear & bright. Wind S to E light. 75° 85° 75° Distance
12 miles.
Dec 14th/91 Monday. Till 1.30 p.m. we were still windbound.
By dint of much hard work made about 4 miles and camped on
Hammock 2 miles above Bassinger.23 Splendid fishing. Clear &
bright. Wind S to E strong. 60° 80° 60° Distance 4 miles
Dec 16th/91 Wednesday. General & Ned went across to the
[Bassinger] store to purchase a few little tricks. Paid Chunk a
visit. 1.50 p.m. weighed anchor & half sailed, half drifted on . . . .
Wind S.W strong till noon then light. 70° 85° 70° Distance 2
miles
Dec 20th/91 Sunday. Cold damp morning. Underway at 9
a.m. Wind light but favourable. Saw nothing of any interest
until we struck [Lake] Okeechobee 12.30 Had lunch & drank
success to our voyage across, then set sail and headed about S.W.
To the N a big range of Cypress borders the lake. The W shore
is less heavily timbered, here & there nothing but marsh . . . .
55° 65° 60° Distance 48 miles
Dec 21st/91 Monday . . . . Whilst supper was going on we
noticed a bright light just over the top of the point. Appeared
to be a light high up on mast of some vessel. It caused consider-
able excitement on board until we at last found out that it was
only a very large star showing thro’ the clouds. Cold & cloudy.
Wind S.W very light. 55° 60° 65° Distance 8 or 9 miles
Dec 22nd/91 Tuesday. Perfect calm, lake like a mirror. Des-
pairing of a wind we polled round the point & found ourselves
in a cove out of which a blind creek ran some way back into
the marsh. Here we stayed till 1 p.m. and caught some tremend-
ous fish. (We found out later that Fish-eating Creek also ran
into this cove a little S. of the Creek we were in) . . . . 24 Amused
ourselves by feeding a small bird of the gull species. It got quite
tame & would come close alongside to pick up crumbs, etc. The
23. Bassinger or Bassenger, a landing on the river’s east bank, across from
Ft. Bassinger, an outpost built in 1837 by Zachary Taylor and named
after First Lieutenant William E. Bassinger, killed in the Dade Massacre.
About thirty-seven and one-half miles north of Lake Okeechobee, Bas-
singer was one of the river’s main stops until the railroad reached
Okeechobee in 1916. Now the site of bridge on U.S. 98 in Okeechobee
County.
24. Apparently old Fisheating Bay on the west shore of Lake Okeechobee
(1,080,000 acres).
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amount that bird managed to stow away was perfectly astonish-
ing. Saw a brace of bald headed eagles & were considerably
disappointed in them. They look clumsy & heavy. None of the
“kingly grace” about them that one generally associates with the
idea of an eagle. If a buzzard were to chalk its head & look as
if it took an interest in something it would beat the bald headed
eagle to fits for beauty. Weather bright. Wind N E very light.
60° 85° 70° Distance 3 miles
Dec 23rd/91 Wednesday . . . . Duck in thousands all round
us. Occasional grass patches away out the lake. Took soundings
on running through one & found only 6 ft shoal. Considering
this was 3 or 4 miles from land it gives one an idea how shallow
the lake must be. About 9.15 a.m. the wind sprang up from the
SE so we closehauled & ran on. All the time we were studying
the coast through the glasses trying to see a Cypress tree with a
barrel on it which we knew was at the head of the canal.25
Could not see it anywhere & having run down till Observation
Island was to the E of us we concluded to put about & coast
along back . . . .26 Cruized along & at last saw the tree we were
hunting with a small nailkeg on it. We had passed within two
miles of it about 4 hrs before. At 2 p.m. we reached the canal &
found it was only about 20 ft wide . . . . The banks of the canal
are all thickly overgrown with mangoe bushes, beyond which
heavy sawgrass marsh extends away off to the horizon. All the
way down the canal we had spinners out astern & caught more
fish than we knew what to do with. Made Lake Hicpochee at 3
p.m. . . .27 Our maps gave us a due westerly course for the next
canal & having an aft wind we were not long in getting across
but devil a bit of canal could we see. Coasted along for about 6
miles in a S. E direction with a man at the masthead looking
out. Put about & beat back to N E corner of lake but saw no
canal so we anchored . . . . 70° 80° 60° Distance 70 miles
25. The lone cypress with the old keg was a well-known navigator’s land-
mark in 1880s and 1890s. Later the tree carried a flag signal. Called
the “Sentinel,” “Flat Top,” or “Lone Cypress,” the tree is now in the
center of Moore Haven, founded in 1914 by James A. Moore. For a
photograph see Alfred J. and Kathryn Hanna, Lake Okeechobee, Well-
spring of the Everglades (New York, 1948), opp. 62.
26. Low, marshy island earlier called “Bird Island.”
27. Also spelled Hichpochee and Hickpochee and known as “Little Prairie
Lake,” a shallow lake then of about 9,000 acres with soft mud bottom,
connected to Lake Okeechobee by Everglades sawgrass until Disston
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Dec 24th/91 Thursday . . . . Had only just started on our
round trip when A.E.W. with the aid of a telescope sighted a
dredge away off to the S. A vote that we should run down &
explore it was carried unanimously & . . . . Found it quite
deserted. After thoroughly exploring everything & stealing what-
ever we thought might be handy we rowed ashore & robbed the
woodpile to replenish our store.28 Had lunch & resumed our
search for the canal which we found at last much further S than
we expected. This canal proved a perfect treat after the last
being broad & open & no bushes on either side to cut off the
wind. About 200 yds from where it leaves Hicpochee we found
another canal intersecting it at right angles.29 Had some splendid
fishing whilst sailing down. Passed a small creek some way down
opening into the canal. Just as we crossed the mouth of it we
heard a splash & saw a big fish (bass) jump out of the Creek
mouth into the Canal. A lot more followed jumping in precisely
the same manner. Altogether we must have seen about 50 to 100.
After about 8 miles of canal we struck the River (no name) &
soon after ran onto a bad shoal & had quite a lively time getting
off again. Thousands of duck of all description were flying
around here but we were too busy to kill any. Soon after we
came to Blacksmith Hammock (also called Coffeepot Ham-
mock).30 It was dark when we reached it & noticing several boats
Dredge No. 1 operated by Captain J. Fred Menge cut connecting canal in
late 1882.
28. This apparently was Disston Dredge No. 1, used to work the Caloosa-
hatchee (1882-1890) by Captain J. Fred Menge who had arrived from
New Orleans in 1881. Starting from Fort Myers it first removed the
snags and logs from the Caloosahatchee River, then dredged out the
falls at Fort Thompson, dug Reedy Canal from Lake Flirt through Lake
Bonnet to Lake Hicpochee, and finally Three-Mile Canal from Hicpo-
chee to Okeechobee. Later work included river straightenings, Nine Mile
Canal from Lake Hicpochee to Sand Point (Clewiston), and Woodyard
Canal. For accounts of federal examinations and improvements on the
Caloosahatchee see the following reports: House Executive Document 1,
pt. 2, 46th Cong., 2nd sess.; House Executive Document 1, pt. 2, 48th
Cong., 2nd sess., House Executive Document 1, pt. 2, 50th Cong., 2nd
sess.
29. Apparently the Woodyard Canal, dug for about a mile southwest by
Disston Dredge No. 1 to reach the timber needed for fuel. Lawrence
Will, A Cracker History of Okeechobee (St. Petersburg, 1964), 111.
30. Coffee Mill Hammock (earlier called Seminole Hammock) consisted of
a small grove of cabbage palms on high rock about eleven miles east
of La Belle and Fort Thompson. A few trees still remain here a mile
west of the Ortona Locks on the Caloosahatchee Cross-State canal, C-43
of C&SFFC project. Sugar Berry Hammock is about four miles east of
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tied up here we resolved to anchor & see what they were in the
morning. Back in the hammock we could see a large fire & hear
a crowd holding high revel, evidently celebrating Xmas Eve.
Clear & bright very hot. Wind E strong till noon then light.
70° 90° 75° Distance 30 miles.
Dec 25th/91 Xmas. A lovely morning. Hardly a typical Xmas
morning, however . . . . Leaving Ned on board to superintend
breakfast we took up stands along the river prepared to shoot
anything we saw . . . . Curlew, duck, herons & all sorts of water-
fowl soon came flying out of the mist & for a while we kept up
a regular fusillade. On returning to the boat we saw quite a
curious sight. Ned was seated on the cabin pensively gazing at
a group of Indians who were standing on the bank staring
stolidly back. All seemed quite absorbed & contented. Our arrival
broke the spell so far as Ned was concerned. The Indians only
stared the harder. We proceeded to wash & get breakfast which
operations afforded our visitors the liveliest interest. I noticed
several of them smile when I brushed my teeth. Breakfast was
not a success. Every mouthful was carefully noted by our
inspectors & it quite took the edge off our appetites altho’ we
did our best to appear at ease. We tried to talk to them but
with little success. One of them knew a few words of English &
by dint of signs & gesticulations we interchanged a few remarks.
I tried some Indian words out of Longfellow’s “Hiawatha” but
could not make them understand so concluded that my accent
was not correct. A squaw . . . leading a child joined the group
. . . . About noon an old man turned up leading another squaw.
He was dressed in an ordinary shirt with a belt round his waist,
a long cloak reaching to his ankles & a kind of head-dress com-
posed of red store handkerchiefs. As the others wore nothing but
a short & belt we concluded that the old man was chief. We
invited him & his squaw on board . . . . She wriggled & sniggered
in the most affected manner in fact behaved in quite the ortho-
dox civilized manner. Her costume consisted of a decidedly
drowsy looking skirt & a bodice made of yards and yards of dirty
linen wrapt round her . . . . We began making preparations for
departure after they had been on board a little while as a gentle
hint for them to go as they were pleasanter at a distance. We
Coffee Mill Hammock, or about three and a half miles west of Lake
Hicpochee.
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found out that the old chief’s name was Tony, tribe Seminole,
usual haunt Okeechobee . . . .31 About ½  mile of river brought
us to Bonnet Lake, a small patch of water covered with lily-pads
with a channel leading thro’ the middle.32 About half way across
we ran into a shoal but by dint of some little hard work got off
again without mishap & sailing on passed thro’ about 2 miles of
canal & found ourselves in Lake Flirt, also called the “Broads.”
This is quite a big sheet of water but so cut up by grass islands
etc. that it is hard to correctly estimate its area. It is also absurdly
shoal, being nowhere over 3 ft deep. About 3 p.m. we came to
the head of the Caloosahatchie R. The water rushes out of the
lake into the river like a mill-sluice & as the banks are composed
of hard rock & the bends very sharp, we had quite an anxious
time especially as the wind was too light to handle the boat
well. Camped about ½  mile down river. One could almost
imagine we were now in a different country the scenery is here
so utterly changed. The river, clear as crystal, flowing swiftly
through a rocky channel. On each side a wide stretch of beautiful
green grass & behind that dense cabbage woods.33 As we found
out later on the river is much the same for a long way except
31. A seventy year-old Seminole in 1891 could have fought in the Seminole
Wars (1835-1842, 1855-1858). Tony may have belonged to the Big
Cypress Seminole settlement located in “Devil’s Garden,” southwest of
Lake Okeechobee in what was Monroe and what is now Hendry County.
Clay MacCauley, “The Seminole Indians of Florida,” Fifth Annual
Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1883-84 (Washington, 1887), 477-78.
These Seminoles may have been related to the “Spanish Indians” of
the lower west coast who were intermarried with Cuban fishermen.
Tony’s father might have been named Antonio, and Tony may be the
Indian for whom “Tony’s Mound” or “Big Circle Mounds” on the
eastern edge of “Devil’s Garden” are named. These earthworks were
built by pre-Columbian Indians with Carribean contacts, but the
Florida archaeologist, John M. Goggin, told the editor on an aerial in-
spection in 1954 that the mounds received their name from an old
Seminole who once raised cattle in the vicinity.
32. Five hundred-acre lake named after lily pads called “bonnets.” Captain
Menge’s main cut (described in January 20 entry as “8 mile canal,“)
connecting the Caloosahatchee and Lake Okeechobee was here between
Lakes Hicpochee and Flirt (1,000 acres). Lake Flirt had been named
by crewmen from the U.S.S. Flirt, the schooner operating at mouth of
Caloosahatchee in 1841. Florence Fritz, Unknown Florida (Coral Gables,
1963), 58.
33. Woods of Sabal palmetto, native palm from which “swamp cabbage” was
cut by settlers for food. Also called “heart of palm,” the unborn cen-
tral bud of the tree which tastes somewhat like thick cabbage leaf. The
“cabbage shack” in December 27 entry was thatched on roof and sides
with cabbage palmetto fronds.
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that the cabbage woods gradually approach the river. In fact
most of the way the trees are right on the edge. The banks, too
get higher & higher & in some places must stand up 20 ft above
the water presenting a hard wall of gravel & rock to the eye.
Indeed were it not that the river is never straight for more than
100 yds one could almost imagine the channel was the work of
man so sheer & steep are the banks. Well, we had our Xmas
dinner without a turkey certainly, but duck, snipe, & fish & plum
pudding furnished us a very good meal. We drank the usual
toasts & after a long talk reluctantly left the fire & turned in.
Clear & bright. Wind E light, 70° 85° 75 Distance 10 miles.
Dec 27th/91 Sunday. . . . About 1.30 p.m. sighted a new cabbage
shack & as we were passing some crackers hailed us. We tied up
& they came on board. Told us the place was called Belle City &
asked us to carry their mail to Myers.34 They were all drunk so
we hastened on leaving them drivelling on the bank. By the bye
they persuaded us to taste their whiskey which made us feel
sickly. Drifting on down we made a few miles before evening &
camped on a sloping bank. We were rather at a loss what to name
this camp until we found several old socks hanging on a tree . . . .
Old Sock Camp we christened it. The river here makes a tremend-
ous curve & right off where we were camped the water instead
of flowing past formed a kind of whirlpool . . . . 70° 80° 70°
Distance 12 miles
Dec 28th/ 91 Monday . . . . Passed Fort Denaud . . . . Alva
3.30 p.m.35 Camped just below Langworthy’s grove on a small
clearing in among a lot of guava bushes. A man named Haw-
34. La Belle had been platted, and perhaps named for his daughters Laura
and Belle by Confederate Captain Francis A. Hendry (1833-1917), cattle
king, citrus grower, fighter and friend of the Seminoles, director of
one of Disston companies, and state legislator. Hendry County is named
for him. Another daughter was the wife of river captain, J. Fred Menge.
Fritz, Unknown Florida, 85, 130, 135. In 1898 shipments from La Belle
included 30,000 alligator hides, 335 deer hides valued at fifty cents each,
otter at five dollars each, and raccoon at twenty-five cents each. “Exam-
ination and Survey of Kissimmee River,” 12. Harry A. Kersey, Jr., “Edu-
cating the Seminole Indians of Florida, 1879-1970,” Florida Historical
Quarterly, XLIX (July 1970), 19-21, describes Hendry’s relations with
the Seminoles.
35. Fort Myers had been built by the army in 1850 on the site of old
Fort Harvie. Named after Lieutenant Abraham C. Myers, then chief
quartermaster in Florida, it was stubbornly called “Myers” by the post
office department for twenty-five years prior to 1901. Fritz, Unknown
Florida, 64, 77, 107.
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thorne paid us a visit. He was living with a man called Bailey
who was in charge of the Langworthy grove. Invited us up to
have some oranges. After supper both of them came down to our
camp & we had a slight carouse. Bright & warm. Wind E light.
70° 80° 70° Distance 24 miles.
Dec 29th/91 Tuesday. Did not start before 10 am. Half sailed
half drifted till 1.30 p.m. when we anchored about ¼  mile above
a phosphate dredge. Small steamer passed us (no name) up
bound. Two Indians in dug out sailed past about 4.30 p.m. also
up bound. Rowed down to dredge to see them at work. They were
pumping up sand, mud & phosphate from the bottom which
they separated by a process of washing. It seemed rather a slow &
elementary process. The hands seemed very comfortably lodged
in a kind of house barge. 36 Bright and hot. Wind E. to S.W
light. 70° 80° 70° Distance 5 miles
Dec 30th/91 Wednesday . . . . With every stitch of canvas
spread we scudded away . . . through a big wide stretch of river
reaching Fort Myers37 at 11 a.m. Here we anchored & sent ashore
for a blacksmith to fix our tiller. We then all crawled below &
dressed up to go ashore. The General was the last to appear on
deck & struck us all perfectly dumb with surprise. He appeared
resplendent in full yachting costume making us all feel shabby
& untidy to look at him. We loafed about Fort Myers till supper
time & after eating rather a poor meal at the Hendry House38
established ourselves on the verandah of the hotel to enjoy the
post-prandial pipe (General smoked cigarettes). Over the way
36. Established in 1837 and named for an Indian trader, Pierre Denaud,
who owned the land, Fort Denaud had been an outpost on South bank
of Caloosahatchee, active in Second and Third Seminole Wars and later
held by the Confederacy. In the 1890s a large sawmill at Denaud
produced as much as 500,000 ft. of lumber a year. Its site is on S.R. 78A
about three miles southwest of La Belle in Hendry County.
37. Alva, named for a native wildflower, had been founded by Captain
Peter Nelson in 1883 and had a smaller sawmill in the 1890s. Located
today about seven miles downriver from Denaud in Lee County north
of S.R. 80. Fritz, Unknown Florida, 8, 13, 54, 65, 71, 91; “Examination
and Survey of Kissimmee River,” 8, 13.
38. Discovered a few years earlier,. the Caloosahatchee phosphate deposits
were soon classified “river pebble,” blue, black, or dark gray outside,
gray or yellowish brown inside, ranging up to an inch in diameter and
found with remnants and teeth of various animals and the phosphatized
casts of shells from the Pliocene and post-Pliocene periods. George H.
Eldridge, U. S. Geological Survey, “A Preliminary Sketch of the Phos-
phates of Florida,” quoted in Rowland H. Rerick, Memoirs of Florida,
2 vols. (Atlanta, 1902), II, 294-96.
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was a church. Soon the sound of prayers & hymns were wafted
across to us by the evening breeze. Bob and the General went
over to the church, whilst Ned and I not feeling the need of
spiritual consolation, wandered around picking up scraps of
information about the coast hunting, fishing, etc. . . .39 70° 85°
65° Distance 25 miles
Dec 31st/91 Thursday. Bob & General came on board about
7 a.m. . . . An old Cuban Captain named Gonzales paid us a
visit & gave us a lot of information about the coast etc. . . . Sailing
under short canvas (1 reef) we made tremendous pace down the
bay. The course is very intricate here & is marked out with red
and black flags . . . . Mistaking our channel we ran onto a bar
just as we sighted Punta Rassa.40 Quickly lowering away we
managed to get off again but had hardly got under way before
we found ourselves once more aground. We tried moving in every
direction but seemed to be locked up a small basin with reefs
all around. At last . . . we anchored for the night. Soon after
supper the wind died down & we spent a pleasant evening on
deck filling our lungs with the sea air & making plans for the
morrow. . . . We discussed Fort Myers. None of us were greatly
impressed by our visit. The town seemed very dead & uninterest-
ing. One main street parallel with the water & one or two side
streets comprise the whole settlement. The buildings are poor
very few of them of brick & the whole town seemed in need of
paint & repairs. There are a few good houses scattered around
within a little distance but we did not visit them . . . Bright
warm. N E very strong. 70° 80° 75° 25 miles
Jan lst/92 Friday. We were on deck by daylight. To the N
of us was a small cat-boat picking her way thro’ the shoals.
Carefully noting the course she took we succeeded in getting out
of our prison. Punta Rassa was on our port beam at 7.35 a.m. &
39. This building could have been Fort Myers’ old officers quarters rebuilt
in 1870 by Captain Francis A. Hendry for his family home and appar-
ently turned into a hotel after he moved to his ranch at Fort Thompson.
Fritz, Unknown Florida, 76, 135; Lloyd G. Hendry to editor, October 22,
1971:
40. Site of a “Spanish Indian” fishing village as early as the 1830s and by
the Civil War it was a major shipping point for cattle to Cuba from
Lee, DeSoto, and Osceola counties. Punta Raza is Spanish for “Cattle
Point.” E. A. Hammond, ed., “Sanibel Island and its Vicinity, 1833, A
Document,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XLVIII (April 1970), 392-411;
Fritz, Unknown Florida, 69-75, 81-85.
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Captain Johnson, with his wife in stern, aboard the Mamie Lown. Captain
Menge was running this boat when he was encountered by the Minnehaha.
Seminole Indians on Kissimmee River
Captain Clay Johnson is the man on deck to the right.
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we shaped our course for Sanibel cooking breakfast as we sailed.41
On arriving at Sanibel 8.25 a.m. we moored to the wharf after
some trouble as the tide was running very fast. Spent our day
fishing & strolling about the beach picking up shells and curios.
Sanibel Island is a pretty little place as seen from the water. The
lighthouse with its cottages looks very trim & neat . . . . 70° 85°
75° Distance 6 miles.
Jan 2nd/92 Saturday . . . . An easterly course was decided on
as we wished to get along the coast in order to look out for the
various passes, etc. we had been told of. Directly we got from
under the lee of the Island the full force of the Gulf [of Mexico]
swell struck us and we thoroughly realized how small our boat
was . . . . We certainly saw a pass as we expected but between
us & it was a long line of breakers running away out to sea. A
hurried consultation was held & we decided to try & cross this
bar. Our rate of speed soon carried us there & in a few minutes
we were among the breakers. Twice we felt the boat settle with a
thud on the sand but the next wave lifted her on & in less than
two minutes we were in deep water running right before the
storm. The water seemed to fly past & every moment we expected
to see our mast snap off & go overboard. Getting under the lee
of an island we headed round & having our jib stowed, dropped
an anchor & drank success to the boat adding as a rider to our
toast that we hoped she would always get out of difficulties with
the same luck as she had today. Nearly hidden in the trees on
the island we discovered a small shack. Bob & the General vol-
unteered to go ashore & explore. They came back in about an
hour & reported that a Portuguee lived there who informed them
that we could sail about anywhere inside the Mangoe Islands
without difficulty. He also told them that we had just come thro’
Estero Pass & were then in Ostego Bay.42 We concluded to run
41. Once a haunt of the Caloosa Indians, Sanibel Island shields the mouth
of the Caloosahatchee (San Carlos Bay) from the Gulf of Mexico. The
name may have been derived from Point y Bel, then San y Bel, etc.
Sanibel had been settled in early 1880s, the lighthouse built in 1885.
Today largely a National Wildlife Refuge, it is connected to Punta Rassa
via Florida S.R. 867. Fritz, Unknown Florida, 26, 89.
42. Apparently the crew sailed off Estero Island south and came through
Big Carlos Pass into Estero Bay, of which Ostego Bay is a part. They
then ran “down the Bay,” which was Estero Bay (from Spanish,
astillero). Ostego Bay was named after the U.S.S. Ostego, a schooner
which operated against the Seminoles in 1841. Fritz, Unknown Florida,
58, 90.
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down the Bay & explore. The wind had been getting stronger &
stronger and was now blowing a perfect gale . . . suddenly we
felt a shock which nearly sent us all overboard; then a jarring &
scrunching below told us that we were hard & fast on an oyster
bar. Fortunately these bars are all shelving & a boat running
on to them simply runs almost high & dry . . . . We now decided
that we had had enough excitement for one day so crawled
below for a round of grog and solemnly anathemized our friend
the Portugee. It may seem strange that we kept running onto
the bars but the water is completely land locked & studded with
Mangoe Islands amongst which we have been dodging all day.
No sea could therefore get up but the wind which has been
terrific all day kept the surface covered with a fine spray which
prevented us entirely from noticing the shoals . . . . Distance in
a straight line about 20 miles.
Jan 3rd/92 Sunday . . . . We lay low till the sun was high up
in the heavens hoping it would turn warmer but the cold
seemed to increase. Finally on going on deck we were astonished
to find we were aground. The tide had run out & we were on
the mud. All around us were oyster bars showing with just
streams of water running between . . . . The tide rose high
enough towards evening to float us much to our relief so we poled
Minnie under the lea of an island to get shelter from the wind.
Clear & bright. Very cold. Wind NW tremendous. 40° 50° 55°
Distance 0.
Jan 4th/92 Monday. The wind moderated towards morning
but the cold was still intense. A.E.W. & self rowed up Surveyor’s
Creek to try & catch some fish but did not get a single bite.43
We returned to the boat about mid-day & as the wind had almost
died out we poled to the nearest pass leading to the open &
anchored there for the night. Here we saw a number of pelicans
fishing at the mouth of the pass. We were much amused by their
curious & grotesque gestures. They are the ugliest and most
awkward birds imaginable. They are all bill & pouch. Having
filled their pouches they fly ashore & sit in a row eating the fish
they have caught. This pass we think is Big Hickory Pass. A deep
narrow channel through which the tide rushes with incredible
43. Survey Creek, now the Imperial River flowing through city of Bonita
Springs and into Estero Bay.
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rapidity. Right across the mouth of the Pass about 30 yds. from
where it runs into the Gulf is a sandbar on which the surf is
breaking . . . . Clear, bright, cool. Wind NW slight. 40° 60° 50°
Distance 2 miles.
Jan 5th/92 Tuesday. The wind veered round to the S.W.
during the night & by the time we got underway was blowing
up fresh . . . . Minnie rising like a duck over the breakers not
taking a drop on board. On getting within a few yds of the
bar we put about & ran parallel with it. The breakers were now
right on our beam & it took very careful sailing to avoid shipping
a sea . . . . Finally we concluded to make a run for our last
anchorage44 which we reached in a very short while without
accident altho our dingy was nearly swamped several times. Took
a walk along the beach where we saw plenty of cat sign & also un-
mistakeable bear sign. Bear & panther are said to be plentiful all
along this coast but are very hard to find as they spend the day
mostly in the mangrove thickets which are absolutely impene-
trable for human beings . . . . 55° 65° 50° Sailed over about 16
miles
Jan 8th/92 Friday . . . . About 2.50 p.m. we reached Naples
& anchored a short distance from the wharf . . . .45 The Lillian
of Tampa (mailboat) arrived soon after & we went on board
her & borrowed an old anchor. After supper we went ashore &
were regaled by some very tall stories of hunting, fishing, etc. by
the natives. Naples is a most extraordinary little place.46 The
wharf is its principle feature. Built of enormous piles & running
out into 20 or 30 ft. of water it presents a most imposing appear-
ance. Really it is the finest of its class that any of us had ever
seen. Ashore, a little distance S of the pier was a most gorgeous
hotel of about 100 ft front & four stories high. We did not go
into the building as it seemed to be closed up but if the interior
were half as nicely arranged as the exterior it must have been a
44. Apparently Big Hickory Pass leading into Estero Bay.
45. Straight water distance from Big Hickory Pass to Naples is fifteen
miles. The crew estimated they sailed about twenty miles.
46. Named after the Italian city, Naples had been founded in 1887 as a
winter resort by some Kentuckians which included W. N. Haldeman,
former publisher of the Louisville Courier-Journal; Henry Watterson,
journalist; and General John S. “Cerro Gordo” Williams, a Mexican
war hero. The wharf was built as a fishing pier, something the young
men did not understand. The hotel was the Naples Hotel, built in 1889,
but the resort’s early growth had been retarded by lack of transporta-
tion.
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perfect palace. The gardens were nicely laid out in flower beds &
shell walks. A few cracker shacks scattered around are the only
other buildings. We were much puzzled by the whole place. Why
the devil anyone shld build such a magnificent wharf in such
an exposed position. No boats could anchor there with any degree
of safety. And then again what was the hotel for? . . . Clear &
bright, cold. Wind NE light. 40° 50° 45° Distance 20 miles
Jan 9th/92 Saturday. . . . We sighted John’s, Gordons & Little
Marco passes in passing. Off Gordon’s Pass we ran full tilt onto a
turtle.47 It must have been an enormous beast as the collision
was distinctly felt by all on board. On arriving off Marco Pass we
were somewhat in difficulty. We wanted to run up the Pass to
Marco but for the life of us could not find the way in. Water
seemed very shoal & every here & there buoys were anchored in a
haphazard sort of a way. We imagined that the buoys were
placed there for some purpose— probably to mark out the channel
so we hovered around trying to make them out. Before very long
however, we found out our mistake— they were anchored there
for no reason at all, some were in deep water, others almost on
the ground . . . . By keeping a bright look out for shoals we
succeeded in making up the Pass & 10 a.m. saw us anchored off
Marco.48 Soon after taking up our moorings a cry of fire was
raised & smoke was seen issuing from the hatches. In less than ½
a minute everyone was at his post & prepared to meet anything.
The fire was traced to the midship section of the vessel & was
found to have originated in a box of Blue hen safety matches.
It was soon extinguished by being thrown overboard. This
suggested itself as a better plan than scuttling the vessel & running
into shoal water. There was no panic. This excitement being
over we went ashore & found plenty to look at. To begin with
we found a general ship-chandler’s, a most useful kind of an
establishment. We purchased a couple of 25 lb. anchors. Attached
to the store is a shipyard & drydock. A large sloop— Gipsy of N.Y.
— was in drydock being painted. We climbed into her & examined
everything. She was cedar built, 50 ft. long and 20 ft. beam,
beautifully fitted up all over. We saw quite a number of boats
47. These passes cut through the coastal islands by the Gulf of Mexico
in Collier County.
48. Marco Island apparently had been first settled in 1870 by Captain
W. D. Collier from Tennessee. Marco, formerly known as Malco, is
another Caloosa Indian site. Fritz, Unknown Florida, 17, 23, 76.
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today Lillian of Tampa, sloop, carrying mail between here &
Punta Rassa. Fleetwood— large schooner from Key West. Pilots
Pride— large sloop from same place.49 Besides these we saw a
number of smaller craft. Altogether we think this a most interest-
ing little place. Beyond the store, etc. there are no other buildings.
A man who hunts a good deal round here has promised to bring
us some venison tomorrow. We have been out of meat so long
that it will be quite a treat. Clear & bright. Wind S.E fresh and
steady. 45° 80° 70° Distance 17 miles.
Jan 10th/92 Sunday. Last night about 12.30 we were all sleep-
ing the sleep of the just & virtuous when our slumbers were
broken into by a loud crash & a noise as of a heavy chain being
dragged across the boat. We rushed on deck and found a large
sloop, Pilot’s Pride had run foul off us. The wind being very
light & the tide strong she had evidently become unmanageable.
A very profane man & a diminutive boy seem to comprise her
entire crew. We shoved her off & prepared to vent our feelings
but were forestalled by the profane one. Hardly had he got clear
when he launched a volley of choice & original oaths at the boy.
Without the slightest interruption or hesitation he kept relieving
his feelings until his voice died away in the distance. We, seeing
he needed no assistance, kept silence altho’ we envied him his
flow of language. About 6 a.m., having received a fine haunch of
venison on board, we weighed anchor & running out of the Pass
shaped our course for Sanibel. Passed Naples 10.15 a.m. The
wind was at first SE very light & gradually worked round to S.W
as the sun got higher. During the day we sighted a steamer hull
astern of us. She overhauled us towards 3 p.m. & as she was flying
American colours we dipped our ensign. She politely answered
our salute. As she forged ahead we made out her name - Sanibel.
She was about as ugly a craft as one cld imagine, painted white
all over with a tremendous square stern. Towards sundown the
wind died out completely so we anchored in the open about 4
miles S. of Sanibel . . . Clear & bright. Wind S E to S W light.
70° 85° 75° Distance 40 miles.
Jan 11th/92 Monday . . . . Stood across to Punta Rassa with a
49. The Fleetwood had been built the previous year at Marco, a 50.4’ x 17’
x 5.5’ vessel of 26.66 gross tons; Pilot’s Pride (34’ x 12.5’ x 3’ sloopyacht
of 5.6 gross tons) was built in 1886 at Cedar Key, 1892 List of Merchant
Vessels of the United States (Washington, 1893).
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stiff E wind. S.S. Sanibel was lying off the wharf there . . . . On
reaching open water near Myers we shook out our reef & ran for
that place closehauled . . . Dressed up & went ashore. We inter-
viewed several parties to ascertain how much it wld cost to be
towed up to Okeechobee. The lowest bid was $32, pretty steep
we thought. Having nothing better to do we paid the skating-rink
a visit & had great fun watching the skaters. General at last
summoned up courage to join the performers much to our amuse-
ment. Leaving the rink we paid Capt. Gonzales a visit & stayed
with him for an hour or so. Clear & warm. Wind E strong, heavy
squalls. 70° 85° 75° Distance 25 miles.
Jan 12th/92 Tuesday. Capt. Gonzales came on board early
this morn & offered to help us to Fort Thompson for $2.00/100
per diem. After some hesitation we closed with him & 10.30 saw
us underway again . . . . Passed Parkinson’s 4.15 p.m. Dredge
4.45 p.m.50 Tied up off old Cracker house for the night at 5.30
p.m. . . . 75° 85° 80° Distance 18 miles.
Jan 13th/92 Wednesday. Made an. early start & polled hard
all day against a very stiff current. Only stopped once for about
¼  hr. to cut some longer poles. Our own poles are 15 ft long
& those we cut today are 25 ft. No child’s playing with these all
day. We are all, however, in splendid fix & have managed a
heavy without extraordinary fatigue. About sundown we camped
about 2 miles below Fort Simmons. Clear & bright. Wind E light.
70 80 75 Distance 24 miles.
Jan 15th/92 Friday . . . . Polled up to Fort Thompson51
against heavy wind . . . . As we have seen the last of Capt.
Gonzales today it wld perhaps be as well to insert a short de-
scription of him here. To begin with Portugal is his native
country, I believe. He is about medium height & was evidently
when younger, a powerfully built man, but age has shrunk his
50. A. T. G. Parkinson, a citrus grower on Caloosahatchee at Twelve
Mile Creek as early as 1870s. He was also operating a ferry here at the
site of Olga in 1880s. Fritz, Unknown Florida, 77, 91. The dredge was
the phospate dredge encountered December 29.
51. Forts Simmons and Thompson were Seminole War outposts. Simmons
apparently was named after an army sergeant tortured to death by the
Seminoles after the Caloosahatchee Massacre in 1839. Named after Lieu-
tenant Colonel Alex R. Thompson, killed in 1837 in the Battle of Okee-
chobee, Fort Thompson was founded in. 1854 about twenty-three miles
west of Lake Okeechobee at the falls where Lake Flirt flows into the Ca-
loosahatchee, on the south bank. Now on Florida S.R. 80 a half mile
east of La Belle. Fritz, Unknown Florida, 63.
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frame & gives him a somewhat decrepit appearance altho’ he
seems capable of plenty of work. His face is a perfect study,
covered with wrinkles like one of Rembrandt’s pictures & dark
as an Indian. His black hair & beard were streaked freely with
gray. All in all he was not a very pleasant man to be with in a
small boat. He chews very rank tobacco & has all the nasty
proclivities attendant on that habit. In the cabin this was some-
what disagreeable. And again he was a very wearisome old man
in his conversation, telling the same yarns over and over until
we dreaded to see him open his mouth. So far as seamanship is
concerned, he appeared to us to be very efficient. He seemed to
think very favourably of our boat but suggested various im-
provements we could make in the sails & rigging. His life seems
to have been adventurous from the tales he told us, he having
been employed most of it in running a contraband business on
the coast.52 Cloudy & very cold. Wind N W strong. 50° 50° 40°
Distance 3 miles
Jan 16th/92 Saturday. We only got as far as the top of the
river today. Across L. Flirt the channel is very narrow & it was
impossible to beat against the wind & current. Hunting was
therefore the order of the day . . . curlew in thousands, duck,
(teal and mallard) snipe ordinary & whistling, any quantity of
herons of all descriptions & simply armies of scout-abouts (coots)
& a great number of hooper. Damp & cold. Wind N W strong.
40° 50° 40° Distance 1 mile
Jan 18th/92 Monday . . . . Got out of main channel after the
first few miles & found ourselves in about 1 ft. of water & 4 ft.
of soft mud. All hands overboard shoving & clearing away floating
52. Captain Manuel A. Gonzalez was born in the province of Asturias, Spain,
in 1833 and came to Cuba in 1847. With his wife he ran the mail in a
small sailboat between Tampa and Fort Myers during the Third Semi-
nole War. He apparently became a blockade runner during the Civil
War. In 1866 he sailed from Key West and with his brother-in-law, John
A. Weatherford, and Joseph A. Vivas, became the first permanent set-
tlers in Fort Myers. In 1890 when Captain J. Fred Mange purchased
Disston’s work boats, the Mamie Lown and the Gopher, he hired
Gonzalez as a second pilot on the first regular freight run on Caloosahat-
thee. The Gopher probably towed the Minnehaha up the Caloosahat-
thee. In 1901 Gonzalez captained the H. B. Plant, with Thomas A. Edison
as a passenger. Mrs. W. Stanley Hansen, Jr., great-granddaughter of
Gonzalez, to editor, October 26, 1971; Fritz, Unknown Florida, 76, 10, 107;
Thomas D. Gonzalez, The Caloosahatchee: Miscellaneous Writings Con-
cerning the History of the Caloosahatchee River and the City of Fort
Myers, Florida (Esteco, 1932), 60.
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lettuce etc. It was most disagreeable work. The mud on being
stirred up gave out a nasty smell —  besides which it was quite a
struggle to move around up to one’s waist in filth. We managed
to make the channel after about an hour’s very hard work. We
reached the canal very soon after all & found a tremendous
stream rushing into the lake. We tried to pole against it once or
twice but could not get round the sandbar. At last we were
compelled to get out an anchor ahead & haul up to it. As soon
as we got into the straight run we got out our poles and made
up to Bonnet Lake by slow & steady work. Across Bonnet Lake
we sailed or rather drifted & then worked up to Blacksmith
Hammock where we tied up at 2.30 p.m. . . . 70° 80° 70°
Distance 12 miles.
Jan 19th/92 Tuesday. Very heavy wind blowing down stream.
On this account & because shooting was exceptionally fine we
agreed to stay on here for the day. Bob & the General did a
tremendous curlew shoot. We have salted all the breasts down
which gives us a good supply of meat to carry us on. Fine. Wind
S. by E very strong. 75° 80° 70° Distance 0
Jan 20th/92 Wednesday. We left Coffee-mill Hammock at
8 a.m. The wind was westerly but too light to help much so we
had to resort to poles making the first canal about 9.45 a.m. Then
we had to work up 3 or 4 miles of river to the 8 mile canal
leading into Hicapochee. Half way up this canal is a horse-
gannet rookery. Here the wind veered round to S.E & we were
able to sail closehauled up to the lake & across to the dredge
where we anchored for the night at 4.30 p.m. It seems strange
that this machine should be left to go to rack & ruin. Most of
the machinery is still intact but of course in bad condition owing
to the long exposure. Some of it must however be of considerable
value. We were sorry to see so much waste & so stole as much as
we could carry . . . . 70° 80° 75° Distance 15 miles
Jan 2lst/92 Thursday. Quite early we started out to hunt in
the pine woods but altho we walked about 15 miles we got
nothing but curlew & quail. On returning to the boat we found
Capt. Menge with the S.S. Mamie Lone53 taking on wood prepara-
53. S. S. Mamie Lown, a small (28’ x 8’), oil-burning, sidewheel steamboat
brought down to Kissimmee from Wisconsin with her sister sidewheeler,
the Schipman, in mid-1880s. Captain Clay Johnson was her first captain.
Edward H. Hall to Edward A. Mueller, January 16, 1963.
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tory to running to the dredge on S.E. Okeechobee.54 We sailed
across to the mouth of the canal & anchored there for the night.
The mud here is something extraordinary. Not more than 3 ft
of water & at least 12 ft of loose mud. A boat in sailing across
evidently disturbs the mud & liberates some gas or other for the
water all round her bubbles just as if it were boiling. Cold and
Cloudy. NW to NE slight. 55° 65° 75° Distance 8 miles
Jan 22nd/92 Friday It took 2½  hours hard poleing to make
Okeechobee, not only is the stream very rapid but the mud at
the lower end is very bad. It improves however about half way
up. We made the lake at 10.30 & stayed for nearly an hour off
the mouth of the canal renewing the flag & scratching our names
on the big cypress . . . .55 We shaped our course N by E for the
Kissimmee River. Just after dark we were bowling along merrily,
all of us below discussing our evening meal, except Ned who was
at the helm, when we felt a jar & heard Ned shout “all hands on
deck.” We scrambled out in a hurry & found a squall had struck
us all aback, jibeing the sail over & making a mess generally . . . .
Wind N E — E.— S E light. 60° 75° 70° Distance 25 miles.
Jan 23rd/92 Saturday . . . . On approaching the river the
coast appears very irregular forming a series of pockets with grass
points running out into the lake. To the N can be seen the
immense cypress fringing the N end of Okeechobee. This is said
to be the finest belt of timber in the state. The river itself is
at the N W end of a deep bend on the extreme N pt of which
is a thick bunch of small cypress. The water in the bay is con-
siderably cut up by grass islands & bonnet patches. On one of
these islands is a lone squat cypress tree & right off the mouth of
the river are four more lone trees. The river is by no means easy
to find, one could easily sail past without noticing it.56 We an-
chored in the stream at 9.30 a.m. the wind being right in our
teeth & very strong. Clear, cold. W to N W very strong. 70° 65°
50° Distance 5 mlies
54. Disston dredge which was cutting Twelve Mile Canal to the southwest
from Lake Okeechobee starting in the mouth of Ritta River (now at
Lake Harbor on U.S. 27). Its first eight and one half miles later became
the north leg of the Miami canal through the Everglades. “Report of
the Secretary of Agriculture, 1891.” House Executive Documents, 52nd
Cong., 1st sess., XX, 166.
55. “Sentinel Cypress” first encountered December 23.
56. Buckhead Ridge is on the south at the river’s mouth, Lookout Point
on the northeast.
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Jan 28th/92 Thursday. Poleing again was the order of the
day. The river here is very intricate. We got off the main stream
into what we thought wld prove a short cut but found after an
hour’s work that it led nowhere ending abruptly within a few
yards of Pine Reach. Had we been able to cut a channel thro’
about a dozen yds of sand we should have saved a lot of time
but as it was we had to run back to where we left the main river.
Had lunch at Pine Reach. After lunch the wind favoured us a
little &we were able to sail a little. Passed Dawdrey’s at 3.30 p.m.
Early this morning we heard Johnson’s boat whistle in Bassinger
so we have quite given up all hope of catching him. About sun-
down two Indians sailed passed in a dug out. Made out from
them that Johnson left Bassinger this morning. We are camped
about 8 miles below B. Have laid in a new stock of firewood.
Clear & bright. NE very light. 55° 80° 65° Distance 16 miles.
Jan 31st/92 Sunday. Had splendid fun shooting curlew this
morning. They kept flying right over the boat so we had only
to lay low to get as many as we want. About 1.30 p.m. we took
advantage of a slight change of wind & ran up to the Bassinger.
warehouse where we stayed over night.57 Whilst we were discus-
sing our evening toddy we heard a boat coming up stream. It
turned out to be a man named Chandler who had been down
otter-hunting on Okeechobee. We warmed him up with a bowl
of hot toddy & sent him rejoicing on his way. It promises to be a
bitterly cold night. Clear & bright. N light. 50° 85° 40° Distance
1 mile.
Feb 1st/92 Monday. Bitterly cold last night. About 10.30 a.m.
we sailed on up the river with a light easterly wind. Passed
Lyneer’s at 11.30 a.m.58 Lost our way several times & had to put
back. At sundown anchored off Oak Reach for the night. Fine.
NE-E very light. 50° 85° 75° Distance 12 miles.
Feb 4th Thursday. About 11 a.m. heard Johnson whistle up
stream. Ned rowed up in the dinghy to meet him. A.E.W. & self
perched ourselves up at the mast head. We soon caught sight of
him threading his way through all sorts of little channels & cut
off. Much to disgust just before he got to us he turned of down
57. Built two miles upriver from Bassinger, a warehouse for hides and other
wilderness products and “store” goods landed from steamboats. The
hammock where the men had camped December 14.
58. A landing about four miles upriver from Bassinger owned at the time
by Hardy Lanier.
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a narrow channel & ran past without seeing us. As soon as Ned
got back we poled back to Lyneers wood landing where we tied
up to catch Johnson as he came past.59 Soon after dark we heard
him whistle his departure from Bassinger & very soon after he
tied up a little way below us. We paid him a visit & made all
arrangements for being towed up to Kissimmee. $15.00/100 is
what he is going to charge. Fine. No wind. 60° 85° 75° Distance
(8 miles).
Feb. 5th Friday. Johnson ran up alongside at 6.20 a.m. & took
us in tow. We were obliged to make the towline fast high up on
the mast to clear the sternwheel. Sometimes it was awkward work
making round the bends. The steamer would at times be round
the bend & therefore on our beam pulling us sideways. When
this occurred our boat wld take a sheer & rush across the river
making steering a very difficult performance. After a while the
river got so bad we had to pole about a mile after which getting
into a good wide stream we lashed alongside one of his barges
& made splendid time till about 10 p.m. when we tied up off
Dawdrey’s.60 It was very enjoyable being pushed up the river
without any work or trouble, I spent most of the day sitting in
the pilot house potting at everything I saw with my rifle. Capt.
J. is one of the pleasantest men imaginable. Every one at all the
landings on the river seems to do their best to try his patience
but he never loses his temper— in fact he is what one might
truthfully call a perfect tempered man. Our route today was
entirely different to the one we pursued on our way down. Capt.
J. knows the river by heart. Day or night he rushes his 100 ft. of
barges along swinging them round all sorts of corners never
59. Johnson came to Kissimmee from New Orleans in 1883 at the urging
of his brother-in-law, Rufus E. Rose, a Disston engineer. He first worked
for Disston, then moved into steamboating. By 1889 he was captain of
the Cincinnati; his later boats included the Roseada, Osceola, and Lillie.
The log keeper’s description of Johnson as “a perfect tempered man”
contrasts with local tradition that when Johnson had steamboat trouble
he cursed “until the air turned blue.” Interview with Mrs. George Steffee,
Johnson’s daughter, August 13, 1954. See Mueller, “Kissimmee Steam-
boating,” 82-86; Lawrence E. Will, Okeechobee Boats and Skippers (St.
Petersburg, 1965), 30-40; Hanna, Lake Okeechobee, 177-73.
60. There were two or three landings on the river occupied by the Daugh-
tery Clan (see Jan. 28 entry). As early as 1875 Tom Daughtery owned the
landing on the west bank a little north of Bassinger. It was described by
A. M. Conklin in Forest and Stream (December 30, 1875) as near “the
largest and most important” Indian mound of many on the Kissimmee
River.
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a mistake however dark it may be. He says he prefers dark nights
to moonlight ones. Fine S fresh. 70° 85° 70° Distance 111 miles.
Feb 6th/92 (Saturday) We made up to the Southport canal
without any worry but here the water was so low on the bar we
were obliged to uncouple & pole over . . . . Half way up the
canal we fouled our rudder and bent the post badly . . . . Johnson
dropped us off Paradise Island where we anchored for the night.
Fine NE light. Strong wind from the S. after dark. Distance 65
miles.
Feb 7th/93 Sunday . . . . the wind had sprung up pretty
brisk from E. We tried for a few minutes to pole against it to
the canal but directly we struck the sea running out of the cove
the boat became quite unmanageable so we hoisted a jib & ran
for Kissimmee steering with an oar.61 Capt. Johnson seeing us
running in under this rig came down to the wharf to meet us &
rendered us most valuable assistance in fixing up a steering
apparatus which altho effective enough was very hard to hold
in a wind as one had to stand on deck to work it & when the
boat was lying down the chances were that the steersman wld
find himself thrown overboard . . . we got along all right and
reached the [St. Cloud] canal towards sundown . . . We de-
molished the first footbridge & anchored for the night below the
next bridge. 75° 85° 75° Distance 12 miles.
Feb 8th/93 Monday. Today was more or less a repetition of
our first day out except that we stuck on the bar & had to get a
yoke of oxen62 to help us over. Looking over towards Narcoossee
we could see a small boat beating across to meet us. The wind
was dead fair for us so we did not take long in running across,
picking up the small boat on our way. It contained Garret & son,
Haycock Stogden & a whiskey bottle which we drained for them.
Well, here we are again at our old moorings so with a parting
glass we separated & made for our several homes . . .
61. This entry and the following one were mis-dated in the log. Named
after the lake twenty miles south, Kissimmee was founded by Major J. H.
Allen of Kentucky about 1880, and it became headquarters of Disston’s
drainage and land operations in Florida the following year.
62. This was a common method of getting a boat over sand bars near or
in this canal. Kissimmee Gazette, March 5, 1936, quoting from inter-
views with Captain George Steffee.
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E P I L O G U E
A. E. Woodham and his brother had a well developed grove
when the freeze of 1895 struck. Likely the two returned to
England, eventually to lose contact with the English settlers in
Osceola County. After the freeze, Bob and Ned prospected for
gold in Rhodesia. They joined the British South African police
and were with the reinforcements at the Matabele tribal up-
rising. They also fought in the Boer War (1899-1902), then
separated. Bob became a mining engineer, and in 1904, on a
trip back to Florida, he married Lena Constance Cline, sister of
his brother Harry’s wife. He returned to Rhodesia, where he died
in 1946 at the age of seventy-four.
Ned left South Africa after the Boer War for Northern
Ireland. In World War I he served in a New Zealand machine
gun unit and later as an interpreter. He was gassed and spent
more than a year in an English hospital. He returned to Florida
in the 1920s, and died in Augusta, Georgia, in 1930.
In 1893 Harry married Edith Cline, daughter of an English
army captain. After 1895 they moved to Paradise Island in Lake
Tohopekaliga, and Harry commuted by boat to Kissimmee. After
two years he moved to town where in 1902 he built a home which
became a local cultural and social center. Harry was in the
turpentine business, served in county government, and was promi-
nent in community affairs. He died in 1934.
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LOSS OF IDENTITY ON PENSACOLA’S PAST:
A CREOLE FOOTNOTE
by DONALD H. BRAGAW*
R esearch into the status of Pensacola’s blacks during the pro-gressive era uncovers an interesting sidelight into the history
of the city’s Creole population. It is a glimpse into the decline
of a once-proud tradition. It is also indicative of the Creole’s
ambivalent posture as they were forced by increasing turn-of-the-
century racist pressures to declare their allegiance to, or to throw
in their lot with, the black or white race. In being forced to
“declare” meant for many of the Creoles a loss of their separate
identity.
The Creole population factor in Pensacola’s history was small,
but it was relatively significant. Many of these residents were of
uncertain lineage, both as to origin and status. Successive Spanish,
French, and English occupations of the Pensacola area had led
to several strains of inter-mixture over the span of Florida’s
colonial period. Aside from the colonial shifting and inter-
marriage of these Europeans, there was also from the beginning,
miscegenation with native Indians, and imported Negro servants
and worker classes especially from Cuba.1 This resultant mulatto
strain continued into the nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies under the inaccurate but useful umbrella term “Creole.” It
would appear from the records that the Negro-Spanish (French
or English) did adopt the Creole designation to distinguish them-
selves from the increasing “pure” Negro population which en-
tered Pensacola before and especially after the Civil War. The
Creoles established themselves in the central area of the city
around Seville Square which was also the colonial center of the
*Mr. Bragaw is chief, bureau of social studies education, The University
of the State of New York, Albany.
1. The term Creole traditionally indicates French-Spanish lineage with
no native mixture, but this is not the way it is used by Pensacola
“Creoles” or by the Pensacola city directories. They define a Creole as a
mulatto, the mixture of Spanish and French with the Negro population.
“Creole” as used in this article adopts this broader definition.
[414]
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community. Later they expanded into the waterfront areas, east
and west of Seville Square-providing the first major urban ex-
pansion.2
The identity crisis for the Creoles reveals itself in the desig-
nation of such families in the city directory listings which vary
from year to year: editions prior to 1900 included them with
the white population; those of the post-1900 period, listed many
in the “colored” sections.3 However designated, most of these
Creoles had established themselves by 1900 in relatively secure
professional, proprietorial, artisan, and service positions. While
the presence of Creoles may well have aided in accommodating
the presence of blacks in the city at first, the eventual abolition
of the term “Creole” from the directory by 1910 is one major
indicator of the intensity of racial feelings at this point in Pensa-
cola’s history.
The 1896 edition of the directory, for example, has an in-
tegrated alphabetical listing of the city’s total residential and
occupational Negro, white, and Creole population. The Creole
citizens are clearly designated by the term Creole, while the
Negro population is labelled with the abbreviation “(col.),” In
1898, for the first time among available directories, white and
black population segments are segregated into two distinct alpha-
betical sections. Under this arrangement, the Creoles retained
their designation but were listed in the white population section
of the directory. Yet a year earlier one of Pensacola’s leading
commercial and social booster magazines makes no such distinc-
tion for Creoles. In a section of the magazine devoted to “Pensa-
cola’s Colored People,” it includes John Sunday, one of the city’s
leading Creole citizens. All others included in the article were
recognized Negroes.4 The fact that the magazine used the euphe-
mistic term “colored” indicates the ambivalence of reference to
which certain of the Creoles were subject. This is also shown in
2. The 1970 demise of St. Michael’s Creole Benevolent Society, located but
a few houses from Sevile Square, marked the end of any remaining
“Creole” tradition. The records of the society are not available.
3. Webb’s Pensacola Directory, 1885-1886 (New York, 1885); Wiggin’s
Pensacola City Directory (Columbus, 1896, 1898, 1903); R. L. Polk & Co.‘s
Pensacola City Directory (Jacksonville, Richmond, 1905 to date). This
title changed to Polk’s Pensacola City Directory in 1921. See also Peter R.
Knight, “City Directories as Aids to Ante-Bellum Urban Studies: A Re-
search Note, Historical Methods Newsletter, II (September 1969), 1-10.
4. F. E. Washington, “Pensacola’s Colored People,” Bliss Quarterly (Janu-
ary 1897), 137-41. Miss Washington was a Negro.
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the Negro press itself as late as 1906, when The Florida Sentinel
stated: “Pensacola’s population may fairly be estimated at 27,000,
four tenths of this number are colored, if the Creole citizens are
included. Pensacola population is equally divided between the
colored and white races.“5
The separate directory sections for white and colored citizens
continued in the city directories through the first decade of the
twentieth century. Increasingly, however, several one-time Creole
listings in the white section of the directory begin to appear in
the colored section, and, as was the case of all colored listings,
an asterisk appeared before their names. Several instances of
double listings in both the white and colored sections may be
attributed to error on the part of the canvassers for the directory,
the directory compilers, or the citizens themselves. This occurred
most often with persons pursuing so called “middle class” occupa-
tions. It is possible that in some cases, such as with barbers, the
dual listings may have been requested by the listee so as to accom-
modate the patronage of both races. Whatever, the evidence is
strong that at least where the city directories were concerned the
Creoles were being pressed into making a decision as to their
racial status. The skin color factor was now clearly to determine
whether they wanted to or could cross the line into the white
community, or by the nature of their skin hue to go “black.”
It is to be assumed that the decision had really already been
made for the darker-skinned Creoles, or for those with the
lighter-skin coloration but whose facial features were dominantly
Negroid. Such must have been the case with the family of John
Sunday (whose picture in the Bliss Quarterly, incidentally,
seems to reflect an oriental trace), since in 1897 several of his
children were attending Negro schools like Fisk University and
Meharry Medical College. This was also evidence of acceptance
of Negro status by some Creoles.
The cut-off date for Creole listings was the Pensacola direc-
tory for 1910. That year the directory marked a return to an
integrated listing with “colored” designated by an asterisk; the
once distinctive Creole designation disappeared. Creole family
listings were henceforth designated as either white or colored,
with the majority listed as colored. The same condition appeared
5. Pensacola The Florida Sentinel (June 1906), 9.
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in the separate business listings, a major feature at the end of
each directory. No longer were Creole grocers or barbers so
designated; after 1910, with but one noted exception, they were
designated as Negro. Few Creoles were able “to pass” physically
or racially into the white society.
Several case studies of families affected by this directory
designation reveals the distinction. In one family the shift from
Creole to colored began as early as 1905; of the four individuals
involved three of them, a harnessmaker and two seamstresses, re-
sided at the same address. The fourth person was also a harness-
maker. Because that occupation was somewhat unusual, it is
possible that he was either immediately related, and/or worked
in the same shop. In the 1910 directory the entire family was
listed as colored. The occupational analysis of this family spans
the artisan to menial categories with an emphasis on the former
category: foremen, contractors, barbers, and bayman (a loader
of ships.) This proportion tended to be true of Pensacola
Creoles— at least into the 1920s. If they did not retain their
quasi-position in the white society’s business directories, they
did retain their occupational status. Particularly was this true of
the barbers, traditionally a “Creole occupation.” In the case of
this family, one member remains a prominent and respected
barber (1972), owning his own shop.
In the case of another Creole family, one who was a barber,
he was able at the beginning of the first decade of the twentieth
century to establish his own “shaving shop,” but like many other
black entrepreneurs it lasted only a short time, for by 1905 it was
no longer in operation. In 1924, “Victor,” however, was still a
barber, but working for another former Creole. In the 1924
directory for the first time, Agnes, a Creole, is listed as a “do-
mestic,” a position which until then had been associated exclu-
sively with blacks.
There is an example of a reverse racial designation which
appeared in the 1910 directory. Edward, a bartender, had been
listed in the Creole-white section from 1896 to 1904. He was
designated colored in 1905, but by 1910 he was listed as white,
and he continued in this category in succeeding directories. A
reverse pattern existed for Edmund, a grocer whose final desig-
nation of “colored” was a change from his previously consistent
Creole-white designation. “J. M.” follows the pattern from
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“Creole” into a white designation. His occupation as bookkeeper
may have been the factor which allowed him to pass into a white
category. His address was in the Creole section of town, near
those of his relatives who by 1910 were designated as “colored.”
George, another member of this family, was listed as white be-
ginning in 1910, and he also resided in close proximity to his
relatives who were designated as “colored.”
While this study is not concerned essentially with the future
of the Creole families, it is a matter of note that one of the
families was not listed by the directory in 1934. While two
families retain their identification with barbering, an increasing
number were listed as gardeners, laborers, and roofers by the
late 1920s and the early 1930s.
What is suggested by this directory data is reflective of the
progressive era’s general disregard of non-white populations in
Florida and elsewhere. In the passing of the once-acceptable
Creole society, there is evidence of the growing intolerance of
“colored” regardless of their past position or status. This decline
in Creole fortunes, moreover, is directly related to the general
economic decline of Pensacola as a major gulf port. This eco-
nomic reversal was accompanied by the reduced occupational
status of the colored population in the community. These racial
and economic factors unite in just one more particularistic in-
stance of southern progressive “benign neglect,” and social, eco-
nomic, and political inequity.
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Florida State University, Robert L. Strozier Library
Thomas H. Bond Papers (Lloyd, 1907-1947). Holograph
items include business records and books of Thomas H. Bond;
papers of the executors of the estate of Thomas H. Lloyd; busi-
ness invoices, banking papers, notes, drafts, bills of lading, land
deeds and plats, and nine account books. 5,023 pieces.
L. E. Bradley’s Account Books (Miccosukee, 1927-1961). Six-
teen holograph account books relating to country produce busi-
ness of L. E. Bradley, and newspaper clippings. 4,339 aggregate
pages.
Evelyn Rees Burt Papers (Tallahassee and Cedar Key, 1866-
1969). Papers relate to the Adicks, Schlemmer, and Rees families
and families into which they married. Ninety-six holograph
items; family history with Supplement III. Items include pictures,
business papers and correspondence, tax and other receipts, mort-
gages, land deeds, a will, memorials, holograph compositions of
music, sermons, bills for merchandise, and newspaper clippings.
680 pieces.
Letters to Duncan Upshaw Fletcher (U. S. Senator, 1909-1936).
Signed by Presidents from Theodore Roosevelt through Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, members of their cabinets, of the congress,
federal agencies, and from three Florida governors. 186 pieces.
J. Velma Keen Papers (Tallahassee and Sarasota, 1926-1966).
Items relate to his law practice at Sarasota until his death in
Tallahassee, March 1963. Political speeches; papers when he was
assistant attorney for Florida. Papers pertaining to the creating
of Florida Historical Society; personal and professional corre-
spondence; pictures and papers relating to Florida Nuclear Pro-
gram; newspaper clippings; certificates of awards; papers and
pictures at time of dedication of the J. Velma Keen Physics
Research Building, Florida State University; personal momentos,
scrapbooks, books, pamphlets, and bulletins. 5,743 pieces.
Books: Sale of town lots at Pensacola with description of the
place, climate, etc. Pensacola, T. & C. Wood, 1836; William
[419]
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Stork, An Account of East Florida with remarks on its future
importance to trade and commerce. London, W. Nicoll, 1766.
Jacksonville Public Library
Villa de Laura Times (Jacksonville, 1893-1895), monthly
volumes VI-X.
Orlando County Historical Commission Library
1885 map of Jacksonville and suburbs (3’ 10” x 5’); George
Huston Survey Book, 1945; Surveyor’s note books on Florida
lands; 1840 land record book.
Orlando Public Library
Walt Disney Archives: official depository for Walt Disney
World materials. Included are books, press releases, operating
manuals, guide books, employer newsletters, periodicals, photo-
graphs, and advertising literature.
Periodicals: Deland, The Townsendite (1939), volume I,
numbers 1-5, 8-9, volume II, numbers 1416; Inverness, Florida
Townsendite (1939), volume I, numbers 1-6, 8; Mount Morris,
Illinois, Townsend National Weekly (1939), volume IV, number
47, volume V, numbers 1-2, 48, 10, 12-16, 21, 24, 29, 38-39; St.
Petersburg Advocate-Townsend Plan (1939), volume XII, num-
bers 21-25, 40; volume XIII, numbers 3-4.
Rollins College, Mills Memorial Library
“A visit to Florida, February 1870, bound with Florida re-
visited after thirty years, 1897 & 1902” by Alice E. Brown (1902),
handwritten and illustrated text: “Report, a history of Panxa-
cola,” by Pedro de Rivera, dated May 29, 1744, holograph signed
and in Spanish; “Land grant to John Herin. Printed land grant
form filled out in ink and signed by Peter Chester,” (Printed in
Pensacola?) September 21, 1775, accompanied by certified copy
of the description of the land; “Winter Park Topics,” index in
process, 1934-1956.
University of Florida, P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History
Books: Histoire Generale des Voiages, #55, Paris 1758. Text
in French. Maps included. Attributed to Father Charlevoix;
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Alfred F. Sears, Re-organization of Florida. An address delivered
before a meeting of the citizens of Nassau County, Florida, at
King’s Ferry, July 22, 1865.
Manuscripts: Albert Sydney Herlong, Jr., Papers (1948-1968).
U. S. Congressman from the Fifth District. Papers include legis-
lative, political, legal, and personal correspondence from the
period when he served in Congress. Approx. 150 mss. boxes.
Maps: Map of Florida, 1867, by S. Augustus Mitchell Jr.; 500
Florida Township maps; Maps from Archivo Generale de Indias
in Seville, 41 copies of slides, fortifications of East and West
Florida during the first Spanish period.
Microfilm: Abraham Godwin Munn, 1819-1909. 1 reel. Corres-
pondence and newspaper clippings relating to affairs of A. G.
Munn, once president of Lakeland Improvement Company.
Founder of town of Lakeland, Florida; Mary June McLeod
Bethune Papers (1923-1942). Founder of Bethune-Cookman Col-
lege, Daytona Beach, Florida; Proceedings of the Florida Medical
Association, 1874-1913; Public Record Office Documents, micro-
film and xerox copies of documents relating to Florida history
during the British period, 1763-1783; agricultural and manufac-
turing census records of Florida, 1850, 1860, 1870, and 1880. 9
reels.
University of Miami, Otto G. Richter Library
Florida Audubon Society (1900-1910), manuscript minutes
with leaflets.
Florida Revenue Office log-books, September 1956-April 1957.
Photographic albums, 1884, St. Johns River and Jacksonville.
Charlton Tebeau, A History of Florida, typescript copy;
Marjory Stoneman Douglas, Alligator Crossing, The Everglades:
River of Grass, Florida: The Long Frontier, Hurricane, The
Joys of Bird Watching in Florida, Road to the Sun, typescript
copies.
Model Land Company (1910-1966). Miami land titles, 1910
to 1966. Approx. 260 mss. boxes.
University of South Florida Library
The Spanish Hireling Detected: Being A Refutation of The
Several Calumnies and Falsehoods in a late Pamphlet, against St.
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Augustine under General Oglethorpe. By George Cadogan, Lieu-
tenant in General Oglethorpe’s Regiment. London: Printed for
J. Roberts, 1743; A Full Reply to Lieut. Cadogan’s Spanish
Hireling, &c. And Lieut. Mackay’s Letter, Concerning the Action
at Moosa. Wherein The Impartial Account of the late Expedi-
tion to St. Augustine is clearly vindicated, by plain Facts and
Evidence. . . . By the Author of the Impartial Account. London:
Printed for J. Huggonson, 1743.
University of Tampa, Merl Kelce Library
Burton E. Preston, letter to Captain Robert E. Bassler, August
24, 1955. Describes writer’s recollections of Tampa Bay Hotel
from visits in 1912 and in 1918.
Tampa Bay Hotel memorabilia including menus, programs,
photographs, and descriptive brochure; Anton Fiehe, Catalogue
and Manual of Tropical and Semi-Tropical Fruit and Flower
Plants of the Tampa Bay Hotel Grounds (Buffalo, 1892).
University of West Florida, John C. Pace Library
R. L. F. Sikes Papers (ca. 1950-1960). Correspondence, general
files, and papers relating to Congreseman Sikes’ service in the
House of Representatives. Restricted use. Approx. 123,000 pieces.
Landrum Family Papers (1807-1930). Letters and papers of
Frank C. Horton, 1886-1905. Also includes miscellaneous papers
of Judge James Landrum, photographs:, account books, and other
papers reflecting social and economic life of late nineteenth
century Pensacola. 2,007 pieces.
Axelson Papers (1849-1916). Account books, printed works,
and correspondence relating to the Reverend Mr. John Newton,
founder of Knox Hill Academy, Walton County, and his family;
Portions of the Newton family library assembled in Mary Esther,
and Pensacola, Florida. 452 pieces.
Loie Fuller Papers. Sketch and notes of Queen Marie of
Romania, 1914-1920, by the American-born dancer. Restricted
use. 150 pieces.
Papers relating to the French in the Gulf of Mexico, 1721-
1790. Printed works and correspondence by and about William
Delisle, Bernardo Galvez, the Chevalier de Monteil, and other
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figures primarily during the period of the American Revolution.
Restricted use. 52 pieces.
William B. Runyan Papers. Correspondence and business
papers, 1899-1911, relating to the Runyan-Burgoyne Lumber
Company and other West Florida enterprises. Miscellaneous
correspondence of C. P. Gonzalez of Pensacola, 1929-1938. 375
pieces.
Justin R. Weddell Papers (Group II). Correspondence, draw-
ings, and miscellaneous imprints reflecting the career of the
late Pensacola publicist and artist, 1923-1971. Restricted use.
Approx. 5,100 pieces.
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De Brahm’s Report of the General Survey in the Southern
District in North America. Edited by Louis De Vorsey, Jr.
(Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1971. xvi,
325 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, illustrations, introduction,
notes, selected bibliography, index. $12.95.)
Britain appointed the bearded, peculiar German philosopher-
scientist, William Gerard De Brahm, surveyor general in 1764
for the southern district in North America. As a result of the
Seven Years War Britain had become master of almost all terri-
tory east of the Mississippi River and had divided North America
into two districts separated by the Potomac River. De Brahm, who
had conducted German immigrants to Georgia and who had
made official surveys for the colonies of Georgia and South
Carolina, in many respects was a logical choice. He began his
comprehensive surveys of South Carolina, Georgia, and the new
British colony of East Florida. Though parts of his manuscript
dealing with South Carolina and Georgia— but not Florida— have
been printed and scholars to a limited extent have been aware
of his surveys, not until Professor De Vorsey’s work have virtually
all of De Brahm’s reports been assembled, edited, and made
available in one handsome volume.
The versatile De Brahm described southern fortifications, in-
cluded a discourse on silk culture and a compendium of the
Cherokee language, studied cattle raising, Atlantic currents, the
Carthaginian origins of the southern Indians, and meteorology.
He was interested in medicine and recommended “bearing few
hairs on [one’s] crown” to retain sound health in a southern
clime. Almost one half of this book concerns the early develop-
ment of British East Florida. De Brahm discussed Spanish citrus
orchards taken over by the British, the crops grown by the new
settlers, Cubans who continued to fish at Indian and St. Lucie
rivers, transient “wreckers” on the Keys, and included a valu-
able list of the province’s inhabitants. East Florida’s Atlantic
coast is well represented in the twenty-nine plates of De Brahm’s
surveys and engineering works.
Professor De Vorsey has carefully edited De Brahm’s reports
and has written a valuable introduction which is the fullest
[424]
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account of De Brahm’s life and replaces Mowat’s previous bio-
graphical sketch. Effectively using British and colonial records,
De Vorsey documents De Brahm’s contentious career, his plight
as a loyalist, his return to Philadelphia, his increasing interest in
mysticism, and his death in 1799. De Vorsey’s treatment of terri-
torial exchanges in the 1763 Treaty of Paris is the exception to
the editor’s careful scholarship. Both the South Carolina Tri-
centennial Commission and Dr. De Vorsey are to be commended,
and this reviewer hopes that Florida will continue to reap such
dividends from South Carolina’s historical diligence.
Florida State University
J. LEITCH WRIGHT
Ante-Bellum Tallahassee. By Bertram H. Groene. (Tallahassee:
Heritage Foundation, 1971. 236 pp. Acknowledgments, illus-
trations, appendices, notes, bibliography, index. $7.50.)
Mr. Groene has examined half a century of newspaper files,
supplemented this mine of information with much other ma-
terial, and has written a scholarly social history of antebellum
Tallahassee. What people bought at the stores, ate at restaurants,
and did on the many “occasions” is faithfully recorded, with
names and locations. As early as 1830 a bath house was opened
“where gentlemen could take a cold or hot bath at any time of
day until 10 at night.” Such personalities as R. J. Hackley, the
auctioneer, William Wilson, the editor-bookseller, and Francis
Eppes, the “reform” mayor, emerge from the account. The yellow
fever epidemic of 1841 and the great fire of 1843 are carefully
documented. Mr. Groene’s chapter on law and order shows early-
day Tallahassee to have been a violent town. Gallows Hill was
where Florida State University now stands, but there were less
than a dozen executions there before the Civil War, while half
that many ruffians were dispatched all at one time by some
“regulators.” Tallahassee attempted, sometimes unsuccessfully,
to solve its problem of remoteness with roads, ferries, bridges,
and finally railroads.
One could wish that Mr. Groene had begun his account with
the meeting of the two commissioners who selected the site of
Florida’s territorial capital in 1823. Instead, he relates in some
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detail the history of the “Tallahassee country” in Spanish and
English colonial times, and, by relying on shaky secondary
sources, he is led into such errors as quoting William Bartram on
this upland region, although he never came near it. The economic
underpinnings of Tallahassee are not too apparent from the
account. A long forgotten waterfall, “The Cascades,” burbles
happily through the book from its first discovery by Capital
Commissioner John Lee Williams, who, however, thought of it
in terms of waterpower and was far more interested in the ruins
of the Spanish mission fort, San Luis. Both, according to Wil-
liam’s journal, were interesting, especially because they displayed
a vertical section of the deep loams and clays that would be good
for farming. It was upland short staple and not Sea Island Cot-
ton, as Mr. Groene says, that formed the basis of plantation
prosperity on these red hills.
The author soon reaches more familiar ground, and his is a
readable history of lasting interest for historians. A bibliography
of 182 entries includes journals and papers that have come down
to the descendents of Governor Thomas Brown, a Tallahassee
innkeeper. The author’s indexing, while good, could have been




A Naturalist in Southern Florida. By Charlotte Orr Gantz. (Coral
Gables: University of Miami Press, 1971. xii, 256 pp. Preface,
author’s note and acknowledgments, illustrations, introduc-
tion, index. $7.95.)
To enjoy this book most fully, the reader— unless he too is a
dedicated naturalist— should take it in smallish doses. The author
has packed into its pages an almost overwhelming amount of
authoritative information concerning living (and sometimes
dead) things to be found in the southern part of our peninsula,
and obviously she speaks from an unusually comprehensive
scientific knowledge. For the average person, however, the book
— taken slowly and pondered— can become both a happy com-
panion and a guide to deeper understanding.
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Mrs. Gantz, a winter resident of Key Biscayne, drew an
imaginary line from Tampa to Melbourne, and, poking into
every conceivable hunting ground, from beach to swamp, she
observed and described what her keen and knowledgeable eye
discovered on the ground, in the air and water, and sometimes
beneath the surface of the soil. In a manner that is pleasantly
informal and sometimes poetic, she tells of all sorts of plants,
birds, shells and other invertebrates, fish and other sea creatures
— their natural habits, how they exist in and adapt to different
types of milieu, and how they change as they are affected by
seasons, heat, cold, storms, and even times of day and night. She
tells of Florida’s geological development; discusses various sym-
biotic communities; has an excellent chapter on conservation;
and briefly discusses fossils— though she skips some of the most
fossiliferous areas and gives little idea of the enormous size of
some of the mammals that once roamed our land.
Odd bits of information may astonish even persons moderately
well-informed about the lowly forms of life. For example: sea
horses have tiny wings; a man-of-war is not one but a colony of
jellyfishes; a “sand dollar” is the egg case of a moon shell.
Gathering and writing has inevitably taken a number of
years, as is indicated by the fact that Cape Kennedy appears as
“Canaveral,” and in many areas there are now even more dis-
tressing evidences of “progress” than Mrs. Gantz reports. It is
comforting to know, however, that so much plant and animal
life has thus far escaped the rape of the land and its resources
by the greedy and thoughtless. A Naturalist is an urgent invita-
tion to go out and see for oneself.
Sarasota, Florida
MARIAN MURRAY
The First American: A Story of North American Archaeology.
By C. W. Ceram. (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1971. xxi, 357 pp. Preface, prelude, illustrations, bibliography,
notes, credits for drawings, index. $9.95.)
This book, devoted to the archeology and archeologists of
the United States is the second by C. W. Ceram. His earlier Gods,
Graves and Scholars presented a similar summary of Old World
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archeology. This is an encyclopedic, narrative, journalistic, and
enthusiastic recounting of the personalities who have worked in
American archeology and of their discoveries. In five books and
some twenty-six chapters the author gives a lively and informed
review of much of what has happened in the United States over
the past several centuries.
After a preface detailing his objectives, he opens with a
chapter on the work of Thomas Jefferson, who made the first
scientific exploration of a mound anywhere. This leads to a dis-
cussion of early theories about the origin of the American
Indians. Next are two chapters on Columbus, the Vikings, Las
Casas, and Spanish explorations into the northern frontier of
New Spain, Following chapters deal with the history of arche-
ology in the American Southwest. One gets the impression that
Ceram really is more interested in that area than any other.
Book two deals largely with the methods of field excavation
and of dating. The discussion of radiocarbon and dendrochrono-
logical dating are good, non-technical reports that should be of
use to many. Book Three returns to the Southwest for a more
detailed look. There is a good deal of attention to the pioneers
of Southwestern archeology: Wetherill, Morris, Kidder, and
Judd, as well as a fairly concise and general summary of the
regional traditions. Book Four is concerned with the Eastern
United States, largely the Ohio Valley. Also included is a chapter
on the Cardiff Giant. Book Five deals largely with the earliest
remains (Clovis, Folsom, Midland, and Laguna). The volume
ends with an epilogue on Ishi, the stone-age California Indian
who finally came to live at the Berkeley Department of Anthro-
pology.
The bibliography seems quite adequate, although some dates
are in error. The notes are generally helpful in tracking down
sources, and the illustrations give a good picture of the materials
discussed. The color illustrations are often arranged for pictorial
effect rather than for precise information.
The author, whose real name is Kurt W. Marek, does what
he sets out to do. He gives us a good, rather accurate, journalistic
review of archeology and Indian studies in the United States. It
will probably serve as a standard introduction for a number of
years. It clearly is not intended for the professional archeologist
and this reviewer doubts that it will have much interest for the
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amateur who has read widely in a particular field. It will prove
of interest to the informed person who may wonder what
archeologists have been doing. It seems to me that this is just
where it falls short of what we might hope for in a popular
summary. I failed to find any indication of an overall view of
the changing theory and methods that have so profoundly af-
fected American archeology. I found it enjoyable but not espe-
cially significant.
University of Florida
CHARLES H.  FAIRBANKS
Economic Beginnings in Colonial South Carolina, 1670-1730. By
Converse D. Clowse. (Columbia: University of South Carolina
Press, 1971. ix, 283 pp. Preface, maps, appendix, bibliographi-
cal essay, index. $6.95.)
Most studies of the colonial period have focused their atten-
tion either on the establishment of a political consciousness and
representative institutions in the various colonies or on the nature
of the imperial system of England. The economic development
of the colonies, either individually or as a whole, and particularly
during the initial decades of settlement, has not received exten-
sive treatment. One has, of course, such useful works as Weeden’s,
Economic and Social History of New England, Gray’s History of
Agriculture in the Southern United States, Nettels’, The Money
Supply of the American Colonies Before 1720, and more recent
studies of community development, the class structure, and the
institution of slavery. But, in general, the pattern of economic
growth for each of the colonies must be pieced together from a
wide range of secondary sources. Professor Clowse has remedied
this situation to some degree in the case of South Carolina.
The author has presented a credible narrative of the first
half-century of South Carolina’s economic growth. As with most
settlement colonies in the Western Hemisphere, it was an ardu-
ous and perilous undertaking. In the face of numerous difficulties
— the environment, Indians, absentee proprietors, local factional-
ism, imperial requirements— progress was slow, fitful, and sporadic
rather than constant. Professor Clowse describes these difficulties
in spite of a severely limited body of primary resources. While
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students of human societies can sympathize with the author’s
problems since it is one they all face, Professor Clowse complains
and worries too much about the absence of relevant detail. The
book does not lack detail; it does lack an overview either in the
form of a general development thesis or even an implicit recog-
nition that the experience of South Carolina as an emergent
society was not wholly unique.
The book is difficult to read. The sentences are frequently
cumbersome and syntactical conventions are often ignored. One
such sentence, on page 167, reads: “Statistics prove that hundreds
of acres had to be planted in rice by 1705.” Who required this?
But mostly, the book suffers from considerable repetitiousness,
the result of the undeviating chronological framework employed
by the author. In each chapter the same topics reappear. A little
new information is added and some old data recalled. It would
seem that in some cases— monetary problems, land grants, im-
perial connections— a topical approach might have been more
effective. Such a scheme might have resulted in the posing of
certain questions that were ignored. What was the long-run net
effect of Carolina’s Indian policies on economic growth? How
did the dispersal of population shape Carolina’s economy? How
was the slave trade conducted? How were they paid for and to
whom were they distributed? And lastly, in what ways was the
Carolina experience divergent from and similar to the experi-
ences of other emerging societies in the New World? South
Carolina was part of a great migratory process during the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, but one would never guess
it from this book.
University of Kansas
JOHN G. CLARK
The Regulators in North Carolina: A Documentary History,
1759-1776. Compiled and edited by William S. Powell, James
K. Huhta, and Thomas J. Farnham. (Raleigh: State Depart-
ment of Archives and History, 1971. xxxix, 626 pp. Foreword,
list of illustrations, acknowledgments, introduction, list of
documents, location symbols, identifications, sources, index.
$12.50.)
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Just over 200 years ago, on May 16, 1771, a battle was fought
at Alamance, North Carolina, which involved one of the smallest
casualty rates of any conflict in American history— nine men
killed on either side. Yet this event between the Regulators and
the royal militia of Governor William Tryon held significance
beyond its military side and has intrigued historians ever since.
Its exact significance has not yet been determined and perhaps
never will be.
The fat, handsome volume at hand, however, contributes
considerably toward a fuller understanding of the Regulator
movement, and, despite the scholarly claims of its editors to its
being a modest achievement, it adds concept and color to the
subject. After a helpful introduction, the book consists mainly
of letters of those concerned with the uprising in colonial North
Carolina, which was in protest against harsh treatment of the
western frontiersmen by the British provincial government. Now
and then appears messages by King George III, Lord Shelburne,
Governor Thomas Hutchinson of Massachusetts, and other such
personages of a more national scope. A fulsome index and a
section identifying the key individuals round out an interesting
and often substantial volume.
If North Carolina in its formative years was characterized by
any one thing, it was independence. The English laws applicable
to the eastern portion did not apply fittingly to the western part
inhabited for the most part by sturdy Scotch-Irish and Germans.
Communication and transportation between the two parts were
bad, and royal officials who supervised the interior were too
often victims of self-interest and aggrandizement in collecting
fees and taxes. Barter was used instead of money, and even those
willing to pay were often unable to readily. Out of this welter
of distant rule and consequent misunderstanding and resentment
grew the War of the Regulation as it was called. This turned out
to be mostly a war of words and riots, lending with its sometimes
almost comical crescendos credence to the old saying that “one
side was afraid and the other glad of it.”
The people of the back country had formed into groups they
called Regulators who claimed that “as soon as counties were
organized on the frontier, sheriffs, clerks, registrars and lawyers
swooped down upon the defenseless inhabitants like wolves.”
Leaders like Hermon Husband and William Moffit protested in
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vain to Governor Tryon and the provincial assembly. The
governor did try, however, to bring about remedial measures and
even visited the frontier to help, but such seemed to do little
good. Finally, the Regulators attacked some of the provincial
officials, whipped them and dragged them through the streets
after helping themselves to large portions of the royal liquor
supply.
Governor Tryon at last called out his militia; the Regulators
sent word to him to “Fire and be damned” and he to some extent,
at least, complied. At Alamance Creek, Tryon and some 1,200
men, well-armed and organized, faced about 2,000 Regulators
with few arms and no good leaders. A few volleys and the Regu-
lators ran, one leader was executed on the field, six later. The
rebellious movement was broken but it did give added impetus,
as this valuable volume shows, to the growing movement in the
colonies against the rule of the British,
NORTH CALLAHAN
New York University
Emblem of Liberty: The Image of Lafayette in the American
Mind. By Anne C. Loveland. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 1971. ix, 196 pp. Acknowledgments, illustra-
tion, selected bibliography, index. $7.95.)
After the multi-volume work of Professor Louis B. Gottschalk
on Lafayette and his relation to the United States, one wonders
what else is left to be said on the same topic. And yet, Professor
Loveland has managed to offer a well-written, well-organized,
and heavily documented study, which deals exclusively with one
theme— the image of Lafayette in the American mind. Americans
were fascinated by the young nobleman who came to fight for
the cause of their country. His disinterested service during the
Revolution and his republican ethos made him a hero-symbol.
Later, his many services to the United States reinforced his
image as a servant of America. During the French Revolution,
the Americans viewed him as an agent of the American mission,
a man who tried to transport American principles to his native
country. Moreover, they thought of him as a representative of
the universal cause of mankind and a lover of liberty. When in
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1824-1825, Lafayette made his “triumphal tour” of the United
States and received a sizeable grant of land near Tallahassee,
Florida, his image as a benefactor of America, a model patriot,
and disciple of Washington strengthened his identity as one of
the last Founding Fathers. His visit boosted the national feeling
and “stimulated the American people to a new awareness of self
and society.” The enduring appeal of Lafayette’s image can be
mainly attributed to the fact that he was considered by almost
everyone as an example of a “man of virtue.”
Many authors have already treated the American reaction
toward Lafayette during certain limited periods. Professor Love-
land, however, for the first time has discussed the development
and meaning of this reaction for a period of more than a century
and a half. Unfortunately, she has primarily emphasized the
relationship of Lafayette’s image in the American mind with
political, and not also with other intellectual trends. One
wonders, for instance, what was the impact of Romanticism on
Lafayette’s image that made it quite different from the one that
men, like Jefferson and Madison, had of him, an image shaped
within the framework of the rationalism of the Enlightenment?
Despite minor shortcomings, this is a very useful study, and
becomes even more so by the addition of an extensive and well-
organized bibliography.
San Jose State College
E. P.  PANAGOPOULOS
Red, White, and Black: Symposium on Indians in the Old South.
Edited by Charles M. Hudson. (Athens: University of Georgia
Press and Southern Anthropological Society, 1971. viii, 142 pp.
Preface, maps, introduction, the contributors. $3.95.)
This symposium attempts to correct the “structural amnesia”
which, the editor argues, has excluded American Indians from
social histories of the “Old South.” The book also aims to demon-
strate benefits of multi-disciplinary approaches. Overall the vol-
ume accomplishes both purposes, conveying a stimulating view
of the Old South as a “plural society.”
Part one consists of articles emphasizing specialized ap-
proaches to the past. Louis De Vorsey, Jr., geographer, presents
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fascinating examples of the use of old maps to reconstruct
political and botanical features of the former southern landscape.
William S. Pollitzer succinctly synthesizes physical anthropologi-
cal investigations of prehistoric skeletal remains and modern
remnant populations of Indians and mixed-bloods. Mary R. Haas
lucidly outlines achievements and problems in the comparative
study of southeastern Indian languages. David J. Halley reviews
the archaeology of post-Columbian Indian sites and calls for
greater rigor in relating archaeological sites to historic societies.
Charles H. Fairbank’s summary comment is excellent.
Part Two is more directly historical and explores relationships
among the racial and class components of the Old South. F. N.
Boney portrays the antebellum elite as typically American busi-
nessmen with pragmatic but confused views on Indians and
Negroes. Joseph L. Brent examines the situation of non-planta-
tion whites and recreates lively vignettes of their life. William S.
Willis, Jr., neatly explains Indian-Negro “aversion” showing how
whites, fearing a coalition, systematically set Indians and Negroes
against each other. John H. Peterson, Jr., notes the tendency for
Indians to be treated as “socio-cultural isolates” by historians
and ethnographers alike and proposes a simple but effective
frame of references which also incorporates Indians, both those
removed to Oklahoma and the few remaining half-hidden within
the Southeast. Charles Crowe’s summation delivers a passionate
discourse on race relations.
Each article is compact and well written; most include ex-
cellent bibliographies. The objectivity of some of the essays is
slightly marred by rather obvious liberal biases. Inclusion of an
ethnographic review comparable to the linguistic and physical
anthropology summaries would have benefited non-anthropolog-
ists. Nonetheless, this book stands as a guidepost to exciting new
directions for comprehending the Old South as a complex, multi-
cultural social system-Red, as well as White and Black.
Florida State University J. ANTHONY PAREDES
The Confederate Navy: A Study in Organization. By Tom H.
Wells. (University: University of Alabama Press, 1971. ix,
182 pp. Foreword, appendix, bibliographical note, index.
$7.50.)
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A book about the navy that relegates battles, ships, and crews
to an ancillary position might be considered derelict in the per-
formance of its duties, yet in The Confederate Navy the author
attempts to go behind the crews, ships, and naval operations to
provide insight as to why the Confederate navy operated in the
manner that it did. Thus the subtitle, A Study in Organization,
aptly describes this work, for it is an in-depth analysis of the
Confederate navy department’s administrative organization
coupled with an examination of the individuals assigned to head
its various branches. After the initial chapter’s general discussion,
each succeeding chapter confines itself to a specific department,
or major section within a department, wherein a list of the men
heading the section is provided, a delineation of the assigned
duties and responsibilities given, and a brief historical analysis
of that department’s contribution toward the overall war effort
provided. To round out this study, the author devoted some space
to the administrative organization beyond the seat of government
as he described the Confederate administration in Europe, opera-
tion command, and shipboard routine.
Stephen R. Mallory, who was Florida’s contribution to the
Confederate cabinet where he served throughout the war as
secretary of the navy, is the principal figure of this study. In
Well’s annotated bibliography he deplored the fact that Mallory
had not as yet received first-rate treatment by a biographer.
While he utilized Joseph Durkin’s Stephen R. Mallory, it is dis-
concerting to find that he had neglected Occie Clubbs’ “Stephen
R. Mallory, The Elder,” a masters thesis at the University of
Florida (1936) in his own bibliography, especially since the
three sources he used for background on Mallory all mentioned
her work.
The format of this book resembles an actual military organi-
zation manual, possibly due to the fact that the author studied
so many similar documents while doing his basic research. This
style allows one to look up and find specific information quite
easily, but it also makes the reading monotonous for those inter-
ested in the overall presentation. Nevertheless, this is an essential
book for understanding the Confederate navy’s wartime role,
and Wells has made a significant contribution to naval history
for which he deserves the naval accolade “well done.”
Jacksonville University GEORGE E. BUKER
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William Tecumseh Sherman. By James M. Merrill. (New York:
Rand McNally and Co., 1971. 445 pp. Introduction, illustra-
tions, bibliographical note, bibliography, index. $10.00.)
University of Delaware Professor James M. Merrill writes:
“The Sherman story mirrors an era, eventful and stormy, one of
growth and ferment, of frustration and fulfillment. . . . Today
there is a need for an understanding of Sherman’s sense of human
values, his devotion to law and order, his ability to rise above
partisanship, his concept of the soldier’s task in its relation to
society and peace in the world.” (p. 14) Merrill succeeds ad-
mirably in focusing on the human, sensitive Sherman.
While the general’s military career— including the major
battles, strategy, glory, and gore is adequately treated, it is
secondary to the author’s purpose. He explores in depth Sher-
man’s attitudes toward blacks, during the war and later. Also,
Merrill devotes attention to Sherman’s views as he embarked on
his destructive march through the South, despite his warm feel-
ings toward that section. Surely Sherman’s actions— necessary as
they may have been— illustrate the barbarity that emerges, even
from a sensitive soul, under the stress of total war. Sherman’s
postwar public career is also ably treated. The general was forced
to tread a perilous path as he tried to avoid political involve-
ment. He was more successful in rejecting movements to nomi-
nate him for the presidency.
Owing to emphasis on the personal Sherman, Merrill devotes
a large share of attention to the general’s private affairs and
family relationships. His struggle to achieve economic security
and eminence commensurate with his origins as the son of an
Ohio supreme court justice and the foster son (and son-in-law)
of the powerful Whig Thomas Ewing is an important theme in
this biography. The problems created by his family’s Catholicism
is sensitively delineated. Sherman’s relationship with his brothers,
even Senator John Sherman, is not, however, developed in the
depth that it could have been.
This important work should receive careful attention by
scholars and laymen. Popularly written, its style is sprightly and
the details accurate. A major disappointment is the decision of
the author and publisher not to use footnotes. Merrill’s work in
a vast array of sources is apparent, but the bibliography contains
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no reference to the wealth of Sherman material in the National
Archives. Although considerable attention is given to Sherman’s
career as a banker, the bibliography does not mention Clarke’s
William Tecumseh Sherman: Gold Rush Banker (1969). (Per-
haps it appeared too late for use.) Nevertheless, this work will
deservedly stand as the most authoritative and readable Sherman
biography in this generation.
ROGER D. BRIDGES
Illinois State Historical Library
American Statesmen on Slavery and the Negro. By Nathaniel
Weyl and William Marina. (New York: Arlington House,
1971. 448 pp. Introduction, appendix, index. $11.95.)
In American Statesmen on Slavery and the Negro Nathaniel
Weyl and William Marina present a re-evaluation of the history
of American race relations in which they come to conclusions
different from those of most modern historians. In the course of
their study they reviewed the private and public views of many
Americans who were important in shaping public opinion from
the late Colonial period to the early 1960s. Drawing largely upon
published correspondence and writings of famous Americans, the
authors marshaled an impressive array of evidence of opinion
with regard to slavery and the blacks, some of which was most
unexpected. Although the purpose of the book is to make these
views known to the historical profession and the general reading
public, the volume is more than a handy reference of quotations
about the race problem. The authors, having thoroughly digested
their material, wrote a series of essays in sparkling literary style
that often achieve the level of excitement of good detective
stories.
The authors are at their best when dealing with such early
American political leaders as Franklin, Jefferson, Washington,
and John Quincy Adams, and with Lincoln, Stevens, Sumner, and
other important figures of the period of Civil War and Recon-
struction. It is in the latter group that Weyl and Marina dis-
cover startling opinions about the racial problem. While their
opposition to the institution of slavery is well known, it was
surprising that they all, including Thaddeus Stevens and William
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Lloyd Garrison, considered blacks to be inherently inferior to
whites. The authors also discover that this racist theory was
shared by most American leaders of the first half of the twentieth
century.
Most nonprofessional readers will probably remember the
author’s treatment of old scandals connected with Jefferson,
Stevens, and Warren Harding long after they have forgotten the
books scholarly contributions. After extensive consideration of
these matters, Weyl and Marina concluded that Jefferson prob-
ably did have a slave mistress, that Stevens certainly lived as man
and wife with his black housekeeper, and that the old rumor that
Harding had a black ancestor was probably false.
Like Ulrich B. Phillips with regard to the South, Weyl and
Marina reach the conclusion that White Supremacy was the
principal theme of American history. Among white leaders of all
time periods, virtually all have believed that blacks were an alien
element which could not be assimilated without damage to
American society. On the basis of this consensus among whites,
northern and southern, liberal and conservative alike, the authors
believe that efforts of recent years to elevate the blacks to the
level of the whites by government action was contrary to Ameri-
can tradition, counter to public opinion, and foredoomed to
failure. Their argument will probably have little influence on
historians, but may well be adopted by conservative extremists
and possibly the Black Nationalists.
Florida State University
JOHN HEBRON MOORE
The White Savage: Racial Fantasies in the Postbellum South. By
Lawrence J. Friedman. (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall,
1970. vii, 184 pp. Preface, prologue, bibliographical note,
index. $5.95.)
Professor Friedman believes that white America is guilty of
craving servile Negro behavior, but “the quest for docility has
been particularly anxious and intense below the Mason-Dixon
line. . . .” (iv) Such scholars as C. Vann Woodward have, there-
fore, been wrong in focusing on the “issues” of segregation and
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integration and the “question” of time. Instead, Professor Fried-
man writes, what is most important is uncovering “the subjective
racial world of white Southerners.” (vii)
During the Civil War, southern whites found the Negroes
either docile and therefore good, or militant and therefore bad.
Attitudes polarized, and towards the war’s end whites became in-
creasingly aggressive towards blacks— in part because of their own
fears and uncertainties— and in part to restore docility. Southern
resistance to the use of black troops was based on the obvious
denial such a status made of their inherent inferiority; besides,
armed blacks might well force themselves on white women— the
gun was a phallic symbol. Thus the war ended with a permanent
dislocation. Whites spent the next decades hoping to restore
servility, but the Negro problem was really the white man’s
problem. That southern Caucasians saw the issue in terms of the
black man’s “personality” revealed the limitations of the whites.
The end of the conflict forced white Southerners into formu-
lating new techniques of racial control. One group, led by J. D.
B. DeBow and Hinton Rowan Helper, wanted to exclude the
black man by colonizing him elsewhere. Others like George Fitz-
hugh (supported by Albert Taylor Bledsoe, Edward A. Pollard,
and Alexander H. Stephens) opposed the exclusionist policy and
proposed keeping the blacks but keeping them as a labor force
in a subservient role. Even so, the theories of those advocating
either exclusion or integrated subservience often blurred and
overlapped, while a borrowing from both produced a third postu-
lation offered by William G. “Parson” Brownlow of Tennessee.
Brownlow wanted to colonize the blacks in a separate state in
the South— or some suitable locale. He would exclude “uppity”
blacks and permit docile ones to remain.
At about this point Professor Friedman’s monograph becomes
extremely argumentative. His skillful, impressively researched
approach, that of “history as psychoanalysis,” becomes a thesis
proving exercise. The reader is told that Brownlow’s fantasies
permitted him to rationalize abusing and having contact with
servile blacks because he was giving them the benefit of white
civilization. Perhaps. Perhaps not. The author then proceeds to
refinements of his case by considering Henry L. Watterson
(lumped in this category are L. Q. C. Lamar, Henry W. Grady,
and Wade Hampton), who proposed a program of enlightened,
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benign conservatism that approved of docile blacks and rejected
aggressive ones. Watterson, no less than Brownlow, considered
himself enlightened, but it was all a phantasy.
Professor Friedman, offering revisionist approaches, presents
some unexpected “white savages.” Among New South authors
one might expect Thomas Nelson Page to be included (as indeed
he is), although it is something of a surprise to find George W.
Cable. Professor Friedman suggests that Cable fought to better
conditions for blacks, but only because it was degrading for
superior whites to mistreat inferior Negroes. As for Tom Watson,
the fiery Georgian did not turn to bigotry and race baiting after
the Populists crusade, he was a racist all the time. What finally
occurred? After the turn of the century, “differential segregation”
became increasingly difficult to apply, especially in growing urban
areas. So the South moved toward total segregation. The problem
became national as blacks left the South, and the climax of white
hatred/fear was reached in the 1915 movie, The Birth of a
Nation. Its message was witnessed and cheered, and afterwards,
“White savagery reigned supreme.” (172)
The author is a tireless researcher, gifted in the use of
quotations. He is as well a sprightly and provocative writer. No
one who reads his book can fail to grant him a point, perhaps
several. This reviewer believes that he pushes his conclusions a bit
too far. On occasion, his attempt to make so many different men
of differing views and personalities “fit” a spelled out hypothesis
is not convincing. Yet the book should and no doubt will com-
mand the attention of scholars fascinated by what literary scholar
Louis D. Rubin, Jr., calls “The Faraway Country.”
Florida State University
WILLIAM WARREN ROGERS
Chasing Geronimo: The Journal of Leonard Wood, May-Septem-
ber, 1886. Edited by Jack C. Lane. (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1970. viii, 152 pp. Preface, introduction,
illustrations, epilogue, notes, bibliography, index. $6.95.)
Leonard Wood’s Geronimo campaign journal would merit
editing and publication for no other reason than it provides a
candid human record of one of the most punishing and embar-
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rassing campaigns in United States military history. But, just as
important, it provides clues to Wood’s meteoric rise from a lowly
army surgeon to an international military figure. It is significant
that Wood jumped from obscurity to glory through a single
fortuitous assignment in 1886, the Geronimo campaign, for which
he received the Congressional Medal of Honor. In all of this is
the anomaly of Wood’s move from contract surgeon to medical
officer at Fort Huachuca, Arizona Territory, to line officer in a
rather rigid military system. Also the journal documents the con-
tinuum of the grand tradition of the Fourth Cavalry.
The author’s introduction provides a satisfying setting for the
journal. His prelude comments are instructive and informative
on the peculiar, even unique, problems facing the United States
army and its mission in the 1880s. It yields the drama of army
politics, and reveals the struggle for recognition by the army
command between General George Crook and General Nelson
Miles. The latter was scorned by regular West Point professionals
because he rose from a first lieutenant in the Massachusetts Vol-
unteers to the rank of general in the U. S. army in twenty years,
clearly not harmed by his marriage to the niece of Chief of Staff
General William T. Sherman and Senator John Sherman of
Ohio. Crook’s failure to contain the Apaches led to Miles’ assign-
ment in May 1886, as commander of the Department of Arizona.
Miles was wary of his mission, capturing Geronimo, because he
feared that he could not succeed where Crook had failed. Both
generals were vain, compulsively ambitious, and eager to please
Sheridan and Sherman so as to further their military careers.
The candor of this work is shown in the admission that 2,000
troops campaigned against a band of thirty elusive Indians. And
it is a chronicle of adaptation by troops to local conditions. So
gruelling was the Geronimo campaign, the troops riding in 120-
degree temperatures day after day, crossing deserts and mountains
in quest of the phantom Apaches, that by Wood’s own account
they abandoned regulations and inspections. The troops rode in
their underwear. Wood wore a pair of flannel drawers, old blouse,
pair of mocassins, and hat without crown. The Mexicans often
took this Fourth Cavalry column to be Indians.
The editor’s structure is provocative. Besides the illuminating
introduction he has included perceptive annotations and a dra-
matic epilogue containing an account of General Miles’ defiance
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of President Cleveland’s order that Miles confine Geronimo in




Bryan: A Political Biography of William Jennings Bryan. By
Louis W. Koenig. (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1971.
736 pp. Notes, sources, acknowledgments, index. $14.95.)
If this inkstained wretch of a fellow— Bryan biographer may
be permitted a brief lapse into whimsy I promise to keep it
short and clean. Through my history-studying years, I have
associated hallmarking American personalities with musical in-
struments. For example, I envisage George Washington as a
fife-played with good wind and marching cadence but otherwise
perfunctorily. I associate Monroe with the bassoon, John Quincy
Adams with the clarinet, and Lincoln with the cornet or close-
kin trumpet, a politician of the ages and many nations who
excelled on a horn of the ages and many nations. For me, William
Jennings Bryan is the banjo which, as practically everybody
knows, is American invented and developed.
Essentially the banjo is a solo instrument which incites or
appeals to group or crowd participation. As a rule people gather
about the plunking banjo to be entertained, to dance, or sing,
or clap cadence, etc. Usually the banjo is a lead instrument only
in human terms, not in symphonic grouping and its dulcet
plunkings (or stringy clams) attain real effectiveness at the will
of the listener group or crowd. As a rule the banjoist is directed
and “hoisted” by his followers or listeners. Bryan was a banjo;
his strings were his enormously facile vocal cords. He was fol-
lowed primarily by being led.
Louis W. Koenig’s “political biography” of Bryan is not a
critique of a banjo. It is not actually a biography. Rather it is a
diligent, ambitious, and, at times extremely deft background
mural— I like “fresco” better, of and for the political times of
Bryan, particularly the three bellying and belly-rounding Ameri-
can decades, 1890 to 1920. Whoever wrote the bombastic and
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pretentious jacket blurb appears not to have read the script; the
yammerings about a “monoumental  biography of a man of tower-
ing importance” is much like my describing the hamburger I ate
for lunch an epochal sirloin steak. A hamburger is not really a
steak and this is not really a biography.
But Mr. Koenig’s book is worth reading for what it is, a
sincere meaningful political mural, thoughtfully conceived and
competently drawn and painted. It is a superb lecture or series
of lectures about American politics and formative government.
It is not a portrait of Bryan, and only incidentally a profile.
Even so, and in some part because of the foregoing, I recommend
the book for your thoughtful reading, even for your library. In
saying this, I find myself musing about a better title for it; the
most apt to this moment would be something like Bonampak,
which just happens to be Maya for “Painted Walls.”
As such it is valid history. It is not to be criticized for not
being another book. Undeniably the author uses his sources and
organizes his material well. His mistakes, mostly minor errors,
are in the main neither culpable nor marring, and to any veteran
student of Bryan they are readily forgiven. Like the banjo Bryan
just isn’t simple at all; he only looks simple to the casual passerby
or glimpser. Koenig’s present book hasn’t the free-swing power
of The Invisible Presidency, which I like enormously. But his
Bryan mural has readability, sound exposition, and moments,
even minutes, of superior analysis. I personally do not agree with
several of his tenets, and this, of course, is my privilege and
yours. As a student and teacher of politics and government and
as one who has participated at least periphally in government
planning, Mr. Koenig has generated or incubated many believing
approaches and theses that are well worth following as capable
murals that at least relate to WJB, the political image.
I complete my reading with only two major regrets. One, as
you might well guess, relates to the ending of Bryan and, neces-
sarily, of most books about Bryan. The “Monkey Trial” at
Dayton, Tennessee, was an anti-climax to end all anti-climaxes. In
three words it was an incredibly horrible mess; I was there as a
young reporter, and I still shudder when I think of it. Bryan
was an extremely sick man, dying of uncontrolled diabetes—
directly at the trial’s end he conked out with a typical diabetic’s
heart stoppage. His mind was not just addled, it was scrambled.
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The once magnificent Clarence Darrow was almost comparably
disintegrated. The entire personnae was straight out of a linger-
ing indigestion nightmare. The great life was ending like a
valiantly driven racing auto that sinks out of sight into filthy
mud or quicksand at the close of the final lap. To mix similes,
the super-hypocritical closeout was like the hyper-ballahooed
crowning of Miss America, who receives at the end not the $4.89
crown but a prolonged bare-bottom spanking. Louis Koenig per-
mits himself to get somewhat beartrapped by a less than cogent
siezure  of interpreting and significance citing regarding the
“trial.” It’s too bad, but what is a Bryaneer to do? I wish I could
answer that question intelligently; also that I had never seen
Dayton, or, God forbid, the smug, simpery, sugar-plummy, sub-
stitute teacher, John Scopes.
My other complaint deals with Bryan in Florida, or call it
Bryan’s political fresco in Florida. Professor Koenig all but omits
it. His index does not even mention the University of Florida,
one of Bryan’s latter and very special grails. He does make a brief
mention of Bryan’s preliminary choice of Dr. A. A. Murphree,
then president of the University of Florida as his “man” for the
Democratic 1924 presidential nomination. Otherwise Murphree
does not show in the mural and this is a pity. The fact is, of
course, that Bryan sincerely loved Florida and identified with
its people and sand-level politics. I personally regard his auto-
hopping scrimmage for election to delegate-at-large (to the Demo-
cratic convention, naturally) as perhaps his most memorable
winning campaign. Certainly Bryan’s Florida was of his more
definitive life and of his latterday political background. So, come
to think of it, was that remarkable, all-denominations and all-
outdoors Sunday school class in Miami.
CHARLES MORROW WILSON
Cedar Key, Florida
The Southern Strategy. By Reg Murphy and Hal Gulliver. (New
York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1971. 273 pp. $7.95.)
Decision. By Richard Harris. (New York: E. P. Dutton and Co.,
1971. 220 pp. Acknowledgments, index. $5.95.)
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It has become axiomatic, particularly since 1954, to observe
that the states of the Confederacy have become increasingly less
southern; the impact of post-World War II industrialization and
the increasing pace of change in race relations have been but two
of the forces hastening departure from traditional southern pat-
terns of life. Generalizations about “the South” are ever more
hazardous.
Seemingly unmindful of this trend, the editors of the Atlanta
Constitution have surveyed southern politics as revealed in the
elections of 1968 and 1970, emphasizing Richard Nixon’s role in
shaping the South’s political fortunes. In The Southern Strategy,
Reg Murphy and Hal Gulliver argue that President Nixon at-
tempted to consolidate recent Republican gains in the region in
two significant ways. First, they suggest that Nixon made a deal
with South Carolina’s Strom Thurmond, promising a slowdown
in school desegregation (the authors vitiate their own charge,
however, by including figures which show the accelerating pace
of school desegregation through 1970). Second, they contend that
the President supported candidates who sought political office on
a “calculated appeal to white segregationist sentiment.”
This book was written largely (and hastily) from the pages of
the authors’ newspaper, supplemented with liberal doses of V. O.
Key. It proceeds from the premise of a White House- originated
southern strategy which was “cynically anti-black,” to trace
personnel changes in the Atlanta office of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. The authors next include chap-
ters on elections in five pivotal states: Alabama, Tennessee,
Florida, South Carolina, and Georgia. The book’s best chapter
surveys black political impact since the passage of the Voting
Rights Act of 1965. An assessment of the success of the President’s
effort (he failed) and predictions of the South’s political future
conclude the book.
Murphy and Gulliver’s chief failure is an unsustained thesis.
In their five-state assessment of the 1970 elections, the “southern
strategy” gets lost. Local issues, personalities, and regional dif-
ferences intrude in various electoral campaigns, suggesting the
difficulty, and at times the insignificance, of attempting to direct
state politics from Washington.
A further difficulty lies in the author’s insistence that Nixon’s
political effort was fundamentally, or even primarily, racial. A
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more apt conclusion might suggest that the Nixon effort in the
South simply mirrored a larger program to unite all conservatives
under the Republican roof— wherever they resided. As a tough-
minded conservative politician, the President could hardly be
expected to do otherwise; indeed he has made no secret of his
efforts to this end.
There are numerous examples of overstatement and flawed
generalization which weaken the book. We are told that Senator
Thurmond was “the controlling kingpin politico at a Republican
national convention, a man who perhaps named the next presi-
dent of the United States.” This is too much. We are told of
Governor Wallace’s “overwhelming primary victory in Alabama
in the spring of 1970,” only to learn later that in the primary
“Wallace came very near losing his home state.” Moreover, in-
consistency and faulty organization distract the reader’s eye.
Yet there are interesting insights. The authors’ judgment that
political developments in the campaigns of 1970 marked a deepen-
ing sophistication of southern electorates seems valid. The strat-
egy which will prevail in the South, the authors conclude, “is
one of steady effort,” a strategy by which southerners must con-
tinue to come to grips with their own prejudices and excesses.
As a cursory look at recent southern politics, Murphy and
Gulliver’s analysis offers some insight and much anecdotal amuse-
ment; but as a scholarly and convincing effort to delineate the
outlines of a comprehensive “southern strategy,” it leaves much
to be desired.
In contrast to Murphy and Gulliver, Richard Harris has
written an interesting and convincing little book examining one
phase of Richard Nixon’s conservative strategy. Decision ex-
amines the President’s nomination and the senate’s rejection
of G. Harold Carswell to the United States Supreme Court. Harris
effectively argues that Carswell’s principal difficulties were three:
his unusually high reversal rate while sitting on the Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals; the failure of over one-third of his Fifth
Circuit colleagues— and particularly Judges Elbert B. Tuttle and
John Minor Wisdom— to support the Carswell nomination; and
the troublesome presence of Carswell’s murky views on race,
both in his judicial opinions and in some of his work as an
attorney in Tallahassee, Florida. Added to Carswell’s woes were
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White House ineptitude in prosecuting the nomination and a
remarkable series of errors by Carswell’s senate supporters.
The heroes in Harris’s tale— and at times they almost mount
white chargers— are the senators who led the opposition, Bayh of
Indiana and Tydings of Maryland. But there are other admirable
stories of political courage: Cook and Cooper of Kentucky, who
split their votes, and any number of others who, Harris argues,
rose above political expediency because they felt Carswell un-
qualified for the highest court in the land.
Harris’s major failure is stylistic; his book, while competently
written, fails to be sprite. Even the drama of the senate voting
does not fasten one to the narrative. But for another reason the
book is valuable. Harris shows convincingly that in this episode
American democratic politics, so often the object of scorn and
cheap cynicism, worked rather well. Indeed, to show freshmen
and some political scientists how the senate works, Harris’s
political journalism is exceeded in recent memory only by Allen




Plains Indian Art from Fort Marion, by Karen Daniels Peter-
sen, contains drawings selected from the 847 extant pieces of art
done by the twenty-six Plains Indian warriors imprisoned at
Fort Marion (Castillo de San Marcos), St. Augustine, beginning
in 1875. They were there three years. According to some art
historians these Indians were the first exponents of the Contem-
porary School of Indian Art. Taught to draw and paint figures
in their youth, they were given drawing materials and leisure
time in prison, and to allay their home sickness they tried to
recreate their life on the Plains. When the “Florida Boys,” as
the prisoners were called, became a popular tourist attraction,
their drawings found their way to many states throughout the
nation. Many celebrities visited St. Augustine and purchased the
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drawings at two dollars a sketch book. Sidney Lanier was in St.
Augustine when the prisoners first arrived, and Harriet Beecher
Stowe sometimes came to the fort to see their work. Besides the
drawings, many of which are in color, the book includes photo-
graphs of the prisoners taken en route to Florida and in St.
Augustine. This handsome volume, published by the University
of Oklahoma Press, also includes eight biographies of the Indian
artists. Wherever possible, the Indians’s own recollections are
used. The book sells for $9.95.
Time Exposure, 1891-1971, is the autobiography of Sister M.
Regina Carlton, S.S.J., who was born in Hawthorne, Florida, in
1891. Her family attended the church of Saint Philip Neri, built
in 1879 through the generosity of the Catholic families that lived
in and around Gainesville, Hawthorne, and Orange Springs. Not
only were the Carltons Catholic, they were also Republicans,
which made them oddities indeed in the nineteenth-century
Protestant Bible Belt of Florida. The family moved to Micanopy
in 1896, when Mr. Carlton was appointed postmaster. They were
cut off from regular Sunday services, but once a year a traveling
priest recited mass in their front parlor. Mrs. Carlton operated
Carolina House in Micanopy. Sister Regina received her first
formal religious training at the Convent in St. Augustine, she
attended Catholic University, and in the summer of 1920, she
enrolled at the University of Florida in Gainesville. Sister Regina
has written an account of her career as a teacher and adminis-
trator in Catholic schools throughout Florida, but always as a
person interested in the life of the community. She is now living
in All Saints Catholic Home for the Aged in Jacksonville. Her
book may be ordered from the Home, 2040 Riverside Avenue;
the price is $2.14, including postage.
Pioneros Cubanos en U.S.A., 1575-1898, is by J. Isern (Pedro
Jose Isern Cordero) of Miami. This monograph, written in
Spanish, begins with the first activities of Cubans in Florida in the
sixteenth century, and it shows the impact that they have had
on the political and economic growth of Florida and the country
since. Don Juan de Miralles, Juan Manuel de Cagigal y Mon-
serrat, and Carlos Aguero are among those treated in this study.
The role played by Cubans in the Second Seminole War and
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the Civil War is also described, and there is a chapter entitled
“Tabaco, Tampa y Marti City.” Senor Isern’s book sells for $2.00
a copy; it can be ordered from Liberia Universal, 2465 Southwest
Eighth Street, Miami, Florida.
The People Machine, by Dennis R. Cooper, is an illustrated
corporate history of the General Telephone Company of Florida.
While it mainly describes the company’s operations on the central
west coast, it does include information about telephone communi-
cations elsewhere in Florida. The first telephones were installed
in Pensacola and Jacksonville in 1877, just a year after Alexander
Graham Bell had invented the instrument. Two mail-order
phones connected the William and Fermen Whitaker homesteads
at Yellow Bluffs (Sarasota) in 1879, and the following year a
telephone exchange was operating in Jacksonville. The People
Machine includes many photographs. It may be ordered from
the General Telephone Company of Florida, 610 Morgan Street,
Tampa, Florida 33602.
The Sandstone Press of St. Petersburg, Florida, is publishing
six books in its series of American Revolution Bicentennial
classics. The first, The Facetious Letters of Benjamin Franklin,
are letters written to his friends in America and Europe. The
book sells for $3.00, and it is available from Sandstone Press,
Box 7104, St. Petersburg, Florida 33734.
Slavery in the American South, by John White and Ralph
Willett, is part of the Seminar Studies in History series. It repre-
sents an attempt to depict and evaluate the nature of American
slavery from the perspective of history and literature. The salient
features of slavery in the southern states, utilizing documentary
materials— essays, letters, poems, plays, autobiographies, travel
accounts, and other primary resources— are presented. This paper-
back is published by Harper & Row, New York, and it sells for
$3.45.
Beyond Black or White: An Alternative America, edited by
Vernon J. Dixson and Badi G. Foster, includes previously un-
published essays written by black men. It examines aspects of
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American culture from a black man’s point of view. Published
by Little, Brown, and Company, Boston, this paperback sells for
$2.95.
A Lonesome Place Against the Sky is a pamphlet published
by the North Carolina Department of Archives and History. It
describes the state’s active program of historic architectural pre-
servation. Structures in North Carolina date to the early eigh-
teenth century, and these and later buildings are being preserved
as vital landmarks from the past. In cooperation with the North
Carolina American Revolution Bicentennial Commission the
state plans to accelerate the program. Other southern states,
including Florida, are also actively involved in historic preserva-
tion. This booklet may be ordered from the State Department of
Archives and History, Box 1881, Raleigh, North Carolina, and
the price is $1.00.
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The Florida Historical Society will hold its seventieth annual
meeting in Jacksonville, May 12-13, 1972, at the Robert Meyer
Hotel. Members of the Jacksonville Historical Society are hosts,
and John B. Turner, Jr., and Frank Taylor are in charge of local
arrangements. Miss Dena Snodgrass of Jacksonville and Dr.
Charlton W. Tebeau of Miami are program chairmen. Dr. Jack
D. L. Holmes (University of Alabama at Birmingham), John
Griffin (Historic St. Augustine Preservation Board), Dr. Herbert
J. Doherty, Jr. (University of Florida), Edward A. Mueller
(Florida Department of Transportation), and Dr. Clyde A. Haul-
man (College of William and Mary) will present papers at the
Friday sessions. Professor F. Blair Reeves (University of Florida)
will serve as the chairman of an architectural preservation sym-
posium Saturday morning. Herschel Shepard (Jacksonville), Pro-
fessor Carl Feiss (University of Florida), and Randy Nimnicht
(Florida Division of Archives, History and Records Management,
Tallahassee) are panel members.
Dr. Samuel Proctor, editor of the Florida Historical Quarterly,
will announce the recipient of the Arthur W. Thompson Mem-
orial Prize in Florida History for 1971-1972, and Milton D. Jones
will make the Annual Award of Merit-Excellence and Presenta-
tion of Florida History by News Media at the banquet Saturday
evening. The Rembert W. Patrick Memorial Book Award will
also be announced at that time by Margaret Chapman, Queens
College, Charlotte, North Carolina. Certificates of Commendation
from the American Association for State and Local History will
also be given to the Independent Life and Accident Insurance
Company of Jacksonville, to Dr. Donald Curl, Florida Atlantic
University, and the University of Miami Press.
On Friday evening the Jacksonville Sesquicentennial Players
will present a play on the history of Jacksonville at the Civic
Auditorium for members of the Society and their guests. A movie
on the history of Jacksonville will also be shown. There will be
a sightseeing trip the following afternoon to Fernandina Beach.
St. Peters Episcopal Church, the First Presbyterian Church, sev-
[451]
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eral antebellum homes, a residence dating to the 1880s, and the
Palace Bar are on the tour. There will be a reception prior to
the Saturday banquet. Registration will begin at nine o’clock on
May 12 in the lobby of the Robert Meyer Hotel, 315 Julia Street,
Jacksonville. The board of directors will hold its meeting on
Thursday evening. The business luncheon Saturday will be con-
vened by James C. Craig, president of the Society. Election of
officers, committee reports, and adoption of resolutions are im-
portant items on the business agenda.
Jacksonville Sesquicentennial
Jacksonville was founded in June 1822, and to commemorate
the sesquicentennial many events are scheduled. The celebration
began during the half-times ceremonies of the Gator Bowl game
December 31, 1971. A music festival in January at Jacksonville
University honored the composer Frederick Delius, and golf
tournaments, decorator and home shows, a black fine arts festival,
a Florida fine arts day, historical pageants and plays, and special
musical events are some of the other activities taking place. The
Florida Historical Society selected Jacksonville as its convention
site this year because of the sesquicentennial. June 15, 1972, is
founding day, and it will open a special week of celebration.
James Weldon Johnson Day is scheduled for June 17, and a
religious heritage program with churches of all faiths involved
will take place the following day. The sesquicentennial celebra-
tion ends July 4. Dr. Robert H. Spiro, president of Jacksonville
University and a member of the board of directors, Florida
Historical Society, is chairman of the Sesquicentennial Commis-
sion.
Key West Sesquicentennial
A champagne reception on the evening of January 18, 1972,
marked the beginning of the ceremonies noting the one hundred
fiftieth anniversary of the founding of Key West. Several histori-
cal exhibits were also opened at the time, and a movie depicting
Key West history was shown. At Commemoration Day ceremonies,
January 21, at the Audubon House, Rear Admiral John H.
Maurer, commander, Key West Force, spoke on “The Navy’s
Role in Key West’s History,” and Lieutenant Governor Tom
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Adams described “Key West’s and Florida’s Historical Preserva-
tion.” Two commemorative markers were unveiled by Mrs. John
H. Maurer and Mrs. Charlton W. Tebeau. Dr. Tebeau, professor
emeritus, University of Miami, spoke on “The First Settlement
of Key West and South Florida.” Mitchell Wolfson, a descendant
of early Key West settlers and the restorer of Audubon House,
was recognized along with other descendants of Key West pion-
eers at the ceremonies. A reception and dinner was held at the
Fort Taylor Officers Club that evening. The three addresses were:
“The Navy’s Future in the Caribbean Area” by Admiral Ralph
W. Cousins, vice-chief of Naval Operations; “Key West and Its
Economy,” by Congressman Dante Fascell; and “State Archives
and Preservation Divisions Role in Key West Historic Preserva-
tion,” by Robert Williams, director of the Division of Archives,
History and Records Management. The Key West celebration
was climaxed January 22 with a fireworks display presented at
the pier at the foot of White Street and a coronation ball.
Florida History Award
The Peace River Valley Historical Society presented its 1971
Florida History Award for Distinguished Service in Florida
History to Dr. Charlton W. Tebeau of Miami at a dinner meeting
in Wauchula, February 22. Dr. Samuel Proctor, an earlier re-
cipient of the award, made the presentation.
Dr. Tebeau is professor emeritus and former chairman of the
department of history, University of Miami. He is the editor of
Tequesta, which is published by the Historical Association of
Southern Florida, and of the Carrel, the literary publication of
the Friends of the University of Miami Library. He is also the
author of five books and many articles and essays on Florida
history. His A History of Florida, published in 1971 by the
University of Miami Press, has been acclaimed as the most
authoritative history of the state ever written. Professor Tebeau
has been recognized often for his achievements as a scholar and
a teacher; Esquire Magazine named him one of the nation’s
“Super-Profs.” He is former president of the Florida Historical
Society and serves on the board of editors of the Florida Histori-
cal Quarterly.
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Florida Bicentennial History Symposium
The American Revolution Bicentennial Commission of
Florida in cooperation with the University of Florida’s Depart-
ment of History will sponsor a symposium at the University,
May 18-20, 1972. The theme will be “Eighteenth Century Florida
and its Borderlands.” This is the first of five planned historical
meetings to be sponsored by the Commission in connection with
Florida Bicentennial activities. Among those reading papers at
the May 1972 meeting will be Professor Helen Hornbeck Tanner,
University of Michigan; John TePaske, Duke University; Robert
R. Rea, Auburn University; and Louis De Vorsey, Jr., University
of Georgia. On Saturday morning a session will be devoted to
humanities and the arts on the eighteenth century Florida
frontier. Samuel Wilson, Jr., Tulane University, and Jessie
Poesch, Sophie Newcomb College, are on this program. Dr. Paul
Smith of the Library of Congress, Charles Van Ravensway, di-
rector of the Henry Francis DuPont Winterthur Museum, and
Dr. William Sturtevant of the Smithsonian Institution are com-
mentators. All sessions will be open to the public.
There will be a special showing of the paintings and sketches
of Larry Rivers and a reception at the Gallery on the University
of Florida campus on Thursday evening, May 18, at eight p.m.
Announcements and Activities
The St. Lucie Historical Society, at a meeting in Fort Pierce,
November 16, 1971, honored Walter Hellier, pioneer St. Lucie
County resident and a former member of the board of directors
of the Florida Historical Society, with an honorary membership
in the Society. Vivian Davis, president of the St. Lucie County
group, cited Mr. Hellier’s historical writings and his lifetime
interest in the affairs and history of his county. Mr. Hellier is the
author of Indian River, Florida’s Treasure Coast.
The tenth annual conference of the Florida College Teachers
of History met at Jacksonville University on March 24-25, 1972.
Presenting papers were Professors Neil Betten (Florida State
University), Raymond A. Mohl (Florida Atlantic University),
Edward F. Keuchel (Florida State University), Carolyn S. Griffis
(University of Florida), Stephen Kerber (Florida Atlantic Uni-
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versity), John E. Moore (Jacksonville University), Jan Karl
Tanenbaum (Florida State University), Cecil B. Currey (Uni-
versity of South Florida), Richard T. Chang (University of
Florida), Ernest H. Jernigan (Central Florida Junior College),
Joan Carver (Jacksonville University), and Richard Martin
(Jacksonville). Chairing sessions were Charles Douglass (Florida
Junior College at Jacksonville), George Osborn (University of
Florida), Richard S. Cromwell (Jacksonville University), Marvin
Whiting (Jacksonville University), and Ernest Dibble (University
of West Florida). Professor Gerald Critoph (Stetson University),
president, F.C.T.H., presided at the business session. Walker
Blanton (Jacksonville University) introduced Professor Bernard
Mayo (University of Virginia) luncheon speaker. Professor Sam-
uel Proctor (University of Florida) and President Robert H.
Spiro of Jacksonville University were speakers at the breakfast
session. Professor Frederick S. Aldridge, program chairman of
this conference, was elected president for 1972-1973.
The annual Rembert W. Patrick lecture will be delivered on
April 25, 1972, at Guilford College, Greensboro, North Carolina,
by Dr. George B. Tindall, Kenan Professor of History at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The lecture is a
memorial to Dr. Patrick, former editor of the Florida Historical
Quarterly and a member of the faculty of history at the Univer-
sity of Florida and the University of Georgia. The lecture is open
to the public.
The Library of Congress has announced that the first of five
symposia on the American Revolution, made possible by a grant
from the Morris and Gwendolyn Cafrietz Foundation of Washing-
ton, D.C., will be held at the Library, May 5 and 6. The two-day
meeting in the Coolidge Auditorium of the Library, will be on
the theme of “Development of a Revolutionary Mentality.”
Persons wishing to attend the May meeting should write for
registration and admission to the American Revolution Bicenten-
nial Office, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 20540.
The Georgia State University Library has established the
Southern Library Archives. The Archives will collect and pre-
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serve, and will make available to researchers personal papers and
business records illuminating the course of organized labor in
the South. Inquiries concerning the archives and its holdings
should be addressed to Dr. David B. Gracy, Georgia State Uni-
versity Library, 104 Decatur Street, S.E., Atlanta, Georgia 30303.
The National Archives is sponsoring a conference on Research
in the History of Indian-White Relations in Washington, June
15-16, 1972. The program will be broadly concerned with Indian
matters including civilization and acculturation programs, role
of the military, significant Indian record collections, and aspects
of twentieth century federal Indian policy. Admission to the
conference will be by invitation. For information write Jane F.
Smith, conference director, National Archives Building, 8th and
Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W., Washington, D.C. 20408.
Local Societies and Commissions
Alachua County Historical Society: Miss Natalie Lamb and Mrs.
William Gillespie of the Volusia County Historical Society de-
scribed the activities of their organization at a recent program
meeting. Peter D. Klingman, editorial assistant for the Florida
Historical Quarterly, discussed the career of Congressman Josiah
T. Walls at the January 18, 1972, meeting. Walls was a black
mayor of Gainesville during the Reconstruction period and served
in the United States Congress. On February 15, Robert R. Rock-
hold, executive director of the Jacksonville Sesquicentennial
Commission, described the activities relative to the celebration.
The program meeting in March heard a talk by Dr. Arthur
White, University of Florida, on William N. Sheats, former
Florida Superintendent of Public Instruction. In February, the
Society made a field trip to Paynes’ Prairie and Boulware Springs.
Dunedin Historical Society: Walter Fuller of St. Petersburg was
the speaker at the annual meeting of the Society, and H. Donald
Kirkland, Florida Division of Archives, History and Records
Management, was a special guest. The following serve as officers:
Clair L. Miller, president; Kenneth L. Atchley and Mrs. Charles
D. McDaniel, vice-presidents; Mrs. C. L. Miller, secretary; Mrs.
R. A. Sexton, treasurer; and Albert Cline, Elbert Waterson, Mrs.
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W. F. Register, Alfred Boyd, R. L. Carter, Mrs. Syrus Falls, Mrs.
Philip Turnure, Mrs. E. R. Rogers, and Ernest Troke, directors.
The Society has been selling two out-of-print books by W. S.
Blatchley and using the proceeds for its various historical
activities
Historical Society of Okaloosa and Walton Counties: An exhibit
in the renovated museum building was opened in February, and
one showing the history of the Fort Walton Beach-Eglin Field
area is being assembled. The Society is also sponsoring an essay
contest in cooperation with the National Historical Society. Dr.
Y. L. Anthony spoke at the January meeting. He gave the history
of his family, and used items from his family papers covering
the period 1820-1850 to illustrate his talk. Bill Tennis, news
editor of the Pensacola Journal, is serving as editor of the Society’s
monthly news letter. The Young Historians, with a membership
of more than fifty-five junior and senior high school students,
have plotted and inventoried the cemeteries in the two counties.
The members have also taken several field trips, including one to
Tatum Bedsole’s Museum at Hacoda, Alabama, in January. The
Society is developing an oral history program, and has already
taped the reminiscences of several local pioneers. Mrs. James N.
LaRoche is president of the Society. Henry Dobson is chairman
of the Oakloosa County Historical Commission. Allen Gantzhorn
is serving as president of the Young Historians.
Historical Association of Southern Florida: Dr. William M.
Straight of Miami spoke on the life and career of Dr. James M.
Jackson at the February meeting of the Association. Dr. Donald
W. Curl, chairman of the Department of History, Florida At-
lantic University, and Dr. Thelma P. Peters, Miami-Dade Com-
munity College, were also recent program speakers. The Associa-
tion is actively engaged in a campaign to raise $200,000 to furnish
its new facilities in the Museum of Science complex.
Jacksonville Historical Society: February 9, four members of the
Society— Carl Sasnett, Robert P. Smith, George W. Simons, Jr.,
and O. Z. Tyler— presented the program. They are members of
the Speakers Bureau which has been organized as one of the
Society’s contributions to the Jacksonville Sesquicentennial cele-
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bration. John Powell is in charge, and he is arranging talks for
civic clubs and other organizations on Jacksonville and Florida
historical subjects.
Madison County Historical Society: Daniel Penton, a state archae-
ologist, described the discoveries made in a Madison County
excavation along the route of Interstate 10 at a meeting of the
Society in January. The session was held in the hunting lodge of
Mrs. W. C. Copeland, Jr., president of the Society. Penton dis-
played artifacts and pictures of the excavations along the banks
of Hutto Pond.
Palm Beach County Historical Society: Dr. Thelma Peters,
speaker at the January meeting of the Society, described the
“Historical Links between Florida and the Bahamas.” Relation-
ships between Florida and the Bahamas in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries was the theme of her lecture. N. E. Bill
Miller, executive director of the American Revolution Bicenten-
nial Commission of Florida, was the speaker in December 1971.
The Society has opened a research room in the southwest portion
of the Flagler Museum, and it also had an exhibit at the South
Florida Fair and Exposition in January. Members have launched
a Florida history discussion program on channel twelve, West
Palm Beach, and Mrs. Maxine Banash and Kathy McElroy,
curator for the Flagler Museum, are in charge.
Peace River Valley Historical Society: Ernest W. Hale, history
teacher in the Fort Myers High School, spoke at the Society’s
meeting in Pioneer Park, Zolfo Springs, in January on the Peace
and Caloosahatchee rivers. The Society held a dinner meeting in
Wauchula on February 22, and presented its annual Florida
History Award to Dr. Charlton Tebeau, professor emeritus of the
University of Miami. Dr. Samuel Proctor, University of Florida
and editor of the Florida Historical Quarterly, made the presen-
tation to Dr. Tebeau.
Pensacola Historical Society: Lewis Pollak, vice president of the
Lewis Bear Company, described the company’s Pensacola history
and the history of the Bear family at the January 17 meeting of
the Society. Pat Dodson, chairman of the American Revolution
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Bicentennial Commission of Florida, discussed early Jewish settle-
ment in Pensacola at the February meeting. The Pensacola
Historical Museum reports that it accessioned 1,159 new items
during the previous year. The Society has also added substantially
to its membership.
Pinellas County Historical Commission; Mrs. Wendell Sawyer
has been appointed to the Commission, and William M. Goza is
now serving as vice-chairman. The Commission is cooperating
with the historic preservation program of the Florida Division
of Archives, History and Records Management. The McMullen
log cabin on Coachman Road, the Belcher homestead on Belcher
Road, and St. Andrews Memorial Chapel in Dunedin will be
recommended for inclusion in the survey that is underway by
the Division. The University of South Florida’s Department of
Anthropology is surveying prehistoric sites in the tri-county area
with the Commission’s cooperation and support. The popular
country store museum, which opened in December 1971, is dis-
playing antique tools and furnishings.
Safety Harbor Area Historical Society: Gerald T. Brown, project
director of research and graphics with the Pinellas County govern-
ment, presented a slide program at the January 22 meeting of
the Society at the Safety Harbor City Hall. The Prentice family—
Sam, Carol, and Ricky— were the recipients of the Society’s annual
“Historian of the Year Award.” The presentation was made at
the annual picnic of the Society. The Prentice family received
an inscribed plaque.
St. Augustine Historical Society: John W. Griffin, director of the
Historic Saint Augustine Preservation Board, spoke at the fall
meeting of the Society on “The Search for Osceola.” He described
National Park Boards efforts to secure information on the alleged
stolen remains of the Seminole chief. The October 1971 number
of El Escribano carried an article, “Vicente Manuel de Cespedes
and Carlos Howard: Service Records and Related Documents,”
by John D. Ware, member of the board of directors of the
Florida Historical Society. There were also articles on “Fort San
Diego, ” “Spanish Dragoons Barracks,” and “A Private Library
in St. Augustine, 1680,” written by members of the editorial
staff of the quarterly.
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St. Lucie Historical Society: When the Florida Historical Society
holds its seventy-first annual meeting in Ft. Pierce in May 1973,
the St. Lucie Historical Society will serve as host organization.
It has begun making plans for that convention. Sawyer Lennard
and Floyd Abstein spoke in January at a dinner meeting and
Billy Osceola of the Brighton Reservation and great grandson of
Chief Osceola of Second Seminole War fame was the speaker
February 15. He displayed Indian craft items. The Society spon-
sored historical tours at the Sandy Shoes Festival in January.
Southwest Florida Historical Society: The “Caloosa Quarterly,”
revised newsletter of the Society, issued its first number in Febru-
ary. Mrs. Alberta Rawchuck is editor. In addition to current
news, it contained a description of a three-day festival, “The
Conquest of Florida,” celebrated in Fort Myers in February 1917.
Robert E. Halgrim, curator of the Edison Home and Museum,
described the life and work of Thomas A. Edison in Fort Myers
at the February 1972 meeting of the Society. Dr. Charlton W.
Tebeau, professor emeritus at the University of Miami, spoke at
the March 9 meeting. The Society has its headquarters at 2312
First Street, Fort Myers, where it has available pamphlets, pro-
grams, photographs, books, and other materials relating to South-
west Florida it’s collecting. Officers are Ernest Hall, president;
Robert McKelvey, vice-president; Alberta Rawchuck, secretary;
and Kenneth Helper, treasurer. Marian B. Godown is chairman
of the publicity committee.
Tarpon Springs Historical Society: Anthony Pizzo of Tampa, a
member of the board of directors of the Florida Historical
Society, spoke at the February 21 meeting in the First Federal
Bank Building. Mr. Pizzo is the author of Tampa Town.
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Louis Bishop Capron
Louis Bishop Capron, noted author, anthropologist, and
friend to the Seminoles of Florida, died December 16, 1971, at
his home in West Palm Beach. Mr. Capron was born in Albany,
New York, in 1891, and became interested in Indian lore and
customs at an early age. He moved to Florida in 1925 and was
associated with the Palm Beach Mercantile Company until his
retirement in 1952. Thereafter, he devoted himself to writing
and research of the Seminole Indians. He was an active member
of several Florida historical groups, including the Florida Histori-
cal Society, the Historical Association of South Florida, and the
Florida Anthropological Society. He was past vice-president and
member of the board of governors of the Palm Beach Historical
Society, and he served on the Florida Advisory Committee on
Seminole Indian Affairs.
He was the author of several books and articles on Seminole
customs. Two books, White Moccasins, published by Holt in
1955, and The Red War Pole, published by Bobbs-Merrill in
1963, were written for children. He contributed articles to the
National Geographic magazine and to other national, regional,
and state publications. His “Medicine Bundles of the Florida
Seminoles and the Green Corn Dance” was published by the
Bureau of American Ethnology in 1953. Mr. Capron was inter-
viewed for the University of Florida’s Duke Southern Indian
Oral History Program.
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MINUTES OF THE DIRECTORS’ MEETING
FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
President James C. Craig convened the semi-annual meeting
of the officers and board of directors of the Florida Historical
Society at 10:00 a.m., January 8, 1972, in the student union
building, Stetson University, DeLand. In addition to the presi-
dent, the following attended: John E. Johns, Margaret Chapman,
Mrs. Milton D. Jones, Mary Jane Kuhl, Samuel Proctor, Audrey
Broward, Donald W. Curl, Herbert J, Doherty, Jr., William M.
Goza, Byron S. Hollinshead, Milton D. Jones, Eugene Lyon,
Thelma Peters, Mrs. O. C. Peterson, Anthony Pizza, Jerrell
Shofner, John D. Ware, and Robert W. Williams.
Mrs. Kuhl, executive secretary, submitted the following
financial report:
Bank Balances on Hand
Tampa Federal Savings & Loan Association $ 3,175.35
(Father Jerome Fund)
Guaranty Federal Savings and Loan Association 13,514.25
(Yonge Publication Fund)
Guaranty Federal Savings and Loan Association 2,871.42
(Thompson Memorial Fund)
First Federal Savings & Loan Association 9,801.93
(Main savings)




Dr. Proctor, editor, Florida Historical Quarterly, reported
that the University of Florida is continuing its support of the
journal. There were some difficulties with the mailing of the July
and October 1971 numbers which caused them to be late. It was
noted that historical societies are no longer considered “educa-
tional,” hence there is no special second-class postage rate for
mailing the Quarterly. The editor said that the Quarterly costs
approximately $1.06 to $1.19 per issue to produce, exclusive of
editorial expense, mailing costs, and expense of the executive
secretary’s office. Money is being lost under the current dues
structure; it costs approximately $4.25 - $4.50 just to get the four
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issues ready for mailing. The mailing cost for 1,500 copies is
approximately $50.00. Dr. Proctor suggested two alternatives for
a better fiscal picture— either raise the dues to $10.00 per year or
increase the number of members to at least 2,000.
John D. Ware, membership chairman, announced that pre-
sently the Society has 1,543 members, an increase of twenty-three
since the annual meeting in May 1971. Institutional memberships
declined during this period from forty per cent to twenty per
cent, and the percentage of individual memberships was thus
increased. The display stands with application blanks which had
been placed by the directors in strategic spots throughout the
state had been successful. Letters inviting many state government
officials to join were sent, and several joined. He described the
display mechanisms aimed at bringing membership applications
to the attention of the general public. He also suggested revising
the application blank to contain a self-addressed unit which could
be returned to the Society’s business office. Board members were
urged to launch an active membership drive in their communities
and to solicit membership by personal appearances, letter writing,
and personal solicitation. Mass mailings, publicity releases, dis-
play panels, and speakers were other ideas discussed. Mr. Craig
reported that application blanks would be enclosed in the next
mailing of the Jacksonville Historical Society, and he suggested
that information on membership be included in other local
historical society mailings. Mr. Pizzo noted that interesting local
societies in the state group were an important means of increas-
ing Florida Historical Society membership. Mr. Jones suggested
a color brochure giving details about the Society and its activities.
It was noted that the newspapers have not been cooperative in
picking up Society releases, but spot announcements have been
broadcast over radio and television. Dr. Curl suggested the pos-
sibility of local societies collecting dues for the Florida Historical
Society at the time of their own dues collection. Local committees
to encourage membership were discussed, and Senator Williams
pointed out the need of a follow-up to membership solicitations.
Captain Ware emphasized that the entire board constitute an
active membership committee to be spurred on by the president.
Mr. Jones moved that the application form be revised to include
a brochure (with a self-addressed return envelope) describing the
many offerings of the Society. The motion passed.
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Senator Williams was appointed co-chairman on the member-
ship committee, and he said that he would visit local historical
groups in his area before May to promote membership. He sug-
gested that other board members do the same for their own areas.
Captain Ware and Dr. Proctor will consult with Pat Dodson of
Pensacola to see if his advertising agency would revise the
membership application forms.
Dr. Johns suggested seeking contributions, particularly from
industry, in addition to soliciting personal memberships. Mr.
Jones emphasized the importance of stabilizing immediately the
financial condition of the Society. He called for the immediate
reactivation of the finance committee so that it could investigate
ways to fund the organization and to develop comprehensive
plans for the future. Dr. Proctor called on the president to
reorganize a statewide membership committee with the regional
vice presidents coordinating the efforts.
Dr. Peterson suggested having one person in each geographic
area of the state responsible for supplying releases to the press.
Releases based on articles from the Florida Historical Quarterly
should be sent out. It was noted in passing that no newspapers
presently hold membership in the Florida Historical Society.
Captain Ware reported on the cost of reprinting issues of the
Quarterly. Thirty-five issues were under consideration; the cost
of reprinting 100 issues of each would be $6,475.00. Miss Chap-
man noted that the first twenty-three volumes are available on
microfilm and that libraries tend to prefer purchasing microfilm.
Because of financial considerations, Captain Ware moved that
the project of reprinting be delayed. This was approved.
Dr. Proctor said that the Historical Association of Southern
Florida has offered to sell a quantity of back issues of Quarterlies
to the Society. Dr. Proctor was asked to negotiate the purchase.
Mr. Craig called for approval of the minutes of the May 1971
board meeting as published in the October 1971 number of the
Florida Historical Quarterly. The motion was approved.
Under new business Senator Williams described the experi-
mental program on adult education on humanities in Florida
established by the National Endowment for the Humanities. The
program will develop means of making the contributions of the
academic humanists available to the public. The theme is “Man
in the 70’s,” emphasizing such items as coping with change in the
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family and community. Senator Williams suggested that the
Florida Historical Society participate in the program. Dr. Proctor
pointed out the needs of establishing more liaison between the
Florida Historical Society and local and regional historical
groups. The Florida Historical Society has a responsibility to
encourage local programs and to offer guidance wherever possible.
Growth and development in Florida is destroying much of the
physical evidences of Florida history and there is an emerging
need to encourage preservation. Dr. Proctor suggested seeking a
grant under the program as outlined by Senator Williams to call
a state-wide meeting in the fall of 1972 with all the local historical
societies and commissions. The academic humanists could be
brought into this meeting, with the Florida Historical Society
coordinating the services. Dr. Hollinshead was appointed chair-
man of a committee to draw up a proposal for the state humani-
ties committee requesting funds on a matching basis for a
conference.
The president announced that he had received a letter from
Randy F. Nimnicht, historic preservationist of the Florida Di-
vision of Archives, History, and Records Management, concern-
ing an historic preservation program. One aspect of this program
is to compile an inventory of sites, buildings, structures, and
districts of significance to Florida history, architecture, and archae-
oolgy.  Support from local societies and groups is essential. It
was suggested that the Florida Historical Society organize a com-
mittee on historic sites with which he could communicate and
provide assistance. Senator Williams explained the program
further and emphasized its importance. Mr. Jones moved that
the Society support this program, and that the president appoint
a committee on historic sites from the general membership of
the Society, as he may be advised, consisting of one chairman and
at least two members who shall be requested to report their
efforts to the Board at its next meeting. The motion was adopted.
Mr. Lyon, on behalf of the Indian River Historical Commis-
sion and other historic groups in the area, invited the Florida
Historical Society to hold its 1973 annual meeting at Fort Pierce.
The Port St. Lucie Hilton will serve as convention headquarters.
The invitation was accepted.
The group adjourned at 12:30 p.m. and attended a luncheon,
hosted by Dr. and Mrs. Johns, in the presidents’ dining room
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at the University. Mr. Craig thanked Dr. Johns for his efforts
in making the meeting such a pleasant occasion. The president
also reported on the annual meeting which will be held in
Jacksonville at the Robert Meyer Hotel on May 11-12, 1972. Miss
Dena Snodgrass and Dr. Charlton Tebeau are serving as program
chairmen. The Jacksonville Historical Society is the host organi-
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GREAT EXPECTATIONS. . . . . .
1972
April 5-8 Organization of Ameri- Washington, D.C.
can Historians
May 11-13 FLORIDA HISTORI- Robert Meyer Hotel
CAL SOCIETY —  79th Jacksonville
ANNUAL MEETING




tury Florida and Its
Borderlands”
Sept. 19-22 American Association for Providence, R.I.
State and Local History
Oct. 26-29 National Trust for His- Washington, D.C.
toric Preservation
Nov. 10-11 National Oral History Austin, Texas
Colloquim
Nov. 15-18 Southern Historical Hollywood, Fla.
Association
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